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P r e f a c e
and community involvement, and edu-
cational leadership and management has
become increasingly clear.
This publication is based on the most
recent research activities at NWREL to
identify effective practices in terms of
both implementation and what teachers
do with children.
The ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management has long been committed
to disseminating information useful for
the operation and improvement of el-
ementary and secondary schools. Thus
the Clearinghouse staff relished this op-
portunity to cooperate with NWREL in
publishing Children at the Center and
in making it available to policy-makers,
administrators, teachers, and others who









his publication is the re-
sult of a cooperative effort of the North-
west Regional Educational Laboratory
(NWREL) and the ERIC Clearinghouse
on Educational Management.
NWREL’s attention became focused on
multiage, or multigrade, instruction in
the mid-1980s as an effective, and in
many cases necessary, approach for de-
livering education to students attending
very small schools in rural, isolated com-
munities. Initially, staff of the NWREL
Rural Education Program concentrated
on the role and concerns the classroom
teacher faced with planning and carry-
ing out instruction for children in two or
more grade levels together in a single
classroom.
Subsequently, as states such as Ken-
tucky, Mississippi, and Oregon empha-
sized multiage organization in legisla-
tively mandated educational reform ini-
tiatives, NWREL’s focus broadened
beyond small, rural schools. As Bruce
Miller and his colleagues have contin-
ued their research and development work
on multiage instruction over the past
seven years, the importance of the
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here are times when I
find my professional life as an editor
and writer blending with my personal
life as a husband and father. Editing this
multiage guide for Bruce Miller has pro-
vided just such an opportunity.
As I edited, I peppered Bruce with ques-
tions based on my life as a parent of a
five-year-old as well as on my work as
an editor: How is it that teachers in a
multiage setting can address the diverse
needs of children at such a broad range
of developmental levels? Aren’t five-,
six-, and seven year-olds going to be
left behind in a classroom that includes
six- to eight-year-olds? What additional
training does a teacher need to effec-
tively teach in a multiage environment?
How will I know if my child is doing
well? How do you teach math to a group
that includes five-, six-, and seven-year-
olds? How do you assess these kids?
How does half-day kindergarten fit into
a multiage environment?
Frequently, my questions were framed
by my search for a kindergarten for my
daughter, McKenzie, as much as by my
desire for a quality multiage guide.
Should I seek a multiage environment,
or should I go with what I know best
F o r e w o r d
and place McKenzie in a more tradi-
tional school? My personal frame of
reference was based on attending public
schools that consisted of single-grade
classrooms, teachers who dispensed in-
formation as if it was a rare gem, and
students who passively absorbed the
material—or didn’t, depending on how
well they fit the mold.
Throughout Oregon, public schools are
b ing decimated by a voter-approved
property tax limitation that has class
sizes swelling, resources dwindling, and
the number of school days declining.
Despite these constraints, some schools
— led by dynamic principals and staffed
by innovative teachers like those in this
guide — are meeting the needs of an
increasingly diverse student population.
Their schools are emerging as true learn-
ing centers that honor the individual
tyles of students, encourage the unique
styles of teachers, and address the grow-
ing concerns of parents and others who
care for children.
Parents are becoming increasingly vo-
cal about their desires for educational
quality. For example, about a year ago,
my partner Sharon and I got involved
with a group of parents concerned about
T
x
equity, individual learning styles, alter-
native assessment, parental involvement,
rising teacher-student ratios, and other
school-related issues. Our early discus-
sions have led to the creation of a parent
cooperative school that will open its
doors this fall in the Portland Public
School system. Already, there is a wait-
ing list to get in.
Multiage education is a critical part of
the charter for the parent cooperative
school we helped create. But writing a
concept into a charter is a world away
from understanding how multiage edu-
cation works in practice.
As I continued to edit and talk with
Bruce, my own walls about multiage
education began crumbling. I listened
to the stories that the teachers, adminis-
trators, and parents tell in this guide,
and I realized that their journey was
motivated by what is best for children. I
also noticed that they didn’t provide
answers; they offered ideas. But they
also walked their talk: Every day, these
teachers and administrators modeled
cooperative learning, applied learning,
shared decision-making, and other val-
ues that they sought to instill in their
students.
At the heart of it, that’s what this guide
is about: the ideas, concepts, values,
and actions of educators, parents, and
others intimately concerned about the
children in their communities. As an
editor, I hope you find it a good read. As
an educator, I hope you find it useful in
your school setting. And as a parent, I
hope you find it as provocative and
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would like to acknowledge and pay special thanks to the
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cation and the financial support that
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I n t r o d u c t i o n
eachers and administra-
tors from country schools to urban class-
rooms are hungry for information on
multiage education. I see it in the nu-
merous calls I receive as a rural educa-
tion specialist at the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory in Portland, Or-
egon.
These requests come on the heels of
numerous research reports emphasiz-
ing whole language, cooperative learn-
ing, heterogeneous grouping, and de-
velopmentally appropriate practice, all
of which have implications for multiage
learning environments. Moreover, the
requests coincide with legislatively
mandated educational reform initiatives
in Kentucky, Oregon, and Mississippi
that also emphasize multiage organiza-
tion (Lodish 1992). This legislative ac-
tion has caused teachers, administra-
tors, and parents to ask whether this is
simply another educational trend or a
lasting educational reform. Despite such
concerns, educators throughout the na-
tion are implementing multiage class-
rooms and schools with insufficient
forethought, planning, and participation
of key stakeholders. I can think of no
better way to destroy a potentially sound
educational practice.
Unfortunately, promising practices and
innovations are often implemented for
the wrong reasons or with little under-
standing of key factors such as teacher
readiness, staff ownership, parental in-
volvement, and collaborative planning.
Each of those issues must be consid-
ered if the change effort is to have a
positive and lasting effect on students
and teachers.
This need for caution seems obvious
but is often overlooked by well-inten-
tioned administrators who fail to under-
stand how unsettling change may be for
teachers who have little or no control
over it. In that regard, implementing
multiage instructional practices raises
important questions that should be asked
and understood before the journey be-
gins:
1. Why would a school staff implement
a multiage program, especially when
evidence from the field suggests
multiage classrooms, at least initially,
are more work?
2. What roles should teachers play in
planning and implementation, and
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3. What type of school or organizational
climate is likely to facilitate success-
ful multiage implementation?
4. How should parents and the commu-
nity be involved in deciding, plan-
ning, and implementing the change
effort?
5. What does leadership look like in
successful multiage implementation?
6. Are there factors associated with
implementation of successful
multiage programs that can be gener-
alized to other settings?
These six questions provide the frame-
work for this implementation guide. The
answers to these questions are complex
and can be found in the ideas, stories,
and experiences of educators who have
struggled to implement multiage prac-
tices, as well as among the researchers
who have studied the multiage concept
for years.
There is frequent confusion around the
meaning of multiage among both prac-
titioners and researchers. Such terms as
nongraded, ungraded, multigrade, ver-
tical grouping, blends, and multiage are
being used, in many cases, interchange-
ably (Katz 1988, Miller 1989).
Such semantic confusion creates mis-
understandings that may damage pros-
pects for successful implementation. For
this guide, I use multiage to mean two
or more grade levels that have been
intentionally placed together to improve
learning. The child’s developmental
needs, regardless of grade-level curricu-
lum or administrative placement, stand
out as a key defining characteristic of
the multiage concept. Ideally, there is a
blurring of grade- and age-level distinc-
tions as students blend into a caring
community of learners.
The educators interviewed for this guide
aspire to this ideal. I hope you find their
experiences and ideas enlightening and
meaningful. Above all, I hope you find
this guide useful as you embark on your





n illustration of the dam-
aging effects of blindly hopping on the
bandwagon—and a key reason for writ-
ing this multiage implementation
guide—can be seen in the experiences
of a teacher in an urban school system in
the Midwest.
A Veteran Teacher’s Story
Sarah has been teaching elementary
school for thirteen years. A year and
a half ago her school became one of
eight pilot sites in her district to
implement multiage organization
and instruction. When school started
in the fall, she found herself in a
classroom with first- through fourth-
grade students. In addition, test
scores were used to place a repre-
sentative academic range of students
in Sarah’s class. She ended up with
ten boys and four girls. Sarah men-
tioned that this imbalance of boys
and the placement of several stu-
dents with behavior problems made
the implementation of a multiage
classroom especially difficult.
Sarah had received two half-day
training sessions on whole language
in preparation for implementing the
new multiage program. Not surpris-
ingly, Sarah said there was not much
in the training for teaching in a
multiage classroom. When she was
interviewed shortly after school
started, she spoke like a first-year
teacher, full of anxiety and concern
about her students. In describing the
planning and implementation pro-
cess that occurred in her district, her
anxiety appeared understandable.
A new superintendent had been hired
with an agenda for change. Within
his first year, he had mandated
multiage organization and com-
puter-assisted learning. Sarah indi-
cated she knew very little about
multiage teaching or computer-as-
sisted learning. In addition, the dis-
trict allocated $2,000 per pilot class-
room for materials. However, the
money only became available in the
fall, so teachers did not have materi-
als when school began. To compli-
cate matters, the school year began
with a new principal, who, like Sa-
rah, found herself thrust into the
middle of mandated change.
Teachers in Sarah’s school were all
assigned to self-contained class-
rooms with a student age span of
four years (that is, grades 1 through
4). Sarah mentioned that teachers
did not talk about their successes or
problems, nor did they conduct staff
A
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meetings where multiage practices
were discussed. By Sarah’s account,
collegial-planning and staff-devel-
opment structures that would allow
teachers time to share their successes
and struggles were nonexistent. Sa-
rah, like her colleagues, was ex-
pected to implement the change
alone.
Sarah also said that teachers were
not involved in the decision to imple-
ment multiage classrooms. The plan
was developed at the central office,
with program success measured by
standardized test scores. This cre-
ated intense pressure for teachers.
To complicate matters, Sarah said
the computer-based learning pro-
gram created additional tension. Evi-
dently, the district contracted with a
California company that offered a
program in reading and math that
guaranteed academic growth pro-
vided certain standards were met.
One standard created special prob-
lems for Sarah: Students were re-
quired to be at a terminal for thirty
minutes a day. If students missed
the regularly scheduled computer
time, Sarah and other teachers were
required to schedule a makeup time
to validate the agreement with the
California company.
Five months after initially interview-
ing Sarah, problems remained at her
school. Teachers had gone on strike
and the pilot project emerged as an
issue. Sarah felt she was getting a
better handle on instruction, but she
wondered what the long-term im-
pact might be on students and teach-
ers. In her building, only two teach-
ers seemed to be comfortable with
multiage classrooms. Several teach-
ers had resigned. Sarah said she
thought about resigning, but felt she
could tough it out.
Sarah’s story is all too common. She
left the impression that there had been
little or no analysis of such key factors
as teacher readiness, staff ownership,
parental involvement, and collaborative
planning. And although Sarah had a
small class size compared to national
norms, she faced what many teachers
would perceive as an extreme range of
developmental levels without relevant
training or assistance. In addition, it
appears that minimal advance planning
that involved Sarah and her colleagues
took place. For example, while each
pilot teacher received $2,000 to pur-
chase multiage resources, there simply
was not sufficient time to order materi-
als and have them available for the start
of school.
It also appears that Sarah and her col-
leagues had insufficient knowledge of
multiage learning to use the money in
the most effective manner. Moreover,
the isolated manner in which teachers
were expected to carry out a variety of
reforms suggests that the changes were
implemented without the most basic
understanding of the change process.
Recent empirical studies and research
reviews demonstrate that multiage or-
ganization produces beneficial results
for students (Cotton 1993, Gutierrez and
Slavin 1992, Anderson and Pavan 1993,
and Miller 1989). In addition, the work
of early childhood researchers such as
Katz (1988) and learning psychologists
such as Dweck (1986), Vygotsky
(1978), and Gardner (1983) provide
practitioners with a powerful founda-
tion and rationale for understanding and
implementing multiage programs.
While there is a rich and solid research
base for understanding and implement-
ing multiage programs, practitioners of-
ten neglect to integrate it with other
successful classroom practices. Worse
yet, teachers can be overwhelmed by a
plethora of change mandated by admin-
istrators unmindful of the impact that
such reform efforts have on classroom
teachers. Sarah’s story is a good ex-
ample of change imposed by a well-
intentioned administrator who did not
establish a process that involved staff
and the community in the reform effort.
Moreover, he neglected to provide the
resources and training to adequately pre-
pare teachers and increase the potential
for success.
The research conducted for this docu-
ment addresses this complex issue by
presenting information collected from
teachers, principals, and parents. Their
experiences provided the grist for the
broad implications and applications of
multiage approaches presented in this
guide. Moreover, to increase the useful-
ness of the research underlying this
guide, nine separate sources of data were
collected across a range of schools and
communities (table 1). This strategy pro-
vided the opportunity to cross-check in-
formation and to note similarities and
differences across data sets.
However, bear in mind that the purpose
of the research underlying this publica-
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tion was to describe how successful
multiage programs have been developed
and implemented. Therefore, no effort
was made to collect and analyze cogni-
tive and affective outcome measures.
Instead, multiple self-report strategies
(surveys and interviews) were used to
develop a rich descriptive picture of
multiage practices and their perceived




Open-ended survey questions were used
to collect information in four areas: (1)
reasons for implementing a multiage
program, (2) factors contributing to pro-
gram success, (3) problems or challenges
faced, and (4) recommendations for
those considering a multiage program.
Multiage teachers and principals, and a
sample of instructional assistants and
parents at four schools in three states,
completed the surveys. In addition, sur-
veys were given to participants attend-
ing a national conference on multiage
instruction to obtain a broad cross-sec-
tion of information from the United
States and Canada. Finally, tape-re-
corded interviews were conducted with
the principal and a representative sample
of teachers (including curriculum spe-
cialists) and parents from the four inter-
view-site schools (see Appendix A for a
copy of the survey and interview instru-
ments). Nearly all surveyed respondents
were either planning to implement a
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tics for each school. Taken as a whole,
these schools represent a cross-section
of school types: large, small, rural, ur-
ban, small town, ethnically diverse, and
poor. These schools also reflect a com-
mon desire to better serve the needs of
students generally considered at risk for
academic underachievement.1
Interview questions, in part, grew from
an analysis of the survey data and were
designed to gain an indepth understand-
ing of how multiage practices became
successfully institutionalized in each
school. Beginning with a discussion of
survey results, emergent themes and is-
sues will be identified and then elabo-
rated through an analysis of the inter-
views conducted at each school. More-
over, the ideas and words of parents,
teachers, and principals will provide a
rich and varied picture of these four
schools as they have developed and sus-
tained multiage programs. Finally, im-
plications for practice will be discussed
using the six questions presented above.
multiage program or currently doing so,
thus increasing the likelihood of obtain-
ing well-informed contributions.
In fact, the four elementary schools cho-
sen for onsite interviews were selected
on the basis of their reputation for suc-
cessfully implementing multiage orga-
nization and instruction and sustaining
it for more than four years. Table 2
provides the demographic characteris-
Table 2
Demographic Characteristics of the Four Interview-Site Schools
School Comm District School No. of No. of MA Age/Grade School
Name Type Size Size Teachers Classroms Span Demographics
Lincoln Small K-12 = K-5 = 14 12 2, 3 & 4 ethnic = 1<%
university 7,652 444 age span poverty = 45%
town
Overland Rural K-12 = K-4 = 9 5 3 ethnic = 76%
5,494 184 age span poverty = 96%
Boise- Urban K-12 = P,K = 45 6 2 ethnic = 57%
Elliot 54, 975 768 age span poverty = 64%
Concrete Isolated K-12= K-5= 17 14 2 & 3 ethnic = <1%
rural 855 405 age span poverty = 60%
__________________
1Budgetary and time constraints limited the num-
ber of schools participating in the study. However,
the survey data were used to broaden the information
base beyond the four interview-site schools.
Table 1
Overview of the Sources of Data




(n = 202) (n = 13)
Lincoln Overland
Elementary Elementary
(n = 16) (n = 13)
Overland Boise-Eliot
Elementary Elementary
(n = 9) (n = 7)
Boise-Eliot Concrete
Elementary Elementary
(n = 4) (n = 13)
Concrete
Elementary (n = 10)
7
urveys were analyzed
thematically, noting how often a theme
or topic was mentioned. Rank orders
for the national and interview-site data
sets were determined by selecting the
ten most frequently mentioned themes.
Since items were not ranked by qualita-
tive criteria, the remaining themes were
later included in the analysis of the in-
terviews. This procedure ensured that
potentially important concepts and ideas
were not overlooked. For example, stu-
dent placement was only mentioned
once on the surveys but emerged as a
frequent topic during teacher interviews.
Table 3 was constructed to delineate
the various shadings of why respon-
dents engaged in multiage instruction.
The survey results indicate that practi-
tioners paint a positive picture of the
multiage classroom. For example, “ben-
efits” emerged as a complex factor from
both sets of survey data. For the na-
tional survey, “benefits children” was
ranked number one; for the interview-
site schools, it was ranked third.
In analyzing these data, the category
“benefits children” was only marked as
a response if it was explicitly stated.
However, if a respondent mentioned a
benefit such as “develops peer learn-
ing,” then a new category was created.
From this perspective, nearly all re-
sponses suggested multiage practice ben-
efits students.
Only two categories represent other rea-
sons for implementation: “result of ex-
ternal forces” and “required condition
of employment.” The high priority rank-
ing of “result of external forces” on the
national sample may reflect where the
survey was administered. The confer-
ence was in Kentucky, where multiage
primary schools were legislatively man-
dated and have been implemented for
more than two years. But mandates can
be beneficial. For example, numerous
respondents from Kentucky said that
despite the mandate, they loved teach-
ing in a multiage environment. How-
ever, as detailed later, mandates often
are perceived as negatively affecting the
change effort.
What emerges from the remaining cat-
egories reflects a strong and compelling
belief that a multiage learning environ-
ment changes the way teachers view the
learner and the curriculum. Respondents
felt multiage “promotes a recognition
of diversity that necessitates appropri-
ate action” and “encourages natural de-
velopment of each child.” In other words,
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Rank National Survey (N=202)
1 Benefits children
2 Result of external forces such as
state legislation or grant funding
3 Encourages natural development of
child (that is, encourages develop-
mentally appropriate practices)
4 Increases continuity of instruc-
tional and interpersonal relations
across school years for students,
teachers, and parents
5 Facilitates flexible student pacing
6 Develops peer learning and
positive peer relations
7 Wanted to do it, love it
8 Required condition of employment
9 Encourages teachers to be more
student centered
10 Promotes a recognition of diversity
that necessitates appropriate action
Surveys from Interview Sites (N=39)
Promotes a recognition of diversity that
necessitates appropriate action
Develops peer learning and positive peer
relations
Benefits children
Increases continuity of instructional and
interpersonal relations across school years
for students, teachers, and parents
Reduces evaluation and competitive
pressures on children
Encourages natural development of child
(that is, encourages developmentally
appropriate practices)
Promotes positive professional relationships
and interpersonal support
Required condition of employment
Encourages teachers to be more student
centered
Result of external forces such as state
legislation or grant funding
Table 3
A Rank-Ordered Comparison of the Most Frequently
Mentioned Reasons for Implementing a Multiage Program
it “encourages teachers to be more stu-
dent centered.”
Several other categories provide insight
into how this change may occur. First,
the multiage classroom helps develop
“peer learning and positive peer rela-
tions.” Moreover, by having students
for more than one year, a “continuity of
instruction and interpersonal relations”
is created among all those involved: stu-
dents, teachers, and parents.
As will be presented later, information
from the interview data indicates that
continuity across several school years
was a compelling reason for consider-
ing multiage instruction.
Educators from the four interview sites
mentioned that a reduction in “evalua-
tion and competitive pressures on chil-
dren” occurred in their schools. It ap-
pears that this relates to the increase in
the category “peer learning and positive
peer relations” because, under certain
conditions, “evaluation and competitive
pressures” negatively affect student
learning and relations (Nicholls 1989).
Interestingly, these educators also said
that teaching in a multiage environment
“promotes positive professional relation-
ships and interpersonal support.” Care
must be taken in how much weight to
give this category. As we learned from
Sarah’s experience, multiage, in and of
itself, does not promote improved rela-
tions or guarantee support. Other key
factors must be present.
Factors of Successful
Multiage Programs
Many subtle ideas and relationships
emerged from analyzing survey
responses to a question that asked
about which factors contribute to
successful multiage implementation.
Table 4 provides insight into those
factors mentioned most frequently.
“Having support” was the most com-
monly noted factor, which suggests
the high priority that should be given
to developing support among parents,
principals, and the central office.
However, the form of the support mat-
ters. The best support comes from par-
ents who are “well-informed and ac-
tively involved,” from a “flexible prin-
cipal who understands the change ef-
fort,” and from an “active school board
and superintendent.” Moreover, there
are suggestions for how support is de-
veloped and maintained. Support is not
a given.
“Cooperation and ongoing communica-
tion among all stakeholders” is critical
and should include “ongoing staff de-
velopment that focuses on the change
effort and includes the whole staff work-
ing and learning together.” In a related
manner, the item “teaching teams who
are given time for mutual planning and
collaboration” was ranked as important.
Teaching teams not only provide sup-
port but also peer learning opportuni-
ties. In the analysis of the interview
data, the importance of collaboration
among teachers directly relates to the
success of the change effort, especially
when teacher teams are encouraged and
supported with common planning time
and shared instructional space.
Flexibility also plays an important role.
Having a “flexible principal,” a “flex-
ible and well-organized plan,” and “flex-
ible teachers” contribute to successful
implementation. Finally, respondents be-
lieve teachers need to know how to use
the “teaching strategies” and a “range
of materials that help address classroom
diversity.” Taken as a whole, the infor-
mation in table 4 suggests that imple-
mentation is likely to be successful if a
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Table 4
A Rank-Ordered Comparison of the Most Frequently
Mentioned Factors of Successful Multiage Programs
Rank National Survey (N=202)
1 Having supportive parents who have
been well informed and actively
involved
2 Having a flexible principal who is
supportive and understands the change
effort
3 Providing ongoing staff development
that focuses on the change effort and
includes the whole staff working and
learning together
4 Having cooperation and ongoing
communication among all stakeholders
5 Having active school board and
superintendent support
6 Having a flexible and well-organized
plan cooperatively developed well in
advance of implementation
7 Using open-ended teaching strategies
such as hands-on science and math,
whole language, and cooperative
learning to ensure student success
8 Having teachers who are enthusiastic,
flexible, and open to change
9 Having teaching teams situated in
close proximity to one another and
given time for mutual planning and
collaboration
10 Having an understanding and belief in
multiage instruction as a tool for
addressing and respecting the diversity
of how children develop and learn
Surveys from Interview Sites (N=39)
Having cooperation and ongoing commu-
nication among all stakeholders
Using open-ended teaching strategies such
as hands-on science and math, whole
language, and cooperative learning to
ensure student success
Having supportive parents who have been
well informed and actively involved
Having an understanding and belief in
multiage instruction as a tool for address-
ing and respecting the diversity of how
children develop and learn
Providing ongoing staff development that
focuses on the change effort and includes
the whole staff working and learning
together
Having teaching teams situated in close
proximity to one another and given time
for mutual planning and collaboration
Having a flexible and well-organized plan
cooperatively developed well in advance
of implementation
Having a flexible principal who is
supportive and understands the change
effort
Having teachers who are enthusiastic,
flexible, and open to change
Having a wide range of materials that help
address classroom diversity
systemic approach is used to consider
all stakeholders—parents, teachers, ad-
ministrators, and students. The approach
should seek to build their support
through ongoing communication that de-
velops understanding and cooperation.
Implementation Problems
What are the problems or challenges
educators encounter prior to and during
implementation of multiage learning?
The national survey group represents a
range of implementation stages, from
those just beginning to think and plan to
those with institutionalized programs.
The interview-site group, on the other
hand, has been involved in multiage pro-
cesses for more than four years. Table 5
presents the results of a survey question
designed to generate information on the
challenges and problems faced by those
involved in multiage implementation.
For the national and interview-site
groups, “developing support” ranked
first and second, respectively. Building
support clearly represents a primary con-
cern and need. This emphasis on sup-
port is not surprising.
Like any improvement effort, whether
it be a new program or a new building,
without a well-developed support base
or foundation, the new structure is likely
to collapse.
The areas of “assessing program
changes” and the “lack of time for col-
laborative team and/or staff planning”
ranked in the top four. Respondents from
both data sets suggest that using stan-
dardized achievement measures to
evaluate program success is problem-
atic. In a related matter, respondents
suggest that additional time be provided
for planning and working together. For
example, creating a more valid approach
to assessment requires both time and
expertise; developing expertise requires
the time to engage in staff development.
There were also concerns that focused
directly on the classroom. As one might
expect from their stage of implementa-
tion, the interview-site respondents men-
tioned classroom-level themes more of-
ten than did the national survey respon-
dents. For example, the interview-site
group suggested the need for “having
appropriate curriculum that addresses
student diversity” and “placing students
so there is a balance across a range of
areas such as academics, behavior, and
gender.” On the other hand, national
survey respondents more frequently
cited issues relating to the initial stages
of implementation, such as “support,
financing, overcoming staff and com-
munity resistance,” and “forcing
multiage education through top-down
mandates.” Only the classroom-level
topic of “letting go of traditional grade-
level thinking and instruction” emerged
as a priority issue by all respondents.
Recommendations
The recommendations presented in table
6 demonstrate a high level of compat-
ibility with the information presented in
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Table 5
A Rank-Ordered Comparison of the Most Frequently
Mentioned Implementation Problems
Rank National Survey (N=202)
1 Developing support for the change
effort with parents, teachers, and the
principal
2 Providing ongoing staff develop-
ment
3 Assessing program changes with
traditional measures such as
standardized achievement tests
4 Financing materials, instructional
resources, staff development, and
change-related costs
5 Lacking time for instructional and
collaborative team and/or staff
planning
6 Having difficulty letting go of
traditional grade-level thinking and
instruction
7 Receiving school district support,
especially in terms of knowing and
valuing the change through both
words and deeds
8 Overcoming staff and community
resistance
9 Forcing multiage education through
top-down mandates, especially
when the developmental differences
of staff members are not considered
10 Sustaining the multiage change
effort through such activities as
monitoring implementation, keeping
abreast of new research, ensuring
staff members continuity, and
ongoing refinement
Surveys from Interview Sites (N=39)
Having difficulty letting go of traditional
grade-level thinking and instruction
Developing support for the change effort
with parents, teachers, and the principal
Lacking time for instructional and collabora-
tive team and/or staff planning
Assessing program changes with traditional
measures such as standardized achievement
tests
Sustaining the multiage change effort
through such activities as monitoring
implementation, keeping abreast of new
research, ensuring staff continuity, and
ongoing refinement
Placing students so there is a balance across
a range of areas such as academics, behav-
ior, and gender
Having appropriate curriculum for address-
ing student diversity, including curriculum
frameworks
(All remaining items had a consensus of two
or fewer)
the previous tables. “Securing support”
once again emerged as a dominant theme.
Moreover, many of the topics delineated
in the table reflect ways of developing
support. For example, if efforts are made
to “educate and involve parents” in the
change effort, they are more likely to
understand and feel a sense of owner-
ship.
In a similar manner, if parents and staff
members are allowed to “visit a variety
of multiage schools” and “plan well
ahead of implementation,” their involve-
ment is encouraged and their role as
stakeholders is validated.
Many of these recommendations also
indicate the kind of condition or climate
most conducive to facilitating and sus-
taining change. For example, words such
as “trust, shared understanding, provid-
ing choices,” and “being flexible in work-
ing with staff” are behaviors that pro-
mote positive working relationships.
When people feel supported, involved,
and trusted, they are more likely to take
the risks necessary in learning some-
thing new. In other words, people are
more receptive to learning (for example,
letting go of traditional grade-level think-
ing and instruction) when they feel sup-
ported and trusted. “Sharing successes
and challenges” provides an opportu-
nity for trust building.
However, as noted by both survey
groups, “staff have to desire and own
the change; it cannot be a forced man-
date.” When individuals are forced to
make a change, they generally feel ex-
cluded from the decision-making pro-
cess and their attitude toward the change
often turns to resistance. Survey results
clearly suggest that securing a wide base
of support and ensuring that the com-
munity and “all staff develop a shared
understanding of the change effort” is
vital to successful implementation.
Several other themes mentioned in table
6 are worth noting. Recognizing that
change requires time and persistence
and that stress and conflict are natural
elements of the change process seems
like good advice. Too often, in the face
of change, there is a tendency to equate
stress and anxiety with competence as
educators. This is why “communicating
among staff about reasons for multiage,
sharing successes and challenges” is
critically important. Moreover, the un-
settling effect of change increases sen-
sitivity to the changes children face ev-
ery day as learners. When educators join
their students and become learners, they
also become better teachers. In the pro-
cess, they also become “open to new
ideas” and are more “willing to take
risks and trust that children can learn.”
Summary
A multiage survey was developed and
administered to two sets of individuals.
Results of the survey provide informa-
tion to help guide those contemplating
the implementation of multiage prac-
tices. The first sample consisted of indi-
viduals representing a diverse cross-sec-
tion of teachers, parents, board mem-
bers, administrators, and consultants at-
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Table 6
A Rank-Ordered Comparison of the Most Frequently
Mentioned Recommendations
Rank National Survey (N=202)
1 Strive to learn and improve as a
staff and individually, ensuring all
staff members develop a shared
understanding of the change effort
2 Plan well ahead of implementation
(1-2 years), focusing on slow,
incremental change that includes an
analysis of the impact on all
constituent groups
3 Build trust through communication
among staff members by discussing
beliefs, reasons for multiage,
sharing successes and challenges
4 Educate and involve parents so they
understand and support the change
5 Visit a variety of multiage schools
and ask questions of staff and
students about the implementation
process, materials, grouping, whole
language, hands-on math and
science
6 Secure support early on from the
community, parents, administrators,
and colleagues for the multiage
effort
7 Persist, give it time, and expect
some stress and conflict as natural
to change
8 Staff members have to desire and
own the change; it cannot be a
forced mandate
9 Be flexible in working with staff,
meeting student needs, and trying
new ideas
10 Provide choices for parents and
teachers who cannot support the
multiage change effort
Four Interview Sites (N=39)
Secure support early on from the community,
parents, administrators, and colleagues for
the multiage effort
Build trust through communication among
staff members by discussing beliefs, reasons
for multiage, sharing successes and chal-
lenges
Strive to learn and improve as a staff and
individually, ensuring all staff members
develop a shared understanding of the
change effort
Plan well ahead of implementation (1-2
years), focusing on slow, incremental change
that includes an analysis of the impact on all
constituent groups
Educate and involve parents so they under-
stand and support the change
Visit a variety of multiage schools and ask
questions of staff and students about the
implementation process, materials, grouping,
whole language, hands-on math and science
Be flexible in working with staff, meeting
student needs, and trying new ideas
Be open to new ideas, take risks, and trust
that children can learn
Build a foundation of whole language,
hands-on math and science, authentic
assessment, themes, and integrated curricu-
lum
Staff members have to desire and own the
change; it cannot be a mandate
tending a national conference on
multiage education. This group also pro-
vided a cross-section of implementation
levels. Some were in the early stages of
thinking and collecting information,
whereas others had implemented multi-
age practices in their classrooms and
schools.
The second set of surveys was drawn
from educators and parents who have
been involved in successful implemen-
tation for more than four years. Hence,
they have weathered the early storms of
implementation and controversy, emerg-
ing with viable programs. More impor-
tant, their programs were implemented
recently enough for them to recount their
journeys.
How can the results of this survey help
educators make informed decisions re-
garding the implementation of multiage
practices, and what additional informa-
tion would be beneficial? From a practi-
cal point of view, these data represent
the collective experience of individuals
who, for the most part, believe in and
are committed to multiage organization
and instruction. Taken as a whole, these
are well-informed individuals. However,
survey data only provide us with gen-
eral themes or topics and can, at best,
only identify key points to consider in
developing a strategy for implementa-
tion. The interview data, presented in
the second part of this guide, provide
the rich detail necessary for construct-
ing a roadmap for action.
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Implications
First and foremost, ensure that your rea-
sons for change reflect the needs and
interests of the children you serve. Re-
spondents were clear on this point: Their
number one reason for implementing
multiage practices was their belief that
it would benefit children. Moreover,
practitioners must know what practices
will produce the benefit. Will the ben-
efit accrue through simply putting vari-
ous ages together in the same room? Or
would it be better to have the same
children over several years? Knowing
and understanding why you are imple-
menting multiage is critical to its suc-
cess.
Second, build a solid base of support
among key stakeholders: community and
parents, teachers, and administrators.
Engage these groups in analyzing and
discussing the reasons for change: Is
there research to support the desired
direction? Are there resources to help
answer questions? If possible, visit a
variety of multiage schools. Ask ques-
tions of staff and students about the
implementation process, materials,
grouping, whole language, and hands-
on math and science. If time and/or re-
sources do not allow for personal visits,
then reading case studies, making phone
calls, and securing videotapes may be
the next best option.
Third, build a climate throughout the
school and community that is character-
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ized by open communication and trust.
Include people in the process and take
the time to explain the changes. In the
community, this may mean providing
opportunities for direct involvement in
decision-making, community forums,
and other strategies for parent educa-
tion. In the school, this means learning
together as a staff, where beliefs and
practices are discussed and evaluated.
Above all, create an environment where
people feel safe taking the kinds of risks
necessary to change classroom practice.
Finally, be realistic. Implementation re-
quires planning, patience, time, and an
understanding of the process of change.
Both respondent groups placed a major
emphasis on planning at least one to
two years in advance of implementa-
tion. Moreover, research on successful
innovation (Miles and Huberman 1980,
Fullan 1993), indicates that successful
change efforts take three years or longer
to become part of the everyday realities
of school life.
As realists, one must recognize that ulti-
mately it is people who are being asked
to change. As the survey data show, it is
difficult for people to “let go of tradi-
tional grade-level thinking and instruc-
tion.” After all, most parents, students,
teachers, and administrators have spent
their entire lives in graded learning in-
stitutions. Putting a multiage program
in place is easy compared to changing
the way people think, especially when
curriculum and the textbook industry
are dominated by graded materials.
Moreover, individuals vary in how
readily they embrace new ideas, strate-
gies, and practices. Again, drawing on
the themes emerging from the surveys,
educators must avoid top-down man-
dates, especially when the developmen-
tal differences of staff are not consid-
ered.
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zation to succeed, a series of questions
must be addressed.
1. What roles should teachers play in
planning and implementation, and
what knowledge do they need for
maximum effectiveness?
2. What type of school or organizational
climate is likely to facilitate success-
ful multiage implementation?
3. How should parents and the commu-
nity be involved in deciding, plan-
ning, and implementing the change
effort?
4. What does leadership look like in
successful multiage implementation?
5. Are there implementation factors as-
sociated with successful multiage pro-
grams that can be generalized to other
settings?
Each of the interview-site schools rep-
resents a unique context and set of cir-
cumstances around which the introduc-
tion and development of multiage orga-
nization and instruction emerged. To
delineate these differences, interview re-
sults are presented by school. A com-
parative discussion of the interview sites
is presented with an eye toward draw-
esults from interviews
conducted at the four multiage schools
provide detailed information at the heart
of why the schools, their communities,
and staffs have been successful at
multiage innovation and change. An
analysis of the rationale underlying their
actions and how they have sustained
their efforts through conflict, budget
cuts, and staff turnover will be presented.
In addition, the patterns of action that
unite these diverse schools and the quali-
ties that give them their own unique
identities will be described.
What Could Be So
Compelling?
Why would a school staff want to imple-
ment a multiage program, especially
when evidence from the field suggests
multiage classrooms, at least initially,
are more work? What could compel
teachers to give up the relatively safe
life as a single-grade teacher? Survey
results suggest strong beliefs in the effi-
cacy of a multiage organization. Re-
spondents cited better continuity, more
peer learning, and more positive peer
relationships as reasons for implement-
ing multiage. But for multiage organi-
R
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cause there is variation and diversity
within a developmental timeframe, we
cannot predict the exact moment when
a child will talk. Some children may
learn to talk as early as nine months
while others may begin at twenty-five
months—all these ages fall within the
broad range of normal.
Lowery (1993) provides a research-
based overview of these two dimen-
sions of development. In the field of
biological science, evidence supporting
developmental stages has been estab-
lished by periodic increases in brain size
and weight, cellular growth within the
brain, electrical functioning within the
brain, and head circumference.
From the field of psychology, evidence
has been established surrounding three
phenomena: the individual’s capacity to
deal with independent ideas and to re-
late them in increasing combinations in
two- or three-year spurts from about the
ages of three through seventeen; the
individual’s tendency to exhibit the same
kinds of behaviors and view of the world
as other individuals within two- to three-
year ranges; and the individual’s abil-
ity, upon growing older, to replace each
view with a more sophisticated view
which, in turn, is replaced.
Variability among individuals consti-
tutes the area needing the greatest atten-
tion because schools too often underem-
phasize or neglect student developmen-
tal differences. This includes both the
timeframe for a developmental stage
(that is, the two- to three-year range)
ing out implications for those desiring
to implement their own multiage pro-
gram.
Several interview-site schools, notably
Lincoln and Boise-Eliot, began their
implementation of multiage as an out-
growth of developmentally appropriate
practice (DAP), a concept gaining na-
tional prominence in the last decade
through major research efforts in early
childhood education and psychology.
The following section presents a gen-
eral overview of the concept of DAP







(DAP) is not a set of clearly delineated
educational strategies that teachers can
use like a recipe to ensure student
achievement. Instead, it is a research-
based philosophy of how children de-
velop and learn. Research from the fields
of biology and psychology demonstrate
that human development occurs in pre-
dictable and sequential stages, but with
individual variation as to when a devel-
opmental stage is attained. For example,
we can predict a timeframe for when
children reach the developmental level
where they learn to talk. Moreover, we
can safely anticipate that all normally
developing children learn to talk. Be-
and those factors that mediate differ-
ences among learners, such as social
backgrounds or dispositions toward
learning. Educators have traditionally
taken a normative view of development.
For example, by the beginning of first
grade all children should be ready to
read; by the beginning of second grade,
all children should be reading. The con-
cept of the graded school, graded cur-
riculum, and standard achievement tests
all rest on this normative assumption.
The philosophy underlying DAP stresses
the need for a balanced perspective on
the whole child in all of his or her com-
plexity. This means that educators need
to be just as concerned with the child’s
social, psychological, and physical well-
being as they are with academic perfor-
mance.
Moreover, child-development research-
ers have looked closely at the social and
environmental conditions that facilitate
and inhibit the short- and long-term
development of the child. For example,
is there a relationship between how
children learn to read and their attitude
toward reading when they are older?
The answer, unequivocally, is yes. Many
children learn to read text but seldom
read for pleasure when they are older.
Lillian Katz (1988), a respected author-
ity on early childhood development and
education, suggests that the primary con-
cern of educators should be the types of
learning experiences schools provide and
how they relate to the development of
the child over time:
The developmental question is not
simply, “What can children do?”
Nor is it “How do they learn?” Chil-
dren always learn. Learning is a neu-
tral term. Children learn undesir-
able as well as desirable things; to
mistrust as well as to trust, to hurt as
well as to help. The critical devel-
opmental question for educators is,
“What should young children be
doing that best serves their develop-
ment in the long term?” (p. 34)
Although Katz’s research focuses pri-
marily on the early years, her conclu-
sions have application for both older
children and adults. What learners
should be doing to best support their
long-term development cannot be de-
scribed precisely. Individuals and envi-
ronments are too complex for such sim-
plistic thinking. Researchers have nev-
ertheless identified several broad learn-
ing principles associated with develop-
mentally appropriate practice:
Learning naturally occurs in all hu-
man beings. Children do not need to
be formally taught and motivated to
learn. They are naturally inquisitive.
Learning is enhanced when individu-
als actively interact with their envi-
ronment. This means learning
through a variety of ways that en-
gage all the senses: observation, trial
and error, building, touching, talk-
ing, reflecting, and so forth. In op-
position to this principle is the view
of learners as passive receivers of
information.
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Learning is primarily a social pro-
cess involving communication and
contact. Individuals exist in the
world with others. Even when alone,
a person’s thoughts and experiences,
if they have language, are derived
from other people. Language com-
petence is strengthened when learn-
ers have the opportunity to engage
in dialogue with others.
Learning is a process of continu-
ously constructing meaning through
interaction with the environment.
Learners develop attitudes toward
themselves, others, and learning
based on the meaning they derive
from their interactions with the en-
vironment (for example, setting,
people, activities, and so forth).
Thus, a learner’s disposition toward
school, teachers, peers, and so forth
grows from the quality of this inter-
action.
Katz (1988) has identified four catego-
ries of learning: knowledge, skills, dis-
positions, and feelings. Table 7 presents
the defining characteristics for each cat-
egory along with their respective impli-
cation for learning.
All four categories are important in the
development of the child. Traditionally,
educators have placed greater emphasis
on knowledge and skill acquisition at
the expense of dispositions and feel-
ings. Similarly, they have placed major
emphasis on teacher-directed learning
experiences, ability grouping, and other
instructional practices that treat learners
as passive receptors of information.
These practices minimize peer interac-
tion, especially across a diversity of
learning levels and experiences. For ex-
ample, students may learn to read or
decode text by a direct instructional ap-
proach accompanied by drill and prac-
tice. At the same time, they may never
develop a positive disposition toward
reading. This is especially true of stu-
dents who find themselves in the lowest
reading groups throughout their elemen-
tary years. These practices often pro-
duce negative feelings toward self, learn-
ing, and school, especially among chil-
dren considered at risk.
Table 7
Four Categories of Learning
     Category Defining Characteristics Implication
Children acquire knowl-
edge through exploration,
which can be helped when
adults explain, describe,
and apprise them of
relevant information.
Children acquire skills in
many ways: through
observation, imitation, trial




Dispositions grow from the
diversity of opportunities
provided for demonstrating
the disposition, and from
the confirmation of their




ness, and so forth).
Feelings develop over time
from the types of interac-
tions children have with
their environment. For
example, children develop
feelings of belonging in
learning climates with
norms of cooperation and
inclusiveness.
Refers to what we learn from
curriculum and store in our
mind, such as information, ideas,
stories, facts, concepts, schemes,
songs, and names.
A unit of action or behavior that
can easily be observed and
described, and that occurs in a
short timeframe, such as placing
letters in a sequence.
Refers to attitudes or habits of
mind that characterize the ways
individuals respond to different
types of situations. These




Subjective emotional or affec-
tive states such as anger or a











hung in hallways, on classroom walls,
and from ceilings throughout the school.
Everywhere, children worked and in-
teracted together. Nearly every area of
the school was organized to facilitate
peer affiliation and support. In some
rooms, students read and studied on
well-worn couches. In the primary class-
rooms, students worked alone and to-
gether on the carpeted floors. A group
of kindergarten through second-grade
students sat in a circle while a guinea
pig walked from one child to another.
Students talked excitedly about the next
moves of the animal.
Mixed-aged groups of children, whether
gathering around a teacher for discus-
sion or focusing intently at a writing
center, were the norm. For the 1993-94
school year, nearly every teacher chose
to have a three-age (or three-grade)
classroom span. During interviews,
teachers indicated that a wide age span
made them more sensitive and respon-
sive to the diverse needs of students. In
some ways, teachers were consciously
unlearning much of what they had been
taught and come to believe were invio-
lable educational practices. In general,
they found the sorting of children by
grade and ability to be detrimental to
incoln is a K-5 elemen-
tary school located in the small univer-
sity town of Corvallis, Oregon. Another
college campus, Western Oregon State
Teachers College, is located nearby in
Monmouth. Both campuses provide a
wealth of staff-development opportuni-
ties for veteran teachers as well as a
steady source of student teachers and
teachers seeking employment.
Located along a busy highway in a semi-
industrial working-class neighborhood
on the south side of Corvallis, Lincoln
Elementary School is a sprawling, old
building consisting of long, wide halls,
narrow connecting corridors, and a
patchwork of portable and permanent
classrooms in a maze-like setting. In
some cases, it is necessary to pass
through one classroom to reach another.
The building needs repairs and, some
would argue, total renovation. However,
the condition of the building was sel-
dom mentioned during numerous inter-
views and discussions with staff and
parents. Everyone seemed intently fo-
cused on meeting the needs of children,
a large percentage of whom are consid-
ered at-risk.
Lincoln represented a highly energized
learning environment. Student work
L
base when compared to the other schools
in Corvallis. And it had a reputation for
having a considerable number of at-risk
students, behavior problems, and other
similar issues.”
At the time, after completing a three-
year examination of elementary educa-
tion, a district study committee recom-
mended that developmentally appropri-
ate practice (DAP) be implemented.
Each building principal was to provide
inservice to staff on the concepts and
strategies associated with DAP. “The
ten schools were told that they could do
this in a way of their own choosing
consistent with the philosophy of DAP,”
Hays says. “The feeling was that areas
around town were all different and each
might choose a different way to go about
it.”
Hays took this advice to heart. A core
group of staff members met with him
and provided guidance regarding
inservicing the staff on DAP. A consult-
ant was hired from the local college. In
addition, Hays developed several struc-
tures that would help build bridges be-
tween the school staff and the commu-
nity. His first action was to create a
principal’s advisory organization. Un-
like the Parent Teacher Organization
(PTO) at the school, which attended to
activities such as fundraisers and carni-
vals, the advisory group would focus on
instruction and learning, especially as it
related to DAP. At the same time, Hays
initiated the formation of a similar group
consisting of the school staff.
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children, especially with the at-risk
population they served.
Many classrooms have been modified
with wide door openings between adja-
cent rooms. For example, door open-
ings connected intermediate classrooms
(grades 3-5), thus facilitating the move-
ment of both students and teachers be-
tween instructional areas. Since the in-
ception of the multiage program in 1988,
the staff at Lincoln—as well as commu-
nity members—have continuously
broadened their efforts to focus energy,
time, and resources to meet the needs of
children. Analysis of interview data will
focus on this evolving journey through
the eyes of the teachers, the principal,
and parents who collaborated in bring-
ing to life their beliefs and vision for
children and for learning in a multiage
environment.
In the Beginning
When Dan Hays was hired as the princi-
pal of Lincoln School in 1988, it was
indistinguishable from other elementary
schools in the district except in one key
area: the nature of the clientele. “When
I arrived five years ago, the school was
like others in Corvallis,” he says. “It
had a traditional approach to teaching
and a traditional organizational struc-
ture for a K-5, 450-student school. What
stood out was its lower socioeconomic
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could look at the intent behind DAP and
maybe understand and work with it.”
Moreover, each group also identified
what they perceived as successful and
unsuccessful building-level practices.
When the two groups had established a
base of trust and openness, they shared
their frustrations and concerns about
schooling.
What did Hays do to develop trust and
openness? “Nothing special,” he says.
“I sat in front of the group and we began
a dialogue about our educational beliefs
and values.” As a result, Hays learned
that both groups were disturbed about
student behavior, the failure of children,
and whether or not bright and able stu-
dents were being adequately challenged.
“I urged advisory members to throw out
everything, as if they were starting all
over,” Hays says. And he asked them,
“What kind of school would you build?”
I need to get parents to see that if
a child is always at the bottom of
the heap, then that’s their view of
themselves. They need to be on
the top of the heap to understand
that they’re worthy of being on
the top of the heap. Hays
“The notion of the old one-room school
came back up,” he says. “People were
feeling that if kids felt more connected,
more associated with each other and the
school, that perhaps attitudes and be-
haviors would improve.” In other words,
We try real hard to bring the
parents along with us, and some-
times it’s hard because you want
to ask their input and yet we are
firm in our beliefs. Leaf
The two groups maintained separate
identities for several reasons. Hays hon-
ored teacher requests to meet initially
without the direct involvement of par-
ents. He also felt that the community
would express their educational con-
cerns more readily if teachers were not
present.
Hays’ long-term goal, however, was to
get the two groups together to talk about
their school. To achieve this, a relation-
ship of trust and openness had to be
built. Over the 1988-89 school year,
each group met separately but regularly.
Group members read and shared re-
search, discussed their concerns, and
expressed desires for a better learning
environment for children. The princi-
pal, on his own initiative, informally
shared information between the two
groups.
Advisory group meetings focused on
helping participants understand and talk
about DAP. Often, research was simpli-
fied and summarized for use by the
groups. “I have an appreciation for how
difficult it is to take a book or pages and
pages of written material and read and
really understand it,” Hays says. “One
of my strategies was to provide excerpts
and quotes to parents and staff so they
if staff created a family-like atmosphere,
students might respond more positively
to school and each other, thereby im-
proving student learning.
By the end of the 1988-89 school year,
the two groups decided they would be-
come a single organization in the fall of
the next school year. In addition, there
was consensus regarding the direction
educational improvement would take.
The core area of concern related to the
transitory nature of the single-grade
classroom and the impact that had on
building positive relationships with stu-
dents. Hays says:
We saw at-risk kids whom teachers
worked hard with to build a trust
relationship. It would take them
many months to get some connec-
tion, some bonding. By February or
March, these kids would just begin
to connect and build up some speed.
Then the year would be over and the
kid would be moved to the next
class and the same thing would hap-
pen all over again. It was such a
terrible waste. We concluded that if
we have children stay with a teacher
for two years, we could beat that
problem a little bit.
Both groups also felt that mixed-age
classes would provide older children
with opportunities to take on responsi-
bility, experience leadership roles, and
gain self-esteem. Thus, parents, teach-
ers, and the principal decided to pilot
several multiage classrooms as a strat-
egy to implement developmentally ap-
propriate practice.
The eventual success of these pilot ef-
forts can be traced to the establishment
of a solid foundation upon which the
change effort was built. First, through
discussion, inservice, and application,
stakeholders worked together to develop
an understanding of DAP. During this
time, participants developed a common
belief about the efficacy of DAP and a
shared language in which to communi-
cate their experiences. The second struc-
tural piece was the development of posi-
tive working relationships characterized
by trust and respect.
The staff and community of Lincoln
Elementary School sought to balance a
curriculum that traditionally had placed
greater emphasis on knowledge and
skills than on the development of posi-
tive dispositions and feelings. Through
a process of self-study facilitated by the
principal, they established developmen-
tally appropriate educational practices
and conditions designed to balance the
learning environment with the whole
child. Hays notes that during the first
few years the staff focused on amelio-
rating student social and behavioral
needs and then began placing greater
emphasis on academics.
We’re in a lower socioeconomic cli-
mate, and the first and most trou-
bling issue we were dealing with in
our first two years was the social-
behavioral side of this. Now we’re
moving to the academic. We’re re-
ally beginning to sink our teeth into
skill development and a stronger
curriculum, and we’re trying to de-
velop some things that will help our
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kids perform better wherever they
find themselves.
In a similar manner, dispositions and
feelings were the first area of emphasis
in working with staff and community.
Issues relating to curriculum and con-
tent in a DAP environment could not be
adequately addressed until a climate
could be created that supported and sus-
tained a change effort, especially one
requiring a radical rethinking of the way
the school went about educating stu-
dents. To cultivate such a climate, em-
phasis was placed on breaking down
status barriers among people and recog-
nizing the power inherent in shared re-
sponsibility.
“I’d answer the phone right there in
front of my secretary because she was
busy,” he notes. “Similarly, if there was
a mess on the floor, I might clean it up
just as quickly as anybody else. And if
there is a child in need crying, I might
turn to the custodian and ask his help
just as quickly as I would a counselor. I
was showing respect for what they did
and modeling for other people that we
are all in this together, and we are going





In the beginning, teachers worked in
isolation from their colleagues and from
the community. Each grade, classroom,
and teacher was separated by time, space,
and curriculum. Professional relation-
ships were coordinated around a sched-
ule with little or no time for collabora-
tive planning or decision-making. The
physical design of the building limited
teacher access to one another much like
the cells in a honeycomb isolate the
work of individual bees. The organiza-
tion of curriculum into graded levels
assured each teacher an assigned terri-
tory to monitor and protect.
To further consolidate teacher responsi-
bility, students were divided by ability
and assigned to classes: remedial, tal-
ented and gifted, behaviorally disturbed,
and so forth. Moreover, within each
classroom, teachers had nearly absolute
authority to direct and control student
learning. After nine months, most stu-
dents moved on to the next grade or
placement. The continuity from year to
year was provided by informal discus-
sion, testing, and permanent records.
Teacher evaluation functioned to en-
sure the orderly execution of responsi-
bilities within the existing organization.
In many ways, educators have tradition-
ally given priority to maintaining an
orderly environment. While administra-
tors, teachers, and parents have been
concerned with children’s needs, they
have not questioned traditional ap-
proaches to learning in a way that would
change how the school system carried
out its educational mission. In the
Corvallis School District, the process of
educational self-analysis began in ear-
nest with the DAP study committee.
At Lincoln School, the DAP report ques-
tioned how current educational prac-
tices were meeting the developmental
needs of children. Through the use of
parent and teacher advisory groups, a
process of self-study was initiated. This,
in turn, created a context for developing
positive working relationships among
stakeholders. A full school year of meet-
ing, analyzing, and assessing personal
and organizational values and beliefs
about the purposes of schooling pro-
vided an opportunity to build relation-
ships characterized by trust and respect.
Through this process, a vast majority of
school staff members and community
members developed a strong sense of
ownership and support for the changes
occurring at the school.
I had a little boy say to me today,
“You know, it’s okay to make
mistakes.” And I said, “Yes!”
That’s what we want these kids to
know. It’s really powerful. Reeve
Mike Martin, a veteran teacher of twenty
years, has been at Lincoln since DAP
was first implemented. He reflects the
feelings of many teachers and parents
when he says he appreciates the way
change occurred. He feels he has been
part of the decision-making process, that
his ideas have been sought, and his views
valued. Martin reflects:
I like change when it’s personal,
when I can make the change, and
when I choose to make it. I like it
when we get the opportunity to cre-
ate ourselves. For example, when
Dan opens us up with a vision of
wanting students to be doing evalu-
ation, doing synthesis, and creating
things, he allows for staff to do that,
too. In other words, we now have an
open-ended, creative, and dynamic
process for change.
LouAnn Tacchini, a parent who partici-
pated in the formation of the parent ad-
visory group, says her direct involve-
ment in the change process helped alle-
viate fears that her children were going
to be DAP guinea pigs:
I came in with very big doubts and
very big concerns as a parent. End-
ing up with two children in the
middle of it is like, “Oh, my gosh,
my kids are getting fixed!” It was
really scary. I think everyone has to
realize that this is scary for parents
and it’s also scary for teachers who
have been teaching a different way
for a long time. And, of course, it’s
changed because I’ve been a part of
it and I’ve seen it working.
By moving slowly and involving staff
and the public, Hays helped create the
sense of a community working together
in the best interest of children. Art
teacher Kay Reeve felt the support she
received from the entire staff increased
her confidence. “It’s a wonderful feel-
ing,” she says. “It makes you feel like
you can do anything. And it takes away
a lot of the fear.”
Reeve says that the risks teachers were
taking also provided positive models
for children. “That’s what we’re trying
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to teach these kids,” she says. “It’s okay
to fail. I had a little boy say to me today,
‘You know, it’s okay to make mistakes.’
And I said, ‘Yes!’ That’s what we want
these kids to know. It’s really power-
ful.”
Her comment, “That’s what we want
these kids to know,” reflects a powerful
concept that underlies much of what
occurs at Lincoln and much of what
makes its change effort successful. The
principal and staff model the values they
desire to instill in students. This involves
sharing responsibilities and opening up
the decision-making process to include
teachers, support staff, students, parents,
and others in the community.
For example, each teacher was given a
classroom budget of more than $650,
which allowed them to make decisions
based on knowledge of student needs.
Jerri Otto, a K-2 teacher, points out the
value she feels in controlling her class-
room budget. “I can buy stuff,” she says.
“One of the first things I did was buy
tables instead of having desks. So it’s
everything. If I want carpet, I have to
pay for the carpet. But it lets me decide
what is important that year in setting up
an environment.”
According to Hays, empowering people
to collectively make decisions creates
the basis for active participation in the
change process. “Empowerment means
allowing them the opportunity to par-
ticipate in decision-making, in choos-
ing what we are going to do,” he says.
“It doesn’t mean that each one gets to
dictate for him or herself, because I think
that would probably lead to chaos. But
it does enable them, legitimizes their
participation. . . . You have to empower
the people to decide for themselves what
they are going to do.”
The Evolving Program: A
Chronology of Change
From 1989 to 1994, Lincoln Elemen-
tary School focused attention and hard
work on implementing developmentally
appropriate practices throughout the
school. A chronology of the various
stages the change effort has taken will
provide an overview of how DAP has
evolved and where it appears to be head-
ing.
From the outset, school staff and com-
munity representatives blazed a trail
through uncharted territory. Since 1989
they have implemented site-based deci-
sion-making, a site council, DAP in a
multiage environment, divergent teach-
ing and curriculum strategies, multiple
intelligence learning, and specialists in
the regular classroom.
Since DAP was implemented five years
ago, the Lincoln community has focused
its efforts on meeting the needs of the
whole child. This has been the guiding
criteria for making all decisions within
the school. Hays is philosophic when
asked about the mission and vision of
the school:
I couldn’t say with confidence where
we’re going. What we’re trying to
do is respond to the emerging pic-
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ture, and we can’t predict what that
emerging picture is going to be. I
have a real deep desire to have an
environment where we can embrace
children, come to know them as hu-
man beings, and nurture their growth
and development as they move on
toward their teen years. I’m driven
by the concept of a principal who
says, “Your role is to meet the needs
of children wherever they are.”
The 1988-89 school year: The
foundation phase
In the first year, the school and commu-
nity developed a positive relationship
around the concept of DAP and its ap-
plication to the students and adults at
Lincoln. After careful study, parent and
staff advisory groups decided to pilot
several two-age/grade multiage class-
rooms. Stakeholders believed the
multiage environment would provide
more continuity in the lives of the at-
risk children served by the school.
“The most central piece we saw was
that teachers worked hard to build a
trust relationship, to get some connec-
tion, some bonding,” Hays says. “By
February or March, [when students]
would begin to connect, the year would
be nearly over.” Moreover, Hays adds,
multiage classrooms would create op-
portunities for children to exercise lead-
ership and helping behaviors. “In mixed
classes, older children would get real
experiences of responsibility and lead-
ership and would help with self-esteem.”
The 1989-90 school year: The
pilot phase, year 1
Unlike combination classrooms, where
each grade is taught separately, the
multiage blended classrooms deliber-
ately blur grade distinctions in favor of
an emphasis on the notion of a family of
learners. In other words, instruction is
based on the developmental needs of
students rather than grade or curriculum
levels. Parents and teachers decided
whether to have a straight-grade or a
blended-age classroom. It was hoped
that the blends would help answer two
questions:
1. Does having the same students for
more than one year facilitate the de-
velopment of trust and bonding with
the teacher and enhance learning from
one year to the next?
2. Do blends provide the opportunity
for responsibility and leadership that
facilitates growth of student self-es-
teem?
Person after person told positive
stories, hopeful stories, enthusi-
astic stories about what was hap-
pening with their children. Hays
By the end of the school year, Hays
says, the blends appeared to improve
student leadership, responsibility, and
self-esteem for all ages. Children and
families also seemed pleased that they
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would be returning to the same teach-
ers. The real benefits of the continuity
could not be assessed until the follow-
ing year, when half the children would
return to the same teachers.
The reforms at Lincoln also sparked
dissension among parents; some claimed
that Hays was trying to ruin the school.
More than ninety people attended a
meeting organized by the parent advi-
sory group to discuss the program.
Hays was unsure of what to expect, but
by the end of the meeting it was clear
that the program had overwhelming pa-
rent support. “Person after person told
positive stories, hopeful stories, enthu-
siastic stories about what was happen-
ing with their children,” he says.
Because parents and staff played an ac-
tive part in the decisions that led to the
multiage program, a potentially explo-
sive situation was disarmed and the pro-
gram allowed to continue and evolve.
Interestingly, this conflict solidified
community and staff beliefs regarding
the value of the program and the impor-
tance of its survival. “The salvation for
all of us was the tremendous sense of
camaraderie that developed among most
of the people in this building,” Hays
says. “They were ready to fight to pro-
tect what they believed in, what they
were working toward.” However, there
remained four teachers who did not share
the same level of enthusiasm toward
DAP and multiage organization as their
colleagues. Eventually, each of them
transfered to other schools.
The 1990-91 school year: The
shakedown cruise
During this phase, parents and teachers
reinforced their commitment to multiage
classrooms and discontinued the prac-
tice of providing a single-grade class
for each grade level. More than 50 per-
cent of the teachers chose mixed-age
classes.
I was trying to teach long-divi-
sion to a child who was having
difficulty. I just threw my arms
up and said to the kid standing by
me, “Work with her.” Two min-
utes and the girl came back and
said, “Gee, Mrs. Williams, this is
easy.” And I thought, you have to
use the kids as resources. Will-
iams
By the end of the second year of pilot
testing, Hays says an “incredible amount
of disruption and polarization had de-
veloped.” While some teachers wanted
to continue with multiage classrooms,
others wanted to return to a straight
grade. Nearly everyone interviewed de-
scribes this period as very stressful and
full of conflict. A mixed-age primary-
level teacher said the conflict sent a
mixed message to the community that
jeopardized the program’s success.
As a result, an all-staff meeting was
called, and Hays openly addressed the
conflict in terms of the school’s mission
to be an open and caring community.
“There was such a hullabaloo not only
internally but also externally. Factions
developed all over the place,” says Hays.
“We had at that time developed as our
mission that we are a caring, coura-
geous community. We brought every-
body together and said, ‘This will not
work. We care about people and what
we are doing now is not caring’.”
By the end of the meeting, four of four-
teen teachers remained adamantly op-
posed to multiage organization. In the
spring of that year, two of the teachers
transferred to a school that shared their
educational philosophy.
The 1991-92 school year: Full
steam ahead
The staff decided to go all mixed-age
except the five sections of kindergarten.
Three compelling reasons drove the de-
cision: the benefits for children, the
power of a collaborative culture, and
overwhelming parent support. Of the
three reasons, it was the benefits to chil-
dren that had the greatest impact on
everyone. Hays says:
I would get [a call] on an average
about once a month from somebody
in the neighborhood angry because
some of our kids were fighting or
doing something really abusive out
in the neighborhood. That began to
decrease dramatically and disappear
within the first year of reorganiza-
tion. Also, we had a lot of problems
on our playground with second-
graders taking on the first-graders,
fourth-graders taking on third-grad-
ers, and that disappeared right away
in the first year. . . . The teachers
saw a change to cooperation and
interaction. Indeed, what the par-
ents had envisioned was evolving—
the old one-room school notion of
kids helping each other.
When all classrooms except kindergar-
ten sections became mixed-age, the
school environment began changing
quickly. Teachers who had formerly
taught straight grades now found them-
selves facing different instructional is-
sues. They became painfully aware of
the diversity among children. With a
change to a more collaborative climate
and the expertise gained from the pilot
phase, these teachers sought the help
and support of their colleagues. Art
teacher Kay Reeve, who visited all the
classrooms, says changes were dramatic:
Instead of sitting in their desks in
little rows and listening to the
teacher, I began to see children
working here on tubes, building,
counting; children over there work-
ing with paints and paper. Class-
rooms began to function in a differ-
ent way, where the child became the
center of what they learn each day.
“What are your goals?” “How will
you do this?” “What is your plan?”
Instead of the teacher being the di-
rector of everything, the children
became much more involved.
That spring, a third teacher transfered to
another school, leaving only one of the
original four dissenters at Lincoln.
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The 1992-93 school year:
Settling in
During this year, only two sections of
kindergarten remained as straight grades.
The rest of the school reorganized into
various multiage configurations of two-
and three-age blends. With the major
conflicts surrounding implementation
behind them, staff members settled into
a year of refining existing changes. How-
ever, as their reputation spread, they
found themselves deluged with visitors
seeking answers about implementing
multiage.
Ironically, as Hays points out, there are
no answers except the ones a school and
community uncover through self-study
and careful analysis of what is best for
their children. “I think people have to
go through the process of self-analysis,
self-development, and self-training un-
til they are ready to have some success,”
Hays says. “They cannot do that over-
night. It is not a quick fix. And, indeed,
mixing ages is not the issue. The issue is
developmentally appropriate practice.”
Moreover, as the Lincoln parent advi-
sory group reminded Hays, self-study
needs to be ongoing. For example, staff
members became increasingly absorbed
in their unique teaching situations. In
previous years, staff members had col-
lectively struggled to implement DAP.
Now, though, they found themselves
working intently in age-level teams. As
a result, a perception of fragmentation
surfaced with the parent advisory group.
Awareness of the concern began with
the site council saying, “We’re not to-
gether right now. We are kind of frag-
mented and we are losing our focus and
direction.”
After careful reflection, Hays decided
to bring everyone together and review
their evolution as a community, focus-
ing on the why and how of their progress.
“I had them do this in small groups,
identifying the problems we had four
years ago, and recalling the solutions
we chose to act upon to solve those
problems,” he says. “Then we discussed
how that’s all playing out today. This
brought our focus back. We realized
that our working so hard in the small
teams had fragmented our sense of com-
munity.”
The end result was an affirmation and
celebration of what had been accom-
plished and the identification of their
next steps as a team. These included a
clear delineation of three levels of col-
laboration: small instructional teams
(two or three staff), wing teams (six or
eight staff), and the school team (all
certificated and support staff). There was
a clear recognition, Hays says, of the
importance and value of each of the
teams, and a commitment to maintain-
ing their viability and function.
At the same time, a set of issues, orga-
nized into three general areas, was col-
lectively developed to provide focus for
the coming school year. First were those
issues relating to developmentally ap-
propriate practices such as teaming,
multiage organization, integrative edu-
cation, multiple intelligence (that is,
learning styles), open-ended instruction,
and assessment. The second cluster of
issues related to developing student re-
sponsibility through problem solving.
Finally, the team identified systemwide
issues such as site-based council man-
agement, training new people, parent
communication and involvement, bal-
ancing one’s personal and professional
lives, and networking and coordination
with local colleges.
Most important, staff acted immediately
to address concerns by brainstorming
short- and long-term strategies. For ex-
ample, they decided to change staff
meeting formats to reflect the three lev-
els of teaming and to form several com-
mittees to work on assessment and
systemwide issues.
By the summer of 1992, the assessment
committee had completed a model
(figure 1) of assessment appropriate for
Lincoln School. The model, in keeping
with their philosophy of DAP, provides
a clear picture of the child-centered na-
ture of the changes that have taken place
at their school. A key element was de-
veloping a reporting system for parents
that would reflect the assessment model.
As seen in the last box in figure 1, the
staff chose an approach using multiple
methods, with goal-setting as a driving
strategy.
With the spring came a budget crunch:
The school was forced to reduce its bud-
get by more than 10 percent because of
a voter-approved state property tax limi-
tation. The site council and staff col-
laborated to ensure program priorities
would be maintained, and teachers chose
to increase their class loads to preserve
the performing arts program. Mike Mar-
tin, the music and drama teacher, felt
this decision portrayed the high level of
commitment to students as well as the
need for flexible blocks of time. “The
whole faculty voted last year to actually
eliminate four classroom teachers [po-
sitions], up their loads, and keep all the
specialists,” Martin says. “I mean, not
many do that. I really feel good that we
have that support. They also wanted flex
time; they wanted us to have the time to
have a script-writing group and to work
with drama.”
By the end of the year, the site council
and staff had refocused their efforts as a
team and set priorities for the coming
school year. In addition, the last teacher
who opposed multiage instruction trans-
ferred to another school.
The 1993-94 school year:
Expanding the vision
In the five years since the introduction
of DAP, teaching, instructional organi-
zation, and community relations have
undergone major transformations. A
comparison of a 1993-94 school map
with those of previous years portrays a
concrete picture of the changes that have
taken place. Every class, except one sec-
tion of kindergarten, is multiage. Ten
classrooms are organized around a three-
age/grade span, while three classrooms
have a two-age/grade span. Connecting
doorways have now been built between
every adjoining multiage classroom, and
teaching teams have become more for-
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Figure 1
Lincoln School Assessment Model
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mal to include specialists and common
planning time.
A new area has been designated as a
community room, replete with couch,
rocking chair, and decor with an invit-
ing ambiance. A performing arts center
concept has been introduced, and mu-
sic, art, dance, and drama are central-
ized in adjoining classrooms. Accord-
ing to Hays, this was done to facilitate
the integration of the arts into the cur-
riculum. “We’re moving to integrated
instruction,” he says. “We’ve given the
art teacher a room and the music teacher
a room next to the PE area. We’re trying
to develop a kind of performing arts
center.”
In addition, a former staff room has
been transformed into a child care cen-
ter, which currently serves about ten
families. DAP, says Hays, must be ex-
tended to the early childhood years and
address the transitions in children’s lives.
Hays says he is driven by a role to “meet
the needs of children wherever they are.”
Clearly, one of these needs is preparing
young children to enter the world of
formal schooling. “We see ourselves
getting more and more involved with
early childhood education,” Hays says.
“We’ve talked to Head Start and we’re
going to get involved with Montessori
and do some things that would actually
help three- and four-year-olds get used
to the school.”
Hays also notes that test scores went up
during the first several years of imple-
mentation, but have fallen recently. Al-
though Hays understands their limita-
tions, he also says, “I respect them as
one way to look at our work.” As a
result, the staff will be “looking hard
now at what we’re doing instructionally
and with our curriculum and asking our-
selves, ‘Are we allowing the behavioral
and social side of things to dominate too




For most people, change is not easy. It
means moving from the known and com-
fortable to the uncertain. Lincoln School
staff and parents were no exception.
When they began the move toward de-
velopmentally appropriate practice in a
multiage setting, there were few schools
in the state or in the nation that could
serve as models or provide assistance.
As noted earlier, some research was
available and used by Hays to help cre-
ate conceptual understanding. In addi-
tion, many teachers had developed ex-
pertise across a range of instructional
approaches, such as Math Their Way,
cooperative learning, whole language,
and hands-on science activities. This
expertise facilitated the curriculum
changes required of a multiage class-
room.
However, for the most part, their pro-
gram evolved through a trial-and-error
approach over four years. “What tran-
spired here was four years in the mak-
ing before we mixed classes,” Hays says.
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“And, admittedly, no models to go on,
nobody there to help us. We were doing
it pretty much on our own and in the
search of what was right for kids.”
You should be able to go into a
classroom and ask a child, “Why
are you doing this?” You should
be able to ask a teacher, “Why is
the class doing this?” And you
should be able to ask the princi-
pal, “Why is all this going on?”
Eason
Interestingly, trial-and-error learning
helped to create interdependence among
a majority of staff members, a neces-
sary condition of a collaborative work
environment. Implementation had to be
a team effort because the changes oc-
curring in the school were significantly
different than the ways most teachers
had been trained or the ways they taught
children.
Teachers found they needed each other
for both emotional and curricular sup-
port. For example, Hays observed that
when teachers moved into multiage
classrooms, they faced not only more
grade levels at one time, but different
grade levels from what they had been
teaching as single-grade teachers. This
forced them to rely on colleagues with
appropriate grade-level knowledge.
Hays describes the changes he observed:
Another change I saw was that we
had noticed how isolated all the dif-
ferent teachers and specialists were.
The mixed age drove them together
because they had to collaborate in
order to learn about a new age group
that they hadn’t worked with be-
fore. The interactions increased dra-
matically and I saw teachers going
to each other for help and assistance
and ideas.
Teachers and parents had to unlearn
many sacred beliefs about educational
practice as the school moved from
teacher-centered, single-grade class-
rooms to student-centered learning en-
vironments characterized by a high level
of student diversity. For example, a
teacher of grades K, 1, and 2 found
herself with a developmental span well
beyond three grade levels.
Traditional ways of implementing cur-
riculum, such as ability grouping and
the direct teaching of convergent skill
lessons to the whole class, were incom-
patible with DAP and a multiage set-
ting. As a result, teachers discovered
many new challenges. To better under-
stand the distinctive characteristics of
the transition to a developmentally ap-
propriate multiage classroom, teachers





The interview data provide snapshots of
the terrain perceived to be difficult as
the school traveled toward a develop-
mentally appropriate learning environ-
ment. Seven general areas emerged from
the data. Although these areas are all
interrelated, they are presented sepa-
rately for the purposes of discussion.
One also needs to keep in mind that
many of the challenges have no defini-
tive solution. They require ongoing at-
tention and a problem-solving orienta-
tion that works best when there is a
collective effort among key stakehold-
ers.
Relationships
All respondents mentioned that staff and
community relationships had been of
primary concern during all phases of
planning and implementation. Especially
problematic during initial stages of
implementation were staff members who
adamantly opposed the changes occur-
ring in the school. They engaged in ob-
structive behaviors ranging from lobby-
ing in the community to get rid of the
principal to passively resisting efforts
to collaborate with staff. By the fourth
year of the program, these teachers had
voluntarily transferred to other schools
in the district.
Many of the problems associated with
the resistant teachers appear to be re-
lated to an either/or way of thinking. In
other words, some individuals believed
that there was only one right way to
teach. For some, the right way was
multiage; for others, it was single grade.
This attitude conveyed a divisive mes-
sage to the community. “When the ini-
tial change was being made, some were
teaching straight grades and some teach-
ing mixed grades,” says one parent.
“There was a feeling of some doing it
the right way while some were doing it
the wrong way. Those kinds of divi-
sions were an initial barrier or hard-
ship.”
Instead of saying “You’ve been
doing it wrong all along,” say,
“Well, there’s some different
needs now that we need to change,
to adapt to.” Leaf
Another relationship issue surrounds the
role of parents and community. Clearly,
having parent support is critical if the
program is going to succeed. One way
to develop support is to actively involve
parents in planning and decision-mak-
ing. However, like teachers, parents are
at many different levels of educational
understanding and awareness. When
seeking their input, how does one handle
viewpoints that are diametrically op-
posed to the philosophy underlying the
change being implemented in the
school? Staff at Lincoln tended to deal
with this problem through ongoing com-
munication and staff-development op-
portunities for parents. In addition, the
principal’s willingness to actively listen
to parents and share power by engaging
them in decision-making proved to be
effective in building a strong support
base for changes in the school.
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Adjusting to a wide age span
Learning to teach multiple ages together
required rethinking how curriculum is
implemented. Traditionally, teachers had
viewed the needs of students through a
sequenced and orderly curriculum
framework dominated by convergent
skill acquisition. In a multiage setting,
teachers had to learn how to develop
lessons that provided meaningful learn-
ing for a wide range of student ability.
This meant providing divergent or open
learning experiences. Fortunately, a
majority of teachers had been trained in
instructional approaches, such as pro-
cess writing, cooperative groups, and
project learning, that lent themselves to
divergent or open types of lessons. Nev-
ertheless, it was still difficult to let go of
traditional grade-level ways of thinking
about curriculum.
Comments from a parent and a teacher
help illuminate this difficulty. “It’s more
of a looking at learning in a global man-
ner,” says LouAnn Tacchini, a parent
with two children in the program. “It’s
taking a theme and making it work for
kids over a broad range, not just teach-
ing specific skills or facts about things
that might be totally inappropriate for
one age.”
Linda Henselman, a primary-level
teacher, says that lessons must be broad
enough to reach all children. This en-
tails providing children with choices,
then focusing on specific skills as the
need arises. “You’ve got to open up the
kind of things that they do so it reaches
every individual at his or her place, at
his or her own level,” she says. “You’re
teaching individually. When you inter-
act with the children, it’s according to
what they’re choosing—and you help
them with their skills that way.”
The children are so natural at
teaching each other. And I’m try-
ing to really emphasize in this
room that we’re all teachers,
every one of us. And that they
teach me all the time because I
learn from them every day. They
come up with incredible ideas
and thoughts that I never had
considered. Reeve
Teachers also work to develop a com-
munity of learners where children feel a
sense of responsibility toward their class-
mates. Reeve, the school art teacher,
says peer helping is indispensable: “Chil-
dren will sit at the table—two or three
different ages—and they will listen to
the directions and watch the demonstra-
tion,” she says. “Some may not have
understood a single thing, but they will
watch the child near them. I’ve watched
the children teaching each other and I
think that’s a powerful thing.”
Some parents have raised concerns about
the use of older students as tutors. One
parent asked her son’s teacher, “What
are you doing to challenge my child?”
Another parent was more direct when
she said, “I don’t want my child spend-
ing all of his time teaching kids who
don’t know as much.” Although the is-
sues implicit in these comments reflect
perennial parent concerns for any type
of classroom, they pose a much greater
challenge in a multiage classroom. With
a wide age span, it is particularly chal-
lenging to keep track of student progress.
Teachers have to be especially attentive
to each and every child.
Aware of the complexity of a wide age
span, staff members have asked them-
selves what is the best configuration for
multiage settings: two-age blends; three-
age blends; K, 1, 2; 1, 2, 3; and so forth.
The general consensus has been that a
three-age span may best enable the
teacher to see the diversity among stu-
dents, thus requiring a change in in-
structional strategies. In addition, three
ages also ensure greater carryover of
students from one year to the next. Such
continuity facilitates instruction because
more than half of the students know the
teacher and how the classroom oper-
ates. “Teachers are feeling that it is help-
ing them be better teachers,” Hays ob-
serves. “It also assures them that they’ll
have more carryover. We have such a
high rate of kids moving in and out—
that if they draw on a wider age span,
then they’ll be assuring themselves that
at least half of their class has been there
the year before.”
Consistent with the school’s student-
centered philosophy, the decision to
move from two to three ages is grounded
in the nature of the student population.
In other words, the continuity created in
a three-age classroom provides more
instructional stability for both the stu-
dent and the teacher, thereby helping
the teacher improve instruction. Hays is
cognizant, however, of a potential prob-
lem: Student achievement could decline
in an area if a teacher’s skills are weak
unless some compensating mechanism,
such as team teaching, is put in place.
Implementation
Four general problem areas are grouped
under implementation. Each area is pre-
sented as a question with a brief sum-
mary of how the problem was ap-
proached.
1. How do we apply the concept of
DAP to adults?
Developmentally appropriate practice,
according to Hays, applies to all levels
of human activity, to adults as well as
children. One of the first barriers that
had to be overcome was a belief that
being a teacher means you have the
“right answers,” that competent teach-
ers do not fail or make mistakes. Karen
Eason, a curriculum specialist, says that
to survive a change effort, it is neces-
sary to admit you don’t know every-
thing. “It’s okay not to have the right
answer, not to know what you are sup-
posed to be doing,” she says. “I think if
you don’t do that and you figure you
have to know everything you’ll never
make it.”
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It’s okay not to have the right
answer, not to know what you
are supposed to be doing. If you
figure you have to know every-
thing, you’ll never make it. Eason
At Lincoln, Hays set a tone of trust and
openness by modeling behaviors of ac-
ceptance and understanding toward the
developmental differences within his
staff. He consistently conveyed a belief
in the staff’s capacity to solve any in-
structional problems they encountered.
Moreover, this was the same expecta-
tion he felt should be afforded students.
Ellen Germaneri, a special education
teacher, describes the importance and
the difficulty of dealing with develop-
mental differences among staff mem-
bers. In looking back, she voices some
regret that they could not have been
even more accommodating to resistant
staff.
Administration needs to be real
aware of the levels of change that
people go through. If you don’t know
what’s in store, you have a lot of
questions and a lot of doubt. If you’re
feeling you’re being forced to make
the change without having time to
process and without having your
questions answered or time to learn,
there’s going to be a lot of resis-
tance.
2. How do we integrate specialists
into the multiage classroom?
The reorganization into developmentally
appropriate multiage classrooms allowed
children to progress at a rate that was
comfortable to them, thereby avoiding
the stigma of not being at grade level. In
addition, Germaneri adjusted individual
educational plans (IEPs) to reflect
classrom needs, then stopped pulling
children out for instruction except on an
occasional basis. Germaneri works
collaboratively with the regular multiage
teacher within the regular classroom.
According to Germaneri:
I might work one-on-one with a child
or with a small group of children. I
often float around and work with a
lot of different children. This gives
me the opportunity to see different
ability levels in what the children
are doing. It also gives me the op-
portunity to be more of a consultant
and to give feedback for children
who might need help.
Rather than fragmenting a child’s learn-
ing experiences by pulling her out and
labeling her, teachers work as a team to
create the most appropriate learning en-
vironment for the child. This takes col-
laboration and time to plan.
3. How do we get the time it takes
for planning and development
work, especially common time
among team members?
Time to plan individually as well as
collaboratively is essential. By the third
year of implementation, the staff worked
out a formal schedule to provide com-
mon planning time for instructional
teams. However, several people reported
the schedule needed further refinement.
In addition, the specialists for music,
art, P.E., and special education said they
needed to improve communication with
regular teachers so they could improve
support. The staff discussed this need
and restructured staff meetings around
team coordination.
4. How do we slow the pace of
change, especially when we see
so many ideas worth trying?
As the staff made more decisions about
instruction and organization, they also
became more energized and committed
to the change effort. As a result, the
program took on a momentum of its
own. Hays found himself having to re-
mind staff members to balance their pro-
fessional and personal lives. The will-
ingness of staff members to work hard
speaks to their level of commitment to
students. “I want to know all I can know
about cooperative learning,” says one
teacher. “I want to know all I can know
about multiple intelligences and the
project approach and integration—all
of those kinds of things—because I think
it is all part of developmentally appro-
priate practice.”
Slowing the pace of change may not be
possible in any absolute sense, but steps
can be taken to ensure people are not
overwhelmed by the changes they have
chosen to implement. A first step fol-
lowed by several of the schools in this
guide involved creating and protecting
teacher time for individual and group
planning and development work. An-
other step is to help staff set priorities so
energies can be used in the most effi-
cient manner possible. For example, Lin-
coln staff members conducted periodic
reviews of the goals and activities of
their project, setting priorities they would
emphasize for a given time. Finally, be-
ing vigilant to staff workload and pro-
viding resources to reduce extra demands
on their time can also be effective.
Another teacher confided that the high
level of motivation among staff mem-
bers has “been really hard on teachers,
the time they’ve put in just adjusting
and learning. I mean, this building works
on a lot of things at one time.”
Assessment and accountability
Nearly every person interviewed voiced
concerns about how to assess student
learning in a developmentally appropri-
ate multiage classroom. Valued out-
comes such as leadership, responsibil-
ity, problem-solving, helping and car-
ing about others, and positive disposi-
tions toward learning cannot be mea-
sured by standard achievement tests.
This is especially problematic because
the public expects test scores to be an
accurate measure of learning. Hays
maintains that achievement measures are
only a small part of what needs to hap-
pen in assessment to present a realistic
picture of learning. As mentioned pre-
viously, the school has adopted an as-
sessment model that relies heavily on
more authentic measures, such as stu-
dent portfolios, performance indicators,
and projects.
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Another issue raised during interviews
relates to the quality of student out-
comes. In a more traditional curricu-
lum, student quality might be determined
by the number correct on a worksheet or
the percentage correct on an achieve-
ment measure. The Lincoln staff has
been struggling with how to develop
appropriate standards upon which to
judge student growth.
Karen Eason, the curriculum specialist
at Lincoln, believes this assessment is-
sue is important because the more di-
vergent, open-ended nature of curricu-
lum in a multiage classroom requires a
different approach. “When you’re not
taking the textbook and going from page
1 to page 210, then assessment takes on
a totally different meaning,” she says.
“How do you know that kids are learn-
ing? How does a child know and how
do you know when something is done
and what quality it is?”
During the first few years of implemen-
tation, staff members also struggled with
defining the appropriate behavior stan-
dards for their transformed learning en-
vironments. For example, one specialist
indicated that students would walk to
his class in a relaxed, talkative manner
with little regard for the disruption they
might be causing.
Staff chose to cope with behavior prob-
lems in ways that would build student
responsibility. As a result, music, drama,
and other forms of instruction were used
to help students focus on appropriate
forms of behavior. For example, Mar-
tin, the music teacher, worked with staff
to develop songs about effective ways
to communicate feelings. At assemblies,
the entire school participated in singing
songs and developing a sense of com-
munity. According to Martin, the stu-
dents and staff learned a song called
“Playground Rules,” and staff and stu-
dents sang and did a soft-shoe type of
dance. “Everyone accepted and bought
into a common language,” he says. “We
also did an ‘I-message’ song that was a
heavy rocker number.” These efforts
paid off as the school principal and teach-
ers saw a radical decline in behavior
problems and an increase in positive
student interactions.
Sustaining the program
Two issues have been grouped in this
category. The first is how to keep the
program vital while faced with budget
cuts. In Oregon, schools have been faced
with a major reduction in support be-
cause of voter approval of a property
tax limitation. The most serious disrup-
tion is likely to occur in classrooms
with younger children because they re-
quire more direct support until they learn
to function independently. Lincoln class-
rooms also use high levels of hands-on,
project-driven learning, which requires
more planning and materials prepara-
tion. Additional financial cutbacks will
be especially detrimental.
With all of our changes—and it’s
been much more than mixed-age
grouping—we always try to pull
back and say, “Is this really best
for the kids? Is this really meet-
ing the needs of our learners?”
We’ve been really good at pull-
ing back and asking that. Leaf
The second concern reflects the need to
balance professional demands with per-
sonal life. Nearly everyone interviewed
described the implementation of DAP
as a rewarding challenge requiring in-
creased commitment and time. Several
staff members mentioned that the prin-
cipal continuously reminded everyone
to keep their lives in balance and to
avoid feeling they needed to do every-
thing at once. He was also flexible about
time, allowing staff to attend to per-
sonal matters as needed. “He focuses on
building vision, building community,
making sure people are taking care of
themselves,” one teacher says. “You’ve
got two principals—there’s Dan and
there’s the traditional, old-fashioned
principal who watches the clock. No
one watches the clock here. You’re re-
spected as a professional.”
Learning to live with
uncertainty
In general, the Lincoln School staff
learned there are no permanent solu-
tions or quick fixes in the effort to im-
prove student learning. The rate of
change in today’s world requires that
school personnel and parents continu-
ously examine and question their deci-
sions and ideas in light of the changing
needs of children. Brook Leaf, a pri-
mary-level teacher, says that assessing
how an idea benefits kids is a mainstay
of the decision-making process. “With
all of our changes—and it’s been much
more than mixed-age grouping—we al-
ways try to pull back and say, ‘Is this
really best for the kids?’ he says. ‘Is this
really meeting the needs of our learn-
ers?’ We’ve been really good at pulling
back and asking that.”
You have to trust intuitions, you
have to trust children, you have
to have the courage to operate in
the black of night. No signposts,
no road stripes. Hays
Hays believes this questioning approach
is necessary to meet the diverse devel-
opmental needs of children. There sim-
ply are no clear roadmaps or prescrip-
tions that make the educational enter-
prise predictable for any extended time.
“We’re talking about taking children in
their many, many varied developmental
stages and trying to bring them along,”
he says. “It is an incredibly complex
task. You cannot simply label or cat-
egorize or sequence a series of steps
that will accomplish that. You have to
trust intuitions, you have to trust chil-
dren, you have to have the courage to
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operate in the black of night. No sign-
posts, no road stripes.”
Enlarging the Rewards of
Teaching
A major source of teacher commitment
and satisfaction comes from directly
experiencing success as a result of their
own efforts (Firestone and Pennell
1993). If Lincoln teachers view their
efforts as producing appreciable ben-
efits to students and themselves, then it
stands to reason that they would in turn
feel more committed and energized in
relation to their role as teachers. From
what has been presented so far, this ap-
pears to be the case. Information elic-
ited during interviews provides a wealth
of supporting detail.
Table 8 presents the perceived benefits
of multiage teaching for both teachers
and students. Benefits are shown in de-
scending order; topics most frequently
mentioned are listed first. However,
those topics are not necessarily signifi-
cantly more important than topics fur-
ther down the list. For example, the
topic “intensifies the reward of teach-
ing” was mentioned fewer than two
times. This does not mean that few teach-
ers are rewarded by seeing the success
of their students in this program. On the
contrary, the high level of teacher sup-
port and commitment to students and
the program suggests this to be a highly
valued area. In a similar manner, “in-
creases flexibility of placement” is an
integral part of the multiage classroom
and would be considered by most teach-
ers as invaluable.
You’ve really got to pay atten-
tion to how you’re going to cre-
ate an environment for the chil-
dren where they can all feel good
about themselves and they can
still grow. I just think you have to
be really willing and open to
experimentation and trial-and-
error and not be locked into “but
I’ve done this before and I know
it works.” Just be brave enough
to jump in. Reeve
The most frequently mentioned topics
suggest valued consequences of DAP
and the multiage classroom. As such,
they constitute powerful reasons that
drive the high level of teacher motiva-
tion and commitment emerging from
interview data. For example, seeing stu-
dents with increased levels of esteem
(“build esteem”), valuing diversity
(“value the diversity of people”), hav-
ing a multiplicity of friends (“across-
age friendships”), and helping one an-
other and helping to create a caring at-
mosphere (“helping behaviors, coopera-
tion”) are highly prized outcomes of
teacher effort as well as indicative of a
quality program. Moreover, many of
these outcomes appear reflective of the
working environment of the staff and
Table 8
Perceived Benefits of Multiage Teaching for Teachers and
Students (ranked from most frequently mentioned to least
frequently mentioned)—Lincoln Elementary School
Benefits for Teachers Benefits for Students
Builds continuity in relationships, learning,
class management, and assessment
Helps the teacher provide a more develop-
mentally appropriate environment
Improves teaching by increasing sensitivity
to diversity, puts student in the center of
learning, and makes one more developmen-
tally sensitive
Promotes collaboration and caring among
staff
Encourages instructional variety, thus
making opportunities for expressing
creativity and imaginative problem-solving
Promotes peer modeling of classroom
routines and desirable behaviors
Topics Mentioned Less Than Twice
Diffuses negative attitudes among staff
Increases flexibility of placement
Intensifies the rewards of teaching by
allowing the teacher to directly observe the
growth and progress of students over
multiple years
Helps to unify staff beliefs about learning
Promotes the value and acceptance of
diversity among colleagues
Builds esteem by providing opportunities for
modeling and leadership among children
Helps children acknowledge and accept all
developmental levels, personal differences,
and value the diversity of people
Facilitates across-age friendships; promotes
helping behaviors, cooperation, and cross-
age/peer tutoring
Promotes instructional variety: process
writing, whole language, hands-on science
and math, and so forth
Allows the natural development of children
by providing opportunities for natural
groupings by age, maturity, interests, and so
forth and a longer timeframe for growth
Reduces competitive and comparative/
evaluative pressures
Topics Mentioned Less Than Twice
Child becomes the center of learning rather
than the curriculum
Having the same teacher for more than one
year facilitates an ongoing relationship with
the teacher (that is, bonding)
Breaks down the status barriers of grade,
performance, and ability
Promotes community, a sense of being a
family of learners in a caring environment
Reduces fear of middle school transition
because students have already established
friends in middle school
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community as suggested in topics such
as “promotes collaboration and caring
among staff,” and “helps to unify staff
beliefs about learning.”
Continuity across school years
Teaching children for more than one
year has benefits for students, parents or
other guardians, and teachers. For stu-
dents, especially those at risk, having
the same teacher for two or three years
provides greater academic and social
stability and eliminates the anxiety as-
sociated with yearly promotion or re-
tention. Students also have increased
opportunities to be leaders, which Hays
says can play a critical role in a child’s
development. “When a child becomes
eight in a six-seven-eight-year arrange-
ment, we have to be cognizant of the
fact that socially and experientially that
child is the oldest and most experienced
in that group,” he says. “This carries
certain rites of passage, if you will. If
children are denied that [leadership]
opportunity to be at that highest level,
then I think you do something to their
vision of themselves.”
For parents or others raising children,
developing a long-term supportive rela-
tionship with teachers improves com-
munication and understanding. Build-
ing strong relationships with the parents
of at-risk students is often difficult. But
it is also critical because many of these
parents have had poor relations with
school.
My child was extremely shy when
he started school. Just being in
the same setting and with the
same teacher has been wonder-
ful. He’s actually in a classroom
with K, 1, 2, 3, so he is now quite
a bit older than some of the chil-
dren in the classroom. And for
him it’s a real advantage. And
he’s opened up; he feels so self-
confident. He can be a leader in
the class. And his self-esteem is
great. Tacchini
The benefits for teachers are equally
significant. Returning students provide
a steady source of mentors and models
to socialize new students into the cul-
ture and routines of the classroom. More-
over, for the returning students, the
teacher already has indepth knowledge
of the child, which facilitates assess-
ment and learning.
Having students for more than one year
does have potential problems. What hap-
pens if the teacher and child do not get
along? What happens if the teacher is
weak in an academic area? These prob-
lems have been partially resolved by
giving parents the choice of where to
place their child and by using teaching
teams.
In some cases, children have been di-
rectly involved in making the decision
regarding their placement. For example,
at the end of the fourth grade, one stu-
dent requested to stay with the same
fourth-grade teacher for another year. It
turned out to be a wise decision. Says
Williams:
Last year I did a three-four blend
with one fifth-grader. I had a child
from my previous year who was a
fourth-grader then who chose to stay
with me. After really talking with
him and telling him that it probably
wasn’t a good decision, he still de-
cided to stay. It worked out to be a
very good decision on the child’s
part.
This example also illustrates the flex-
ibility of the multiage classroom and
the influence teachers have learned to
afford students. Teachers actively en-
gage students in all phases of classroom
life: goal setting, developing learning
centers, teaching, and so forth. More
important, this example illustrates the
staff’s child-centered philosophy. In
most traditionally graded schools, this
child’s needs would have taken second
seat to the graded curriculum—he would
have been placed in the fifth grade.
DAP and student diversity
The graded school fosters the myth of
homogeneity, a belief that all children
in a given grade reflect the skills and
abilities the curriculum ascribed to that
particular grade level. Children not per-
forming at grade level find themselves
remediated or subtly classified as below
standard. Students internalize these nor-
mative views of grade level and apply
evaluative judgments to themselves
when they do not measure up. More-
over, a status hierarchy emerges where
the higher the grade, the greater the sta-
tus. For example, being a sixth-grader is
perceived as being better than being a
fourth-grader.
In the multiage classrooms at Lincoln,
students live in diverse environments
consisting of multiple developmental
levels. Students are expected to respect
each other as individuals and to cooper-
ate with one another. Competitive goal
structures found in most single-grade
classrooms have been replaced with co-
operative goal structures and evaluation
practices based on a student’s social
and academic growth over time. As a
result, students become socialized as a
community of learners and the hierar-
chy created by graded organization dis-
solves.
In a community of learners, children
have manifold opportunities for mixing
and matching with other students across
a wide range of characteristics, among
them interest, emotional maturity, ath-
letic prowess, and age. The diverse popu-
lation and the opportunity to be with the
same teacher and students for multiple
years increases the likelihood that the
child’s needs will be met. Because the
entire school is multiage, the teacher
also can place the child in other situa-
tions that may better meet the child’s
needs. Brook Leaf says that grade/age
distinctions hardly exist. “We have a lot
of three-grade and some two-grade
classes, but when it comes right down to
it, it doesn’t really matter,” he says.
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“We’re really allowing ourselves to
place the kids where we feel their needs
will be best met, regardless of their age
and grade.”
It has taken immense effort and hard
work to transform Lincoln School into
the learning environment described by
interview respondents. However, the
staff members maintain that the rewards
outweigh any misgivings or trepidation
they may have had during the early
phases of implementation.
verland Elementary
School is one of fifteen schools in the
Cassia County School District. The dis-
trict reflects a consolidation effort by
the state that occurred in the mid-1960s.
Overland Elementary is located in the
county seat of Burley, a town of about
8,700 that serves a vast rural area in
southeast Idaho. The district is 50 miles
across at the widest point and averages
about 7.6 people per square mile as com-
pared to the statewide average of 12.57
(Oregon has 28.35 people per square
mile).
Built in the early 1920s of stone blocks,
the school now overlooks Overland Av-
enue, a busy arterial that connects the
downtown area with the interstate free-
way. A large storm fence protects chil-
dren from the busy street, but does not
diminish the constant din of cars and
trucks. On two sides of the school, a
grassy park-like area provides students
with ample space to play; a playground
with swings, slides, and a steel play
structure occupies the remaining side of
the building.
The 184-student school includes 12 in-
structional and support staff. Five sub-
ject-area learning centers, the special-
education resource room, the principal’s
office, and the library are located on the
first floor. The two first grades, pre-
school, community outreach, music, and
lunchroom are located in the first-floor
basement. The school is situated on the
north side of Burley and serves what is
considered the poorest section of town.
The principal, Kevin Bushman, says
many low-income migrant or Hispanic
families live on the north side, where
housing is affordable.
Railroad tracks separate the north side
of town from the more affluent south
side. This symbolism has not been lost
on staff at Overland. As is discussed in
the following sections, the low socio-
economic status prevalent within the
school’s attendance area creates both
benefits and problems for the school.
Bushman, trained as a kindergarten
teacher, began teaching in the district in
1980. Six years later he was assigned
principal of Overland. His leadership
style reflects the tone and climate of the
school. Bushman reflects:
The first couple of years I spent
getting to know the staff—a real
small school with no turnover to
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ily, and I tell people we fight and
argue and make up. A lot of the
decision-making and a lot of my job
is done in a real pragmatic way.
Whatever needs to be accomplished,
we just get together and do it.
In many ways, this description reflects
the informal nature of many rural
schools. Bushman’s understanding of
and ability to operate in this informal
setting may be an essential ingredient of
program accomplishments.
Instructional Organization
The school program consists of grades
1 through 4; a preschool program is
housed in the building, but does not
participate in the regular school pro-
gram. First-grade students are taught
separately in self-contained classrooms.
Grades 2 through 4 are organized into
five multiage groups. Students first go
to grade-level homerooms for fifteen
minutes. During this time, teachers take
attendance, complete housekeeping
chores, and provide whatever support
students may need. At 8:30 a.m., a fifty-
five-minute rotation schedule begins.
Monday through Thursday, each group
rotates through five different learning
centers: reading, writing lab, social stud-
ies, math, and science. Teachers serve
as subject area specialists. The schedule
changes on Friday, when first graders
join the rotation. “Fine Arts Friday,” as
everyone calls it, consists of classes in
PE, drama, music, learning games, and
art. Staff initiated Fine Arts Friday to
enrich student learning opportunities
beyond the core curriculum areas of-
fered the other four days of the week.
First of all, don’t be afraid of the
drastic change. This was my per-
sonal fear. I liked a comfortable
groove, and I thought, “This is
too radical; it’ll never work.”
But the more I got into it, the
more I liked it. And my son liked
it too. Beabout
By most standards, the Overland School
clientele and program are unusual in
this rather traditional rural community.
Most visitors are surprised that this
multiage program was developed and
has remained viable for nearly four
years, winning both praise from the gov-
ernor of Idaho and a second cycle of
funding as a Chapter 1 school-improve-
ment project.
The Emerging Vision
Overland School serves the highest per-
centage of low-income students in the
state. The school also serves the largest
percentage of migrant students in the
district. Seventy-four percent of the
population is Hispanic. Standardized test
scores are the lowest in the district, earn-
ing the school a reputation for being the
worst in the county. The only advantage
such a reputation has is that district offi-
cials are willing to give school person-
nel latitude in trying new approaches to
learning. Through the coalescence of
several key people and events, the
school’s staff was given an opportunity
to test the limits of the district’s support.
The 1989-90 school year:
Developing the plan
In the fall of 1989, Bushman and the
district Chapter 1 coordinator attended
a conference on Chapter 1-sponsored,
schoolwide improvement projects. Fed-
eral resources, channeled through the
Idaho State Department of Education,
were available for schools in which en-
rollment was predominantly Chapter 1.
Funding was available in three-year
cycles and could be used for any project
that targeted improving student aca-
demic outcomes as measured by stan-
dard achievement tests. Unlike Chapter
1 achievement targets of the past, the
new regulations placed major emphasis
on higher order thinking and problem-
solving.
Encouraged by information from the
conference and district support, Bush-
man returned to Overland and “told the
staff that we were being given the rare
opportunity to do whatever we wanted
in order to bring about the changes we
need to make school work for our stu-
dents.”
The staff members began by assessing
how well they were meeting the needs
of students. Bushman points out:
Staff agreed that they weren’t doing
a very good job of teaching students
for several reasons. For one, we
weren’t doing a very good job with
reading. We also weren’t doing
much outside the state-mandated
curriculum in math and science, and
much of what we did was the result
of following the “traditional/mythol-
ogy” of education—“It has always
been done this way.”
The staff decided to apply for funding.
We can do anything we want.
We’re going to have the freedom
to completely redo this whole
thing—not based on educational
tradition but on what’s best for
kids, what’s best for learning,
and what research says works.
Bushman
A major factor in the staff’s decision
was the need for change and the leader-
ship of the school’s “matriarch,” Helen
Craner. She had taught for more than
thirty years, including twenty-one at
Overland. Two years before the project
started, she began serving as the school’s
Chapter 1 teacher. She is strong-willed
and respected by staff for her dedication
and commitment to children.
Craner was especially taken with the
ideas presented by the principal and
threw her active support into helping
develop a school-improvement project.
Craner’s involvement sprang from frus-
tration at seeing children continuously
fail, drop out, or withdraw. She says:
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I would go to the band concerts and
hunt for my kids and they weren’t in
the band. I’d go to the ball games
and hunt for my kids, and they
weren’t there. My vision was that at
some point, if this program would
work, then my kids would graduate
from high school and my kids would
be in band and my kids would be in
athletics and my kids would be part
of a group.
In many ways, Craner’s views represent
those of the entire staff and suggest the
high level of need for change.
Because the staff was small and close-
knit, decisions were made as a group.
The first major task they faced was plan-
ning and developing an intervention pro-
gram to be submitted in a proposal for
funding. With inservice funds from the
state, the staff began by envisioning what
their school might look like if changes
were made. Bushman told staff “to pre-
tend we have the four walls, and that’s
it. We can do anything we want. We’re
going to have the freedom to completely
redo this whole thing—not based on
educational tradition but on what’s best
for kids, what’s best for learning, and
what research says works.”
The state provided some initial staff de-
velopment to help with planning. Hank
Levin of Stanford University conducted
a workshop on his accelerated schools
model, which heavily influenced the
Overland staff. “We decided that one of
the keys would be an interactive, hands-
on approach,” says Bushman. “We also
wanted to incorporate whole language,
cooperative learning groups, and a col-
laborative use of staff and special ser-
vices.” As a result, a program was de-
veloped and christened with the acro-
nym WINCH (Whole Language, Inten-
sive Instruction, Nongraded, Coopera-
tive/Collaborative Learning, Hands-on
Instruction).
So let’s treat kids as if they are
talented and gifted. Bushman
A key principle of the program is the
expectation that every child is talented
and gifted. According to Bushman, when
teachers begin to perceive students from
this frame of reference, they “interact
with them differently than if they see
them as all remedial—so let’s treat kids
as if they are talented and gifted.” With
this idea in mind, three key dimensions
of the school underwent major change:
grade configurations, instructional de-
livery, and staff working relations. Table
9 presents a comparison of the school
before and after plans were developed.
The school received notice of funding
as a Chapter 1 improvement project in
January 1990. This meant the entire staff
was entitled to participate in any Chap-
ter 1 staff development offered by the
state, which increased funding, and, most
important, waived many Chapter 1
guidelines. In their proposal, staff mem-
bers said Chapter 1 students would show
achievement gains of three NCEs (Na-
tional Curve Equivalents). NCEs are
scores that can be averaged and com-
pared across grade levels and across
Table 9
A Comparison of Three Dimensions of Program Change
   Dimension Before Program Change After Program Change
Students are organized into
multiage groups that rotate
between five core learning
centers: reading, writing lab,
math, social studies, and
science. Friday is reserved for
fine arts.
Students interact in coopera-
tive groups and are encour-
aged to help one another.
Themes are chosen across the
school. Teachers have become
more facilitative of student
activities and projects. An
emphasis on skills develop-
ment still predominates.
Teachers have responsibility
for a single subject they teach
to all students. This creates
common ground that unites
the staff. Meetings for
planning and development
work occur frequently.
Reporting to parents requires
input from all the staff.
Interpersonal communication
and support are necessary for
coordination of learning.
Students were sorted into first
through fourth grades in self-
contained classrooms.
Students sat in rows, sequen-
tially read textbooks, and
completed workbooks and
dittos. The learner was prima-
rily passive, absorbing basic
skills presented directly by the
teacher.
Teachers worked in isolation
and rarely collaborated on
projects. Talk and discussion
occurred mostly in the staff
lounge during lunch and in the
hallways between class. Each
teacher was responsible for a
grade level and a specified
curriculum.
tests. Moderate gains would reflect five
to ten NCEs.
With minimal outside help, the staff col-
laborated in developing schedules,
choosing schoolwide themes, and pre-
paring their classrooms for the start of
school. When school was ready to open,
teachers felt they simply needed an ex-
tra day to get physically situated. “We
prepared before the start of school and







then we felt there were still some things
we needed to do,” says math teacher
Delia Valdez. Kevin Bushman went to
the district and got approval to give us a
day off to get ourselves physically situ-
ated. That was something that you don’t
see very often.” When school began,
the principal had randomly assigned stu-
dents in grades 1 through 4 into seven
groups.
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The 1990-91 school year: The
big surprise
With few models to follow and no op-
portunity to visit or talk with other
multiage teachers, staff members
launched into their first year of instruc-
tion with little premonition of how dif-
ficult the transition would be. As tradi-
tional teachers who were used to struc-
turing learning around grade-level cur-
riculum, they now found themselves in
unfamiliar territory. Staff members de-
scribed the first months of school as
incredibly stressful and frustrating be-
cause their primary model of teaching
(that is, direct instruction) and their em-
phasis on basic skills appeared out of
place. The first refinement of the pro-
gram was to eliminate first grade from
the rotation. As Craner points out, teach-
ers felt it “was too hard to challenge a
fourth-grader and give the first-graders
all the skills they need.”
I was really upset at the begin-
ning. And other people were, too.
There was a whole new thing,
you have to go through the chang-
ing process. But once you get
into it and you become comfort-
able with each other, it’s not so
bad any more. Rogers
Even with the elimination of one grade,
staff remained apprehensive. Dan
McCarty, a seasoned teacher, says:
The biggest difficulty that I had was
that I didn’t know how to start. I had
second-, third-, and fourth-graders
in the room at the same time. I
wanted to meet all their needs. I
knew I had fourth-graders beyond
second-grade skills; I had third-grad-
ers in the middle. How do I prepare
a lesson where I reach everyone?
During this critical phase of implemen-
tation, teachers felt especially vulner-
able. They had their reputations as ex-
perienced, competent teachers to uphold.
They had received a grant to produce a
program that would demonstrate NCE
gains on district standardized tests. And
the central office was watching to see
how things were going.
Every school is different, every
atmosphere, every faculty, and
so you need to fit your program
to your area, your students, and
your staff. H. Craner
By the year’s end, staff began to feel
more confident. Student attendance in-
creased, fighting and negative forms of
behavior began to decrease, and stu-
dents seemed truly motivated to learn.
Moreover, staff gained sufficient expe-
rience to better define needs and make
informed decisions about changes to the
program. Bushman indicated there were
seven key modifications the staff made
during the year:
1. The student placement method was
changed to ensure a balance of gen-
der and age. At the beginning of the
year, Bushman randomly assigned
students to groups. It became readily
apparent that some groups were
imbalanced in terms of gender and
age.
2. Textbooks were eliminated as a basis
for structuring learning. This re-
quired teachers to rethink how they
planned and used activities, requir-
ing more creativity and time. To use
time more efficiently, staff decided
to not switch their subject areas each
semester as they had originally
planned. This helped them develop
greater familiarity with the content
area. However, they still planned to
switch at the year’s end.
3. Use of themes was strengthened in
an effort to increase integration
across content areas. During the pre-
vious year, themes had been used on
a superficial level, mainly around bul-
letin boards and in an occasional ref-
erence to the theme.
4. Pullouts for the library and special
programs were restructured to avoid
disruptions during core instructional
time.
5. Fine Arts Friday was created. Teach-
ers felt that the arts needed greater
emphasis. They also wanted time
when everyone could relax and just
have fun. Students nicknamed this
period “Fun Friday.” First graders
were included in the Friday rotation
to help with the transition to the
multiage groups and to enhance the
sense of community.
6. Recess was eliminated to increase
instructional time. It was felt that the
Friday activities would compensate.
7. Student reporting format was com-
pletely revised. Teachers felt the
graded report card they had been us-
ing was useless in the new program.
As a result, they created a reporting
system based on specific skills with a
place to indicate “mastered” and “still
learning.”
The 1991-92 school year:
Settling in
After a demanding first year of imple-
mentation that saw teachers pushed to
the edge of their knowledge—and, in
some cases, to tears—staff embraced
the second year with a renewed sense of
energy and optimism. They found them-
selves featured as a showcase Chapter 1
improvement project that had both posi-
tive and negative results. On the posi-
tive side, they hosted visitors about ev-
ery three weeks. In some cases these
were individual teachers; in other cases,
school teams. According to Bushman,
the attention had two effects on the staff.
First, staff members felt their efforts
validated by the positive attention. Sec-
ond, the presence of visitors tended to
push the staff toward higher levels of
improvement. In a similar fashion, teach-
ers found themselves invited to present
Program WINCH at conferences, spon-
sored by such organizations as the In-
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ternational Reading Associations and the
Alaska Department of Education.
On the negative side, the positive pub-
licity brought out jealousies within the
school district, and the Overland staff
was ostracized. One teacher describes
being confronted in the produce section
of the local market by a teacher from
another building and being “read the
riot act” about Project WINCH. Bush-
man hypothesizes that others in the dis-
trict were viewing things in winner/loser
terms, with an attitude that says, “Either
Overland is doing it right and we are
doing it wrong, or vice-versa.” If Over-
land was doing it right, then other teach-
ers in the district feared that their schools
would have to become like Overland.
The sense of being under siege only
served to strengthen resolve among staff
at Overland and brought them even
closer together.
During this year, the Department of Edu-
cation chose Overland to participate in
a project to increase collaboration among
special- and regular-program teachers.
Staff members received training that
helped them see the value of minimiz-
ing or eliminating pullout programs be-
cause they fragmented learning for at-
risk students. Staff members also re-
ceived training in cooperative learning
that helped them better understand the
potential of small-group learning.
Test scores at year’s end showed stu-
dents gaining, on average, nearly twelve
NCE points on the annual achievement
tests. This created some breathing room
for staff. “After we tested and we did
score higher than expected, we all started
to relax a little,” Craner says. “We felt
that we were accomplishing something.”
The 1992-93 school year:
Refinement
Staff entered the new school year feel-
ing positive and vindicated that Project
WINCH was beneficial to students. Staff
expected this to be a year of refinement
and an opportunity to relax. This was
also the end of their three-year Chapter
1 schoolwide improvement grant. Test
scores at year’s end showed no improve-
ment over the previous year’s twelve
NCE points gain. The state said Over-
land would not be funded for another
three-year cycle because it failed to meet
its achievement targets. Interestingly,
the state recanted and refunded Project
WINCH for another three years.
The key to the success of the
project is the involvement and
sense of ownership on the part of
the staff. It’s their program and
they’re going to do everything to
make sure it works. Bushman
Bushman suggests several reasons. First,
the project was receiving very positive
attention throughout the state, making it
politically risky to end funding. Sec-
ond, the small number of students tested
raised questions about test result valid-
ity. The state agreed to rethink how to
accurately assess learning at the school.
For the Overland staff, three more years
as a Chapter 1 school-improvement
project meant freedom to continue their
program, additional staff-development
opportunities, and some increased fund-
ing.
The 1993-94 school year:
Looking toward the future
Overland Elementary will be closed at
the end of 1995-96 school year. Plans
are under way to transfer the staff to
another elementary school located
nearby (on the other side of the tracks).
The principal and staff are working on a
plan that would make Project WINCH a
magnet program, drawing students from
all over the county. The only thing that
is assured is the continuation of the pro-
gram in some form. Bushman says the
staff will work to refine assessment in
light of program emphasis on writing
and problem solving. There is also an
effort to increase the depth of thematic
instruction to ensure greater integration
of content across the five learning cen-
ters.
Ownership: The Key to
Problem Solution
“The key to the success of the project,”
Bushman believes, “is the involvement
and sense of ownership on the part of
the staff. It’s their program and they’re
going to do everything to make sure it
works.” Because of this strong sense of
ownership and Bushman’s leadership
style, the staff has felt empowered to
collectively address problems and chal-
lenges as they have surfaced, without
having solutions imposed on them from
outside the school. Teachers unani-
mously see Bushman as an integral ele-
ment of the school’s problem-solving
approach. Problems faced by the staff,
Bushman says, “have been frequent, but
generally minor in nature.” He identi-
fies five problem areas:
1. Personalities and decision-making
structure. The staff is small and close
knit. “If you don’t fit in,” says Bush-
man, “the staff will generally exert
pressure in a subtle but effective man-
ner until a change occurs.” In addi-
tion, “there exists a kind of fluid,
loose, staff-centered style of deci-
sion-making that works well for some
and is deadly for others.”
2. Curriculum alignment and assess-
ment. Program evaluation has been
based, primarily, on standardized
achievement. These measures do not
reflect the nature of classroom in-
struction or content. Moreover, they
are not sensitive to affective out-
comes.
3. Changing staff assignments. The pro-
gram is organized around five learn-
ing centers, with one teacher assigned
to each center. Staff members
changed assignments on numerous
occasions to emphasize their strengths
and better meet the needs of students.
These changes may contribute to a
lack of continuity.
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4. Curriculum integration. Because
teachers are organized as subject-area
specialists with their own rooms and
programs, the integration of math,
reading, science, and the other con-
tent areas is problematic. Teachers
collaborate on using common themes
across subject areas, but curricular
challenges persist. “Sometimes the
curriculum seems a bit disjointed,”
Bushman says.
5. Slipping back into a graded frame of
reference. External pressures to show
improvement in test scores and the
complexity of the multiage classroom
have caused the staff to occasionally
fall back into viewing students from
a grade-level perspective.
The principal’s there and I can
go talk to him without feeling
judged or that my job is in jeop-
ardy. McCarty
For the most part, instructional staff con-
cur with Bushman’s analysis. However,
there are noteworthy exceptions.
Problems seen through
teachers’ eyes
Change and the change process bring
with them as much trauma as excite-
ment, insecurity as empowerment, and
doubt as exhilaration. At Overland, most
teachers portrayed change as traumatic.
“When we first started out, we felt like
first-year teachers,” Craner says. “I
mean, it was hard.” McCarty, who runs
the reading and writing center, says the
changes also triggered self-doubt about
his abilities in the classroom. “There
were days that I remember going home
in tears and telling my wife, ‘I don’t
know how to teach anymore. I don’t
know what I’m doing anymore’.” Those
sentiments were echoed by the special-
education teacher. “I didn’t know what
I was doing at first,” she says. “I didn’t
know if I was supposed to be in the
room or if I was supposed to pull kids
out.”
There were days that I remember
going home in tears and telling
my wife, “I don’t know how to
teach anymore. I don’t know what
I’m doing anymore.” McCarty
During interviews, teachers most often
mentioned the challenges posed by the
broad range of developmental levels in
their multiage classrooms, where an at-
risk first-grader would work side-by-
side with an exceptional third-grader.
Teachers appeared to be caught between
two opposing concepts of learning.
The first reflects the belief that at-risk
students can only achieve by learning
basic skills directly taught in small, in-
cremental steps. This belief was
strengthened by such external pressures
as district and state standardized achieve-
ment testing and curriculum guidelines
based on grade level. The assumption
underlying this approach rests on the
belief that students cannot process in-
formation at higher order levels of think-
ing without first mastering basic skills.
Although there is merit to learning ba-
sic skills, there is no evidence suggest-
ing higher order thinking depends on
mastering these skills. Moreover, text-
book-driven methods of teaching basic
skills tend to rob students of their desire
to learn.
The second conception of learning ap-
peared to grow from staff frustration
with student failure. Project WINCH
was born from this frustration and re-
flects a significant reorientation to learn-
ing. Staff sought to provide learning
experiences generally associated with
the accelerated or talented-and-gifted
students. Instruction involved a major
emphasis on cooperative learning, en-
richment, and other interactive forms of
instruction. Teachers faced major
changes in their expectations and the
way they delivered curriculum.
For the majority of staff members, imple-
menting WINCH meant unlearning pow-
erfully held notions about how children
learn. For example, McCarty describes
the difficulty he had resolving the ten-
sion between his focus on basic reading
skills and what he calls enrichment.
I had the responsibility of seeing
that students had a certain level of
skills, but I’m not sure I ever re-
solved this need. I knew that if I
started with the enrichment activi-
ties, that the projects and different
activities would provide students the
skills they needed. Then I would
see something really lacking and I
would go to a skill page.
When asked what approach to learning
worked best with his students, McCarty
said, “The enrichment, the project, or
activities. They definitely learn more.
They liked it more, so they’re more re-
ceptive.”
You have to change your way of
thinking. It’s kind of a struggle,
especially if you’ve taught for
years and years and you’re in-
grained in that old way. I was
one of those teachers—I didn’t
want Johnny copying off Mary.
That was a no-no. And now, that’s
how children learn. I finally
learned that after all these years.
H. Craner
Teachers said that several factors influ-
enced the stress they felt in making the
transition to multiage teaching. For ex-
ample, experienced teachers conveyed
a sense of feeling more frustrated than
their less-experienced colleagues. Fur-
thermore, teachers said subjects such as
math and reading were more stressful
than subjects such as science, social stud-
ies, and writing, where content was
viewed as less skills-dependent or con-
vergent.
Staff invariably mentioned Nilene
Turner, the science teacher, as a person
who had the best grasp on multiage cur-
riculum. Teachers, Turner says, must
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let go of control in the classroom and
provide experiential, hands-on learning
opportunities for students. “We’ve put
them in little groups, we work with them,
we do a lot of hands-on things,” she
says. “But I’m also trying to have more
things in the room that they can go and
just experiment with. . . not so much
that I’m controlling it.”
Parent relations and
community
By all accounts, parent relations have
been positive and supportive. However,
their actual involvement has been mini-
mal. Two main reasons have been sug-
gested. First, many parents have had
poor experiences in school themselves
and feel intimidated by educators. Sec-
ond, it is difficult for parents to come
into the school because of work and
other obligations.
If the teachers, the principal, and
the parents are really interested
in what’s best for the children
and want them to grow and de-
velop into decent human beings
and not problems, they will try to
work together. Because with
today’s changing times, we have
to. McElhinney
The school has struggled with this prob-
lem by offering parent conferences at
times that would not conflict with work
hours. Results have been mixed, but
efforts continue. “You have to have par-
ent involvement,” says Turner. “You
just keep trying.” To build support and
improve relationships among Overland’s
sizable Hispanic community, Bushman
received funding for a home-school co-
ordinator.
It’s nice to have the support al-
ways there. And if you don’t have
it, I don’t think you can survive.
You just won’t make it. Bush-
man
Occasionally, Overland staff has felt
ostracized from the rest of the school
district. On the one hand, it has received
extra resources to carry out its mission
as well as praise from outside the dis-
trict for its multiage project. This, in
turn, has created additional pressure to
demonstrate program viability. Bush-
man has consciously cultivated allies at
state and local levels to protect his staff
and program from potentially damaging
community influences.
“You’ve got to be ready for that pebble
in the pond when things come back to
you,” he says. This means building sup-
port “everywhere along the line—the
superintendent all the way up to the
governor. Unfortunately, it doesn’t hap-
pen naturally. You have to work on it
constantly and establish those relation-
ships all the way along the line.”
helping to develop leadership and an
appreciation for cultural and develop-
mental diversity. For example, Sandra
Beabout, whose son has been with the
program since its inception, believes it
is “good for kids to know other cultures
and to experience working with older
and younger students. There are things
to learn and things to teach. This is
something a child can use as he devel-
ops throughout life.”
In many ways, the multiage environ-
ment has made teaching easier. It has
helped reduce class size. It has provided
teachers with an opportunity to learn
more about their students and to better
understand their individual learning
styles. It has eliminated retention and
provided an environment where all chil-
dren can succeed at their own develop-
mental level. However, the most often-
mentioned advantage, and a key ele-
ment in program success, has been the
use of peer learning as an instructional
tool.
In past years, teachers followed the
dominant instructional paradigm that
placed them as the controlling center of
the classroom. To maintain order and
discipline, students were seldom allowed
to help each other or work in small
groups. Once teachers were given li-
cense to share control with students,
motivation and learning began to im-
prove. “If you walk into any of the learn-
ing centers, the desks are not in rows
anymore,” notes a first-grade teacher.
“Teachers have become less dominant,
and children have become more in-
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Benefits Have Outweighed
Difficulties
Project WINCH has been a catalyst in
transforming the educational beliefs and
practices of everyone involved in the
project. Table 10 summarizes the re-
wards and benefits that have helped sus-
tain the project for more than four years.
Central to all comments is the powerful
place rewards play in teacher experi-
ences. Respondents unanimously felt
teaching to be more rewarding. Students
seemed more confident and motivated
to learn. Friendships emerged across all
age levels, and new interpersonal norms
emerged in the school. Students demon-
strated a willingness to give and receive
help, especially in terms of older stu-
dents modeling for the younger ones.
I sent a couple of fourth-graders
down to help a first-grader for a
few minutes a day. And when
they went out for recess, that
student was their friend, and they
could talk to them, less fighting,
less things went on in the play-
ground, because all of a sudden
it wasn’t, “He’s a first-grader!
Ha, ha, ha!” Now “he’s my
friend.” And there was a big
change. T. Craner
Parents who were interviewed said their
children were better off because the
multiage program was instrumental in
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Table 10
Perceived Benefits of Multiage Teaching for Teachers and
Students (ranked from most frequently mentioned
to least frequently mentioned)
Overland Elementary School
Benefits for Teachers Benefits for Students
Improves the rewards for teaching and
eliminates criticism from other district
staff over poor achievement results.
Reduces class size by distributing students
across the five learning centers.
Creates continuity across years so teachers
can build on knowledge learned in the
past.
Creates an environment where every child
can succeed by eliminating retention and
allowing children to develop at their own
rate.
Improves student behavior through peer
modeling and leadership opportunities.
Topics Mentioned Less Than Twice
Reduces pullouts to a minimum, thereby
eliminating tendency to fragment the
child’s learning and the program.
Increases staff cohesion and school unity.
Learning center format allows teachers to
use their time more efficiently.
Increases the amount of one-to-one that is
possible (using other students and teach-
ers).
Builds self-esteem and confidence by
exposing students to a wide variety of
curriculum and by varying learning
experiences: group work, conflict manage-
ment, hands-on math and science, and so
forth.
Creates a family-like atmosphere where
students learn to help one another and have
cross-age friendships.
Creates an environment where every child
can succeed by eliminating retention and
allowing children to develop at their own
rate.
Motivates students and helps build
confidence by exposing them to a variety
of teachers.
Improves student behavior through peer
modeling and leadership opportunities.
Teaches students to accept and value
diversity.
Topics Mentioned Less Than Twice
Reduces pullouts to a minimum, thereby
eliminating tendency to fragment the
child’s learning and the program.
volved. They have more say in what’s
going on.” For example, Hispanic stu-
dents were encouraged to use Spanish
to help peers understand concepts pre-
sented in English. It may be that ac-
tively promoting peer interaction and
learning has been the most powerful
instructional strategy employed by the
Overland staff.
We’re looking more for the way
to work out the answers and work
out the process. I see people get-
ting together and discussing more
issues and sharing more things.
Bywater
The project has also improved instruc-
tion by creating conditions in which
teacher collaboration can flourish. For
example, Craner describes the situation
of Jesse, a very large fourth-grade boy
functioning at the second-grade level.
On his first day of school, he plopped
down into a chair, refusing to change
seats when asked by the teacher. Craner
says:
Jesse went through the program and
he plopped and he plopped until one
day in the faculty lounge we said,
“What are we going to do with
Jesse?” We brainstormed at lunch
time or whenever we were together.
Before, if he was just in my room, I
would be the only one concerned.
But now we’re all concerned be-
cause we all see him. I would tell
what I found worked with Jesse.
And then somebody else would say,
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“Well, this is working.” After a
while, Jesse didn’t plop any more.
Jesse came in and Jesse started to be
enthusiastic. Jesse started to partici-
pate.
For the majority of school staff mem-
bers, project WINCH ushered in changes
in their professional lives, and, like Jesse,
they underwent a positive transforma-
tion in attitude and behavior toward their
work lives. Norms of professional iso-
lation, competition, and a territorial be-
havior toward curriculum gave way to
norms of collaboration and cooperation
among staff. Further, an expansive view
of curriculum emerged that placed stu-
dents rather than grade level at the cen-
ter of instructional decisions.
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Boise-Eliot School
oise-Eliot School, lo-
cated in the heart of Portland, Oregon’s
innercity, serves more than 700 students
in preschool through fifth grades. In
1964, the school became an early child-
hood learning center and was later re-
modeled to optimize the use of space
for young children. The school currently
offers six full-day kindergartens and five
half-day prekindergarten classrooms.
These programs focus on the social,
emotional, physical, and cognitive needs
of innercity children. Boise-Eliot is also
an early childhood magnet school, draw-
ing children from all over the city. Its
student population includes a rich cul-
tural mix of African-American, Cauca-
sian, Hispanic, Native American, and
Asian children and their parents and
families.
The school philosophy and mission
statement place the child in the center of
learning and decision-making. The needs
of the child are always the determining
factor underlying the solution of any
problem. Moreover, learning is empha-
sized as a lifelong activity encompass-
ing all aspects of the child’s life. Exten-
sive parent and family involvement op-
portunities are also provided. These op-
portunities include parenting classes, a
grandparent support group, and inschool
child care to support parents who vol-
unteer in the classroom. Of significant
interest is the inclusive nature of how
the school defines the terms involve-
ment, family, and parents to maximize
the important influences in children’s
lives:
Involvement is any way a family
helps a child to learn. All involve-
ment by family or friends is valued,
whether it is to encourage regular
attendance or to volunteer hundreds
of hours of classroom time.
Parent and family can be defined as
the caregivers and friends who are
in an extended family who interact
in any way to encourage the child in
the learning process. Parents, fam-
ily, and friends are the child’s first
teachers before they enter school.
The school staff are co-teachers.
(Boise-Eliot 1994, p.1)
Boise-Eliot reflects these beliefs. In the
entryway to this two-story remodeled
brick school, a large scoreboard dis-
plays school goals and tracks the degree
to which they have been achieved. Hall-
ways are wide, spacious, and reflect con-
stant student use. For example, learning
center areas—a minikitchen, small-
group work areas, and art centers—are
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located throughout the hallways. A den-
tal facility provides inschool examina-
tions for students. Bulletin boards por-
tray a range of themes—from a celebra-
tion of the cultural diversity of the school
and community to examples of student
writing and science projects. Many dis-
plays emphasize self-esteem-building
activities, showing pictures of students
and their families. Everywhere, displays
reflect the value of children in relation-
ships with other people.
Principal Betty Campbell has been at
Boise-Eliot for more than eleven years.
In that time, the school and Campbell
have earned a reputation for excellence
in education and commitment to chil-
dren and their families.* Campbell has
been instrumental in establishing school
norms supportive of improvement and
innovation. Says Erin Cason, a teacher
with twenty years of teaching in
Portland’s innercity:
There’s a sense of having lots of
support schoolwide. One of the neat
things about this school is that inno-
vation and going your own direc-
tion have always been encouraged
and always been accepted. No one
would feel that they were setting
themselves apart or in any way be-
coming outcasts by saying, “I want
to do this,” just because it was dif-
ferent from what other people might
be doing. And there is enough mo-
mentum right now toward multiage
and administrative support behind
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the concept that it was very com-
fortable going in this direction.
There was no level of discomfort at
all.
Many changes reflect elements found in
multiage programs. For example, de-
velopmentally appropriate practice
(DAP) is a mainstay of the instructional
program. Numerous teachers remain
with their same classes over several years
of instruction to enhance the stability in
the lives of children with many needs.*
Pullout programs have either been elimi-
nated or modified to reduce instructional
fragmentation. Teachers collaborate for
the purposes of instructional planning,
teaching, and decision-making.
In such a climate, one would expect the
implementation of multiage organiza-
tion to be rapid and unconstrained. How-
ever, district and school size, leadership
style, and the complexity of working in
a culturally diverse, innercity commu-
nity have placed constraints on the
change process. Thoughtful analysis and
careful navigation are required for




Robin Lindsley has taught preschool and
primary-age children for twenty years.
She holds a master’s degree in early
__________________
*For the 1993-94 school year, Betty Campbell has
been job sharing with a principal partner, Eileen
Isham, on a half-time basis.
__________________
*Campbell prefers this term rather than the com-
monly used term at-risk. She feels “at-risk” implies
an inability to learn.
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childhood education and teaches col-
lege-level courses on developmentally
appropriate practice and early childhood
education. At Boise-Eliot, many people
say she is without peer in her under-
standing and application of DAP. For
nearly three years, Lindsley sought to
bring a multiage blend to Boise-Eliot.
“Finally,” she says, “the principal said,
‘We’ll juggle some numbers and have
you try it’.” For the 1990-91 school
year, Lindsley began piloting the first
multiage classroom in the building with
grades 1 and 2. It was not until two
years later that five additional blends
were initiated. Currently, six multiage
blends have opened—about 17 percent
of the classrooms in the school.
Activities that involve everybody
have to be open-ended enough to
accept the attempts of the young-
est to the oldest, most mature
child in the classroom. Lindsley
Implementation has been gradual and
appears carefully orchestrated. Campbell
felt essential building blocks had to be
in place for the change effort to suc-
ceed. Her reasoning suggests a caution
based on experience and an apprecia-
tion for the complexities of change:
As I look at whole language from
what Canada, New Zealand, and dif-
ferent people do, I see that it’s a
very big package, something I will
be learning all my life and not some-
thing that is an either/or program.
You don’t have just one year staff
development and it’s over. You
evolve in a process of how children
learn, what the research says, all
these different things.
Campbell believes some teachers rushed
to get on the bandwagon of multiage
teaching as soon as the Oregon Legisla-
ture enacted the Oregon Educational Act
for the Twenty-first Century, which in-
cludes provisions for multiage organi-
zation.
In a school as large and complex as
Boise-Eliot, and with a history of suc-
cessful innovation in the innercity, the
idea of caution takes on the unique mean-
ing of care—care to ensure the best in-
terests of children and their families are
preserved. It suggests a strategic way of
thinking that focuses on providing stu-
dents with the maximum opportunity
for success. For example, teachers in-
terested in multiage grouping were of-
fered a course by Vicki Swartz, a
multiage teacher and consultant from a
nearby school.
During the summer, Campbell offered
Swartz a full-time curriculum position.
“I didn’t seek out Vicki for multiage,”
Campbell says. “I didn’t seek out Vicki
for British primary. I didn’t have that
knowledge. I sought Vicki out because
she had the capacity and talent to de-
liver the kinds of staff development we
needed for taking us to the next stage of
adult growth and development.” Swartz
proved to be strategically important to
the school’s mission.
The first question Campbell asks teach-
ers who show interest in going into a
multiage classroom is whether they have
taken a course from Swartz on multiage
grouping and instruction. Campbell also
raises other important questions when
she talks with teachers:
1. What will your instruction look like
next year?
2. How will your instruction look dif-
ferent?
3. How will you address the children
who come with limited experiences?
4. How will you challenge children who
come with a broad range of experi-
ences?
5. How will you communicate with par-
ents?
6. What will your learning expectations
look like?
It is not for everyone. I think it’s
a very complex form of teaching,
and the teacher has to truly be
committed to this kind of philo-
sophical base, because it’s hard
work to make this kind of a class-
room work. Swartz
With Swartz in a full-time curriculum
role, Campbell has ensured the avail-
ability of ongoing staff development and
expertise in assisting teachers to answer
these and other relevant questions re-
garding multiage implementation. Soon
after assuming her new role, Swartz
worked collaboratively with staff to de-
velop a new student reporting system
that reflected the school’s developmen-
tally appropriate philosophy. Grades
were replaced with developmental scales
that allowed reporting growth on a range
of content and process indicators.
Indicators of Readiness
Campbell described what she considers
required indicators of teacher readiness
to teach in a multiage classroom. Some
indicators related to her understanding
of the change process. “I would not jump
into multiage,” she says. “I would see it
as an evolutionary process of change
that takes time and a focus on staff de-
velopment.” Other readiness indicators
reflect content specific to multiage teach-
ing, such as hands-on learning and cur-
riculum planning to accommodate the
increased age span. Taken as a whole,
five general indicators were identified.
Commitment. Does the teacher really
want to teach in a multiage classroom?
Does he or she understand the extra
time and work it takes? Campbell looks
for evidence that an interested teacher is
truly committed. She observes whether
the teacher has taken courses offered
within the school or district on multiage
teaching. Since all instructional staff
members are organized into teams, in-
cluding specialists and support staff,
Campbell also looks to see if only one
teacher is committed or whether the
change has the support of a team of
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teachers. “We are encouraging teaming
throughout the building,” she notes.
Robin Lindsley opened our first
mixed-aged classroom. We
waited three years before we
opened any other classrooms,
and I feel so happy and so proud
that we gave the program that
time to get going so we could do
it right and make sure that people
were prepared and make sure
that support was there. Swartz
Experience. Does the teacher have ex-
perience at one of the multiage levels he
or she will be teaching? Has the teacher
taught a multiage class in the past? One
of the teachers interviewed had taught
for twelve years in a multiage class-
room in another state. What experience
does the teacher have with DAP, with
hands-on science and math, and with
whole language? These types of experi-
ence support the transition to a multiage
classroom.
Curriculum. Does the teacher have
knowledge and skill in curriculum plan-
ning, and has she or he effectively imple-
mented other instructional strategies?
“So teacher A is all excited, wants to do
multiage,” says Campbell, “and teacher
A doesn’t have themes and units or an
understanding of whole language or have
the new math criteria and guidelines in
place. If a teacher can’t do it for the age
span she has now, how can she do it
with an even greater span?”
I think the important issue really
is relationships—the relation-
ships of children with children
and the relationships of the child
with the adult. Campbell
Expectations. Do teachers hold high
expectations or standards for student
behavior and performance? “In Ameri-
can education we don’t have high
enough expectations or standards,”
Campbell says. “In the name of process
and content, we have not expected qual-
ity.” In the context of the multiage class-
room, this means teachers must place as
much emphasis on outcomes as they do
on the process and skills required to
function in the classroom. Campbell
stresses she does not mean more testing,
though she believes that has a place. “It
means that when students exit the door
at fifth grade, they can do things like
independently fill out a job application,
write many different types of letters, get
along with many different types of
people, difficult people, all races of
people—those kinds of issues.”
Relationships. “I think the important
issue really is relationships,” Campbell
says, “the relationships of children with
children and the relationships of the child
with the adult.” Campbell looks to see if
the teacher has stayed with the same
group of children for more than one
year and learned how beneficial such
continuity is in building relationships
with students and their families. Plus,
teachers need to think about how they
will build parent support for a multiage
classroom. All six of the multiage teach-
ers at Boise-Eliot stayed with the same
class of students for more than one year.
In summary, Campbell’s approach to
the implementation of multiage has been
to go slow, provide staff development,
ensure “that things are going to be posi-
tive for children, expect enough of chil-
dren, and cover areas that I think they
need for world citizenship.” Once as-
sured of these goals, Campbell says she
needs to “stand back and let teachers
move in their own philosophy and style
and accept the many variations and
themes thereof.”
Changing to a Multiage
Classroom: Through the
Eyes of Teachers
As a magnet school, Boise-Eliot taps
the reservoir of talented and gifted chil-
dren from throughout the city. And, as a
neighborhood school, Boise-Eliot en-
rolls children from some of the toughest
innercity areas in Portland. The mix,
Campbell notes, provides “the biggest
[achievement] span in every classroom
of any school in Portland. Right now,
we have thirty-nine different neighbor-
hoods represented. So there’s a great
span.”
It is noteworthy that addressing the needs
of such a wide range of students has not
been a significant problem for the five
teachers interviewed for this project.
Two additional factors may have eased
the transition to multiage and teaching
in classrooms with such diversity. First,
most of the teachers had taught the same
group of students for two consecutive
school years. Second, participating
teachers either had previous experience
in a multiage classroom or had taken a
course on multiage grouping. Nonethe-
less, these teachers faced challenges in
several general areas.
Parent communication
Every teacher interviewed expressed
concern about parent understanding of
the changes in their classrooms. Three
of the teachers said that parents had not
been notified their children would be
placed in a blend until the week before
school started. “I knew that a letter ex-
plaining what was going to happen
should go to parents when they received
their letter about student placements,”
says Erin Cason, a grade 4-5 blend
teacher. “That didn’t happen. So we fell
down on that. Fortunately we didn’t have
any huge blowups, but communication
to parents is vital.” Similarly, Lindsley
says that the responsibility for notifying
parents was not clear. “The first year
was interesting because I thought the
boss was letting parents know that I was
doing a blend, but nobody let the par-
ents know until the first day of school.”
Campbell, though, says the confusion is
part of the difficulty in communicating
with parents and other groups—you can
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send them letters, but you cannot guar-
antee that they’ll receive, read, or un-
derstand them. The principal says she
wrote letters and included information
in the school newsletter about the
changes at Boise-Eliot. In addition, ad-
ministrators and teachers held at least
two information sessions indicating that
parents would be allowed to decide
whether they wanted their child in a
multiage classroom. “Even when we
thought we communicated well and gave
parents choices,” Campbell says, “they’d
come back and not understand what was
going on.”
Sharon Sheeley, a third- and fifth-grade
blend teacher, believes helping parents
to understand how the change will ben-
efit their children is a major challenge.
“We still have three or four parents who
are very nervous, convinced that it’s not
going to work,” she says. “They think
their kids are going to get out of here
and not know anything.” Alexis Aquino-
Mackles, who teaches a primary blend,
makes a similar observation. “Some par-
ents were nervous, especially second-
grade parents. They’d say, ‘What’s my
second-grader going to get out of this
except babysitting?’”
Clearly, given the importance of paren-
tal understanding and support, educa-
tors should not assume parents receive
information or that they understand it.
Like any learners, parents will vary in
how they process information and what
they understand. To be effective, com-
munication must be ongoing and multi-
dimensional, drawing on diverse ap-
proaches to ensure understanding.
Staff relations and support
Lindsley started a blend nearly three
years before any other staff member.
This created several problems. She felt
isolated from other teachers. Her class-
room reflected many developmentally
appropriate practices that departed radi-
cally from what other teachers perceived
as effective teaching. Students actively
engaged in projects, buddy reading,
learning centers, and so forth, which
some teachers viewed as play. “It was a
little bit threatening to people at first,”
Swartz says. “Were they to move in this
direction as well? And would they still
be considered good teachers in the eyes
of the principal and people they care
about in the building if they chose to not
go mixed age?”
In many ways, Lindsley found herself
like a left-handed person in a right-
handed world. “Being the only one do-
ing a blend creates problems in commu-
nication,” she says. “I can’t go next
door and say, ‘Well, what are you doing
in math?’ It won’t help you to go next
door because they’re not doing math
with a range like mine.” Interestingly,
nearly every new blend started since
Lindsley piloted the first blend has been
implemented by teacher teams.
Adapting curriculum
Teachers mentioned two problems in
this area. The first relates to the rotation
of grade-level content and themes to
ensure required content is covered and
to avoid repetition. Erin Cason, who
characterizes herself as well organized,
found curriculum planning to be her
biggest challenge. “Curriculum planning
was like the wall in front of the carrot,”
she says. “How am I going to get through
that? Do I really want to put myself into
doing this much extra work? Oh, my
God! I’ve got another year’s curriculum
to plan. The issue was, ‘I have one year
of lesson plans; I need two!’” Cason
and her teaching partner, Anne Hasson,
collaborated in developing the outline
of a two-year instructional plan. Within
the first month of school, her curricu-
lum concerns melted away. “My issues
now are standard teacher-type issues
like, ‘How am I going to meet the be-
havioral needs and the academic needs
of the kids I have?’”
Math also emerged as a curriculum con-
cern. Swartz speculates the reasons re-
late to the way math is structured. As a
body of knowledge, it tends to be se-
quential, necessarily building on previ-
ous skills and concepts. Her view tends
to be born out by comments from Cason
and Hasson, who indicate they have be-
gun to group math students by skill level.
Lindsley also describes math as prob-
lematic. However, her concerns reflect
her emerging awareness of mathemati-
cal thinking. “I’m trying to move out of
thinking that math is computation,” she
says. “I’m trying to integrate. I’m going
a lot toward problem-solving because
that’s the end result anyway.”
Materials and graded curriculum frame-
works also have been a problem. In try-
ing to teach to the child’s individual
needs and bring several grade levels
together as a community of learners,
teachers have found the graded materi-
als create barriers. Likewise, traditional
activities that sort children into grades,
such as state testing and middle-school
orientation programs, tend to run counter
to their multiage philosophy.
Recordkeeping and reporting,
space, and monitoring progres
Teachers also raised issues around the
change in classroom dynamics that oc-
curs when several grades are blended.
For example, a teacher may be respon-
sible for as many as fifty students. Even
It didn’t matter what age they
were or what grade they were;
what mattered was what were
the talents they had that they
could share with each other and
help with each other. Lindsley
though there may now be two teachers,
recordkeeping has doubled and moni-
toring student progress has become more
complex. “How are you going to keep
track of what the kids need and how
they’re moving and how they’re pro-
gressing?” asks Sheeley. “How are you
going to organize materials?” Both
Lindsley and Sheeley raise concerns
about classroom space, suggesting that
classrooms designed for whole-class,
direct-instruction formats are inappro-
priate. As teachers have gone to more
small-group work, classrooms do not
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Table 11 summarizes the benefits at-
tributed to the multiage learning envi-
ronment. Many of these benefits have
been obtained in straight-age classrooms
at Boise-Eliot. However, the multiage
setting appears to produce greater re-
sults than found in the single grades.
For example, teachers in single-grade
classrooms who stayed with the same
students for several years said they saw
reduced behavior problems and more
efficient use of instructional time. Teach-
ers also found that pairing different grade
classrooms (for example, third- and
fourth-grade) for tutoring produced simi-
lar results, especially for children with a
history of behavior problems.
Students are really getting a com-
munity feel for themselves, and it
happens more rapidly than we
possibly could have imagined.
It’s much more possible to get a
sense of community with a
broader range of ages and inter-
ests than in a small classroom.
Sheeley
The multiage classroom combines both
multiple-year continuity and cross-age
tutoring, but on a continuous basis and
in a more natural setting. Sheeley, who
stayed with her class for several years
before becoming a multiage teacher,
says, “Students are really getting a com-
munity feel for themselves, and it hap-
pens more rapidly than we possibly
could have imagined. It’s much more
possible to get a sense of community
with a broader range of ages and inter-
ests than in a small classroom.” For
Sheeley and everyone else interviewed,
creating a “sense of community” re-
flects their belief that the learning must
be built on a foundation of valued rela-
tionships.
Healthy, durable relationships
As table 11 indicates, teachers perceived
their mulitage classrooms as producing
“healthy, durable relationships.” “The
strongest part of multiage grouping rests
on the bonds of trust between the teacher
and the child and the teacher and the
family,” Swartz says. Campbell echoes
this view. “We’re seeing children de-
velop much better, much quicker.
There’s a lot less time wasted on begin-
ning of school things.”
Having the same teacher(s) for several
years creates strong relations and pro-
vides continuity in academic and social
learning. Everyone interviewed felt that
in a straight-grade class, nearly four
months of instructional time was lost—
two months in the fall as everyone adapts
to the new learning environment and
two months in the spring when every-
one adjusts to separating for the sum-
mer.
Table 11
Perceived Benefits of Multiage Teaching for
Teachers and Students (ranked from most
frequently mentioned to least
frequently mentioned)
Boise-Eliot Elementary School
Benefits for Teachers Benefits for Students
Builds healthy, durable relationships
among students, between students and
adults, and between teachers and
families.
Continuity saves time in ways that
facilitate classroom management and
enhance learning.
Teaming reduces workload, enhances
planning, and allows greater flexibility.
Students are more motivated to learn,
thus reducing behavior problems.
Provides a more developmentally
appropriate environment.
Provides leadership opportunities for
students as role models, mentors, and
nurturers, thus reducing classroom
behavior concerns.
Topics Mentioned Fewer Than Twice
Provides challenge, motivation, and
opportunity for professional growth.
Builds healthy, durable relationships
among students and between students
and adults.
Increases the developmental appropri-
ateness of the learning environment,
thus helping children be successful,
confident learners.
Continuity facilitates learning, reduces
anxiety about changing teachers, and
increases opportunities for leadership.
Enhances learning through increased
social interaction with a wide, diverse
range of individuals.
Topics Mentioned Fewer Than Twice
Creates a safe, secure learning environ-
ment.
Blurs differences among children by
minimizing many of the causes of
status: grade labels, learning labels, and
so forth.
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Swartz compares her experiences of hav-
ing children for multiple years with those
of single-grade teachers undergoing
separation in the spring: “While other
teachers in the staff room were talking
about their classes being off the wall
and having spring fever and not being
able to pay attention for more than three
minutes, my class was spending three
hours at a time doing independent re-
search work in our library and had their
writing folders right up to the last day,”
she says. “And they continued with those
stories day-one of the next year.”
However, as Campbell has clearly em-
phasized, teacher characteristics, such
as commitment, high expectations, and
appropriate training, play a significant
part in whether positive outcomes oc-
cur. Simply having students for more
than one year is not a sufficient condi-
tion for improved learning.
I get to know families so much
better because of having the kids
for a couple years. We really
learn to work as a team, which is
much better for the child.
Lindsley
Several other important benefits were
described. Students Sheeley has for a
second year “know the ropes” and do
not waste time testing her or the system.
Moreover, they quickly model expected
classroom behaviors and routines for
younger, first-time students. This mod-
eling provides leadership opportunities
for older students. Overall, these sec-
ond-year students help reduce teachers’
stress and save valuable instructional
time.
Lindsley says relationships with parents
are also strengthened. “I get to know
families so much better because of hav-
ing the kids for a couple years,” she
says. “We really learn to work as a team,
which is much better for the child.”
Facilitating the developmentally
appropriate environment
The multiage classroom facilitates de-
velopmental opportunities for children,
especially when teachers capitalize on
the inherent strengths of classroom di-
versity. Being with the same teacher for
several years allows children to develop
more naturally, following a pattern of
learning more in keeping with the child’s
uniqueness. Aquino-Mackles says her
first- and second-grade blend allows
children “to mix and match so that an
immature second-grader will do very
well with first-graders.” Sheeley and her
teaching partner have had similar expe-
riences. “We found children have a wider
pool of interests and abilities to choose
from, and we’re able to better meet their
needs,” she says. This natural blending
of the different developmental levels
and needs of students is empowering to
both teachers and students. In such class-
rooms, moreover, differences among
children blend in as a normal part of the
community. Status characteristics such
as grade level, reading ability, and learn-
ing labels become meaningless for most
children.
Enhanced motivation to learn
According to Cason and Hasson, learn-
ing and motivation have become conta-
gious. There has been a ripple effect for
both teachers and students. Hasson and
her teaching partner have seen remark-
ably positive changes in fifth-grade stu-
dent attitudes toward learning compared
to their single-grade experiences. “The
blend seems to add more life,” Cason
says. “The fifth-graders are not as cyni-
cal. They’re not as blasé. The fourth-
graders add the spark; the fifth-graders
add the knowledge, and together they
just seem to work well.”
As Campbell has clearly empha-
sized, teacher characteristics,
such as commitment, high expec-
tations, and appropriate train-
ing, play a significant part in
whether positive outcomes oc-
cur. Simply having students for
more than one year is not a suffi-
cient condition for improved
learning.
Hasson notes similar changes. “Kids had
already checked out when they came to
me in the fifth-grade. They were ready
to move to the middle school. They were
too cool for anything. Adding those
younger students has kept them very
enthusiastic.”
Having three brains working on
this instead of one makes things
just a whole lot more workable.
Cason
Other teachers perceived similar results
in their blends. “The diverse ages spur
children on to higher levels of think-
ing,” Aquino-Mackles says. Sheeley,
whose team has a blend of third- and
fifth-graders, reports that “third-graders
are learning faster about things and the
parents are giving us feedback about
how the kids have all this sophistica-
tion. There’s a bigger pool of people
who talk at their sophistication level.
The third-graders are just moving by
leaps and bounds.”
Reducing the load: Teaming,
planning, and supervision
Finally, those who team teach describe
this arrangement as a significant part of
their teaching. Although having a part-
ner is not a necessary condition for
multiage teaching, evidence from
teacher interviews suggests definite ad-
vantages. Teaching partners interviewed
all agreed that being on a team provided
numerous advantages over teaching
alone. Planning together was more pro-
ductive because of the pooled knowl-
edge and the synergy resulting from the
interaction. A partner could help reduce
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the workload by sharing responsibili-
ties. Teaching partners also allow for
more flexibility in teaching and super-
vision. Sheeley has found that if she
needs to work with a small group in
reading, she can arrange with her part-
ner to take a larger group. Finally,
Lindsley points out that you can do
multiage without a teaching partner, but
it is more difficult because you are with-





ocated on the western
slope of the northern Cascade mountain
range, the community of Concrete,
Washington, reflects many small rural
communities that have been dependent
on a natural resource. In the last decade,
Concrete’s timber-based economy has
declined. Concrete, population 750, is
35 miles east of Mt. Vernon, with its
population of 17,600 people. By most
standards, Concrete is an isolated, small,
rural community. This isolation, coupled
with economic downturns, creates chal-
lenges in obtaining educational resources
beyond the basic state allocation.
Concrete Elementary, the middle school,
the high school, and the district office
are located on a campus one mile out-
side of town. The elementary school
was built in the 1970s. Its open design
was common among many schools con-
structed during that time. The brightly
carpeted hallways and classrooms feel
spacious and open, and there is a con-
spicuous absence of student desks.
Tables where students engage in group
projects were strategically placed within
various resource centers. In hallways
and classrooms, student artwork and
writing are attractively displayed. The
year’s learning themes—discovery, di-
versity, and decisions—are visible upon
entering the building.
In 1993, the Concrete School District
received the prestigious Golden Apple
Award for excellence in education
granted yearly by Channel 9, KCPS TV,
a public broadcasting station. Concrete
Elementary contributed significantly to
the reasons why the district received the
award. During the last four years, the
elementary school restructured its en-
tire instructional program with funding
support from the Washington Office of
the Superintendent of Public Instruc-
tion.
Concrete Elementary received approval
for a four-year implementation proposal
starting with the 1990-91 school year.
Proposal guidelines provided a plan-
ning and development framework, but
allowed flexibility for addressing local
needs. In addition, these guidelines re-
quired dissemination of project results
to assist other schools in their efforts to
improve education. As a result, detailed,
written information chronicled the
school’s evolution. These materials have
been used to outline the project’s devel-
opment and serve as a framework for
analyzing and presenting the interview
data.
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1988-90: Years of
Exploration
Staff members agreed that changes were
needed in the school’s education pro-
gram. According to the principal, Dr.
Don Jeanroy, the biggest concern cen-
tered around retention. “Every spring
I’d get a list of between twenty and
thirty kids who teachers were recom-
mending for retention, and we probably
retained two-thirds of those after exten-
sive study of the children,” he notes.
Dissatisfaction with retention provided
an initial starting point for evaluating
many aspects of the instructional pro-
gram. “Starting with that program,”
Jeanroy says, “you begin looking at other
things. You begin looking at teaching
strategies. You begin looking at cur-
riculum. You begin looking at many
areas.”
From this initial concern, Jeanroy orga-
nized a site committee of staff, parents,
and community representatives to dis-
cuss and explore the school program.
Six questions guided their explorations:
1. How can each child improve his or
her learning capabilities?
2. How can each child be appreciated
for his or her unique individuality?
3. How can school be structured to ac-
commodate children who learn at dif-
fering rates and are developmentally
varied?
4. What tools can we use to help chil-
dren when learning temporarily
stops?
5. What are assessment approaches that
enrich classroom instruction and en-
able children to demonstrate their true
competencies?
6. How can the entire Concrete com-
munity, including parents, business
people, and others deepen their in-
volvement at the Concrete Elemen-
tary School?
In seeking to answer these questions,
the site committee, over a two-year pe-
riod, identified problem areas and po-
tential solutions, designed multiage con-
cepts, shared their research, and obtained
support from colleagues and the com-
munity. The net result was a grant pro-
posal under the state’s Schools for the
Twenty-First Century Program. The
school received funding to achieve four
goals and related activities.
Goal 1. To restructure Concrete Elemen-
tary into a nongraded, continuous-
progress school:
• Students will be organized into
multiage clusters.
• Teachers will be organized into
teams, with each team responsible
for a cluster.
• Student needs will determine the cur-
riculum, the materials, and the num-
ber of children to be engaged in any
given educational experience.
• Student progress will be continuous
and self-paced according to student-
written goals, needs, and develop-
ment without regard to grade level.
• There will be no procedures for re-
tention or promotion, but there will
be procedures for continuous student
progress and reporting.
• Testing and monitoring of progress
will be continual and integrated as a
natural expression of what has been
learned.
• Release time and staff development
will be provided.
These activities were scheduled for
implementation over four years: 1990-
91, design new program; 1991-92,
first-, second-, and third-grade class-
rooms adopt the continual progress for-
mat; 1992-93, fourth-grade classrooms
adopt the new format; 1993-94, fifth-
grade classrooms adopt new format.
Goal 2: To provide teachers and par-
ents with tools to assist children when
their learning temporarily stops:
• Teachers and parent volunteers will
be taught research-based cognitive
learning skills and strategies for use
in facilitating student learning. Meth-
ods will include observation and as-
sessment skills, instructional pro-
cesses, and tools for developing stu-
dent-learning programs.
• Students will be taught independent
learning skills that will help them
become life-long learners.
Goal 3: To deepen the involvement of
Concrete community members at the
Concrete Elementary School:




• Administrative financial support will
be provided to help implement par-
ent programs.
• Parents will be engaged as partners
by extending the concept of a com-
munity learning center and offering
workshops on a range of topics ap-
propriate to program goals, such as
parenting skills, literacy education,
and skills in life-long learning.
• A mentoring program will be pro-
vided for students with local busi-
nesses.
Goal 4. To replace traditional forms of
assessment with competency-based as-
sessment:
• New student assessment and evalua-
tion reporting procedures appropri-
ate to the continuous-progress pro-
gram will be developed.
Additionally, a staff-incentive-pay plan
incorporated three key elements de-
signed to enhance intrinsic motivation
and ownership in the program. These
included: (1) formation of collaborative
workgroups with decision-making au-
thority regarding details of the program,
(2) extra pay for program-related hours
beyond the regular work-day, and (3)
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extensive staff development aligned with
program goals. An underlying objec-
tive, according to proposal documents,
was to “stimulate greater teacher par-
ticipation in school affairs and decision-
making policies as well as encourage
higher levels of performance” (Concrete
Elementary School, 1989, p. 19).
One of the things that was the
most helpful to me was to go to
some other schools, see what they
were trying, see what they’ve
done, see what was working and
what wasn’t working, and talk to
the teachers. Hein
This objective also embodies many of
the same outcomes desired for students.
The site committee intended the con-
cept of continuous progress in learning
to include the staff and the community.
In this way, a community of learners
could be developed that would cut across
age, role, and occupation. The proposed
restructuring plan received assurances
of cooperation and compliance from the
district school board, superintendent,
school staff, and local teachers’ asso-
ciation.
1990-91: A Year of
Orientation and Planning
Staff members worked collaboratively
to develop details of their implementa-
tion plan, build relationships, and im-
prove communication. “We spent a full
year in active study,” says Dan Brauer,
a Chapter 1 teacher and member of the
site committee. “We heard John Goodlad
and other people, read materials, and
visited schools in British Columbia, Or-
egon, and around our state. Sometimes
we sent teams, and other times the en-
tire staff went to visit.”
Also during this time, staff held retreats
where beliefs, ideas, and desires were
discussed and consensus was formed
about program design and staff devel-
opment. Staff learned to collaborate,
began deciding who they wanted to team
with, what ages they wanted to teach,
and how much they were willing to com-
mit. They also experienced and learned
many of the strategies they would later
employ in their own classrooms in fa-
cilitating cooperation and self-direction
in students. Out of the year’s activities,
the following tasks and events were ac-
complished:
• Visit other multiage programs.
• Staff development workshops were
provided in collaborative decision-
making, integrating the curriculum,
whole-language instructional ap-
proaches, cooperative learning, and
addressing student diversity through
multiple-intelligence theory.
• Design program components.
• Establish basic policies.
• Identify student-placement proce-
dures.
• Inform other professionals and par-
ents.
There’s nothing better than par-
ents speaking. Word travels, es-
pecially when you have a small
community. Parents can spread
the word about what’s going on
to those parents who aren’t in-
volved. Stout
Keeping parents informed and involved
early on was critically important. Open
forums were held with teachers and par-
ents to discuss the proposed program.
Some teachers found these forums dif-
ficult. “We were doing these open fo-
rums when in reality we hadn’t put con-
tinuous progress in practice yet,” says
Marilyn Lane, a primary-grade teacher.
However, parents are a powerful force
in a school’s efforts to restructure.
“There’s nothing better than parents
speaking,” says Lynda Stout, a parent
and school secretary. “Word travels, es-
pecially when you have a small com-
munity. Parents can spread the word
about what’s going on to those parents
who aren’t involved.”
The year of orientation and planning
was an exciting time for the majority of
staff members. Many staff-development
activities occurred outside regular work-
ing hours, but the desire for inclusion
and compensation through the grant
motivated 100 percent participation. As
a result, all staff members received the
same training, regardless of whether they
wanted to pilot a multiage classroom.
By year’s end, motivation was so high
that staff accelerated the grant timelines
to allow more teachers to pilot multiage
classrooms. “We sat down and exam-
ined our golden year [orientation and
planning],” Brauer says, “and one of the
fifth-grade teachers said, ‘Why do we
have to wait if it works for all of us?




In the spring of 1991, Jeanroy inter-
viewed the staff to determine teaching
assignments. The interview process al-
lowed the principal another opportunity
to assess staff readiness, interest, and
commitment to continuous progress. An
instructional strand of straight-grade
classrooms was offered to parents and
teachers who were not ready or did not
want a continuous-progress classroom.
Through the interview process, Jeanroy
identified staff who would pilot the first
strand of continuous multiage class-
rooms. Some staff members felt they
were not ready for the continuous-
progress strand, and one straight-grade
classroom was offered for each of grades
1 through 5. Kindergarten remained
separate because of scheduling and a
feeling the children were too young to
be placed with first-graders.
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Make sure that everyone has a
chance to be heard and is hon-
ored for their place in the pro-
cess. We all need to feel in-
cluded.... The teachers that still
had a single grade in their classes
shouldn’t be sort of set off to the
side as some kind of school within
a school, that we should be
blended. Hein
Many staff members conveyed ambiva-
lence toward having two instructional
strands. On the one hand, staff believed
it necessary to go slow and provide
choices. On the other hand, some staff
members feared two separate programs
would create division. “By spring, the
straight-grade teachers came right out
and said, ‘We feel like we’re being ig-
nored here’,” says Meridith Loomis, a
fourth-fifth teacher. “We had a retreat
as a staff. We talked and let people say
what they thought. That brought the big
picture in; maybe we made even more
of an effort to make sure those teachers
were still supported.”
Feelings of division also emerged in the
community, where people started tak-
ing sides and aligning themselves with
one program or the other. However, on-
going communication and community
involvement diffused any major con-
flict.
Staff also felt pressure because there
were so many new things to learn and
do. Says Lora Hein, a third-fourth
teacher, “We were trying to figure out
how to do cooperative learning, trying
to figure out how to do thematic teach-
ing, and how to do whole language.
We’re trying to do all that and shuffle
all these kids of different ages in, and
basically throwing out almost everything
we’ve been doing, at once.”
There needs to be teachers that
hang on to things they see as
valuable until they’re convinced
that they’re no longer valuable.
Those people are good because
they make us think about why
we’re doing it and if it is valuable
and are we making the progress
that we should. Berg
Some pressure was self-imposed, but
some pressure resulted from emerging
inconsistencies in the learning environ-
ment. For example, staff implemented
an inclusion model for special-educa-
tion students that moved them into the
regular classroom along with special-
education staff. Additionally, staff felt
the graded report card was inappropri-
ate, which led to the creation of an un-
graded, narrative reporting format that
required significantly more time to com-
plete than the old format. This, in turn,
led to changing to trimesters as a means
of reducing the number of reporting pe-
riods. The systemic relationship among
the diverse elements of the learning en-
vironment led to many such unforeseen
events.
We went from enthusiasm to the
pits to some self-confidence to a
sense of pride over a period of
time. Jeanroy
By year’s end, staff felt both frazzled
and elated. “Because the staff wanted to
jump into it that quickly, I think it was
really difficult on them,” says Joan Berg,
an instructional assistant in Chapter 1.
“It was just a lot of work, but they all
committed to it and they did it. They
pulled it off.”
Hein sums up staff feeling at year’s end:
“It was incredibly stressful but we made
it!” A strengthened sense of solidarity
emerged, and a few more teachers de-




Results from the first year of implemen-
tation looked promising. Jeanroy noted
in an evaluation report that average daily
attendance was up by 3.6 percent, be-
havioral referrals were down by 42.2
percent, and achievement data indicated
students “were near or slightly above
grade level in reading and math.” In
addition, a survey of parents revealed
increased support for the continuous-
progress program. “Eighty-two percent
of the parents wanted their children
placed in a multiaged classroom com-
pared to 65 percent during the previous
year,” Jeanroy noted in a 1992 report.
Our principal allowed no faculty
meetings or interruptions for the
first three-and-a-half months of
last school year, and then said,
“Now we are ready to face some
of the other issues,” because he
knew we were all working ex-
tremely hard. Brauer
Changes were also occurring within the
staff, especially with those who had been
slow to embrace new teaching strate-
gies, such as cooperative learning, whole
language, and learning centers. The staff
voted to replace desks with tables to
facilitate group work. A new reading
series emphasizing whole language was
adopted. Training and direct classroom
assistance continued unabated, but staff
members were given time to make the
changes at a pace comfortable to them.
According to Barbara Hawkings, a
fourth-fifth teacher:
Those who were uncomfortable with
it were allowed time. They took the
same class offerings, the same dol-
lars, the same enrichment materials,
and as those materials came in, their
style slowly changed. They devel-
oped, they started using some of the
curriculum and the cooperative
learning. So some of their styles
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changed. Some of them retired be-
cause it was too much.
We got hot breakfasts for the
kids. The minute you fed them
and clothed them and got the
counselor to tell them they were
valuable, lovable people, boy,
you know, they were on the road
to the change. Jones
As a result of increased parent and staff
support, additional continuous-progress
classes were added. Parent requests for
straight-grade classes were sufficient to
warrant single-grade classes at the
third-, fourth-, and fifth- grade levels. In
addition, kindergarten continued as self-
contained.
We try to keep parents apprised
and aware of what we’re doing.
Don has written up pamphlets to
hand out. He sends letters home
to parents, various things ex-
plaining the program. Stout
For the 1992-93 school year, the staff
worked in twelve general goal areas:
• Multiage classrooms
• Multiple intelligence (in progress)
• Student portfolio assessments
• Cross-age tutoring
• Cooperative learning
• Josten Computer Lab
• Team teaching
• Immersion in Chapter 1 and L.A.P.
• Whole language / thematic units
• Narrative report cards to parents /
parent conferences
• Integrated curriculum / alternative
schedules
• Special education inclusion / collabo-
rative teaching
Staff members, with input from parents,
conduct a yearly review of implementa-
tion progress. Moreover, they have
learned to be flexible, making continu-
ous adjustments to their program in light
of emerging needs and conditions.
When Don brings people in now,
he can say, “Here’s one way that
we team-teach in our building.”
And then he brings them to the
other and says, “This is our other
way of team-teaching.” You
know, both are great models.
Loomis
Goal areas adopted by staff reflect many
instructional elements that appear as in-
tegral and necessary for multiage class-
rooms to become meaningful learning
environments for students and teachers.
Staff seemed to recognize these elements
were essential to their success as
multiage teachers, but in their eagerness
to learn, the timeframe for implementa-
tion may have been too short. “If you’re
going to be doing multiage, maybe spend
a year or two working on training in
cooperative learning, thematic teaching,
and that sort of thing to build a basic
foundation,” Hein says. “A multiage
classroom is not a split class.”
Staff members have also used goal re-
view as an opportunity to set yearly
priorities for training. “Jeanroy’s been
really great in encouraging us to priori-
tize what we thought we needed train-
ing in,” Hawkings stressed. “At our staff
meeting the other day, we wanted to
work on portfolio assessment, thematic/
integrative curriculum, and celebration.”
Staff also had to face new and unex-
pected challenges. The superintendent
began pushing his instructional agenda,
which was not viewed favorably by the
elementary staff. For example, school
staff members were required to imple-
ment a Josten Computer Lab while si-
multaneously implementing a theme
multiage program. In addition, a budget
shortfall negatively affected elementary
support staff.
These events, though quite disruptive,
also unified staff. “Last year we had
other factors thrown in—our budget
problems and cutbacks,” says Sherry
Cowan, an instructional assistant and
parent. “We all had to struggle, but we
really kept glued together as a school.
We really did a good job in that depart-
ment.” Interestingly, though the budget
crisis led to community anger and the
superintendent’s resignation, the com-
munity remained solidly behind the con-
tinuous-progress program and the staff.
At the end of the school year, Jeanroy
generated a list of the changes that have
occurred over the five-year period from
1987 to 1992. Table 12 provides a
sample overview of staff accomplish-
ments drawn from this list.
1993-94: Refinement and
Full-Speed Ahead
The school year started on positive foot-
ing. Evaluation data from the 1992-93
school year continued to show improve-
ment in academics, social relations, and
behavior. For example, Jeanroy reports
that all classes except second grade
showed grade-level equivalent scores
above the national norms. The greatest
gains were demonstrated by special edu-
cation students.
One of the teachers that we send
kids to came down and said, “Boy
your kids know how to cooper-
ate. They say kind things; they
know how to tell their partner
‘Oops! you need to change this’.”
Lane
Jeanroy attributes gains for special stu-
dents to the inclusion/collaboration ap-
proach implemented with the continu-
ous-progress program. Student average
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Table 12
Positive Changes in Concrete Elementary School
from 1987 to 1992
 1987 1992
Self-contained, traditional classrooms;
departmentalized intermediate grade levels
with students sitting in desks all in rows
A stable, very conservative, and committed
faculty
Most discipline problems handled through
the office with set consequences adminis-
tered by the principal
Staff development based on the teachers’
special subject-area interests
Basal reading program with standard
spelling, grammar, and writing activities
A competitive atmosphere for achieving
individual grades
Traditional pullout program for special
education, Chapter 1, and L.A.P. programs
Learning centers used as a reward for
successful academic work
Standard report cards using letter grades and
social-skill indicators with minimal com-
ments
Three afternoons for parent/teacher confer-
ences, with each parent having a twenty-
minute time slot
Some cross-age tutoring
Small group of intensely supportive parents
Few support services and a counselor for
two days a week
Little school spirit or self-identity
Daytime use of school facilities only
Combination of multiage and traditional
straight-grade classrooms with team teaching
and cooperative planning; desks replaced by
tables
Faculty more dynamic, innovative, and
child-centered
A schoolwide Self Managers and Conflict
Managers program in which the students are
held accountable for their behavior
A schoolwide staff-development plan




A cooperative atmosphere where children
work together on most academic and social
activities
Collaborative teaching and inclusion of
special education, with immersion in
Chapter 1 and L.A.P.
Learning centers developed to supplement
and expand academic activities
Narrative student progress reports using the
computer to record ongoing data
Parent conferences conducted after school
each week from early November to mid-
December
Increased cross-age and peer tutoring
Increased parent support with PTO participa-
tion and parent and community volunteerism
Full-time school counselor, district nurse,
district speech and hearing therapist, and
full-time district psychologist
School colors, a mascot, sweatshirt, and
badge designs
Communitywide use of facilities with an
active community education program
daily attendance rose to 93.3 percent,
and discipline referrals declined over
the previous year. Moreover, parent sup-
port rose as measured by volunteers and
attendance at parent-teacher confer-
ences.
Because of parent requests, 92 percent
of all classrooms have become multiage;
all classes are expected to be multiage
by the 1994-95 school year.
The kids like to come to school.
My own children whine, “You
mean I have to stay home? I have
to be there. I’m part of the team.
The team needs me.” Jones
Activity goals have been continued from
the 1992-93 list, with emphasis and train-
ing in five areas: cooperative learning,
integrated curriculum, whole-language/
thematic units, multiple intelligence
teaching strategies, and portfolio assess-
ment. Gary Bletsch, the last straight-
grade teacher, provides a fifth-grade
classroom for those parents who did not
want their children in a multiage set-
ting. For the most part, these are parents
whose children were enrolled in the
school before the continuous progress
approach began.
What remains to be done is refinement
and sustaining the program over time.
The grant ends this year. Teachers were
asked if they felt the school would have
made the changes if they had not re-
ceived the grant money. Nearly every-
one said yes. However, they said it would
have taken much longer.
“I think it started the system initially for
us, and it got us to a point quicker than
what we would have if we had not had
that money,” Jeanroy says. As a rural
school, it is more difficult to obtain staff-
development, and the grant resources
allowed staff-development people to
come to Concrete.
Would teachers go back to how their
schools operated before the grant? “I
think we have proven to ourselves that
it’s working and we all love it,” Loomis
says. “I don’t think anybody would ever
go back to the way it was.”
Commitment, Support,
and the Dilemma of
Change
The process of change, Jeanroy says, is
like a “train pulling out of the station—
you’re either on board or you’re not.
And if you’re not aboard, you’re going
to have to run awfully fast to catch up.”
In interviewing staff and community,
this train image reflects a majority view-
point regarding the challenges and prob-
lems of implementation. Staff mentioned
the difficulty of change more frequently
than any other problem. “We became
cognizant of the fact that we had a tre-
mendous workload by the second or
third week of school,’’ says Jeanroy.
“And it just got worse after that for a
long period of time, until we finally got
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a handle on what we were supposed to
be teaching, and within several months
we were just exhausted.”
In addition to the issues of change and
inclusion, several related concerns sur-
faced among staff members. Facing a
wide developmental span of students
with grade-level materials and develop-
ing appropriate curriculum and assess-
ment resources required many new skills
and immense amounts of time. “They
had all these wonderful ideas and just
not enough time and not enough man-
power to implement them,” says Cowan.
“I think they all felt overwhelmed. ”
Staff also found it difficult to gain and
sustain parents’ acceptance and under-
standing of the changes on two levels:
(1) Direct classroom support—parents
did not volunteer in large numbers to
help in classrooms or with other projects;
and (2) Emotional support—staff often
felt that some parents were skeptical of
the change efforts and did not share the
belief that what they were doing was in
the best interest of the children.
Change and the pressure of
responsibility
The Twenty-First Century grant pro-
vided a plan and the resources for re-
forming education at Concrete Elemen-
tary School. Staff shouldered the re-
sponsibility for implementation through
a process of shared exploration and de-
cision-making. Once staff committed to
a plan of action, they proved tenacious
in their desire to succeed. However, the
transition from traditional single-grade
classrooms, graded textbook curriculum,
and teacher dominance over learning
proved problematic.
How can we make school a warm,
comfortable place for us to have
a retreat? People brought
couches from home; we moved
all the furniture in the library
and sort of made a big living
room for the retreat. Hein
The year of exploration and training
gave teachers entry-level skills for work-
ing with cooperative groups, recogniz-
ing student differences, and adapting
curriculum to address student diversity.
During this time, staff also laid a strong
interpersonal foundation to serve as a
support network for coping with change.
However, the training did not fully pre-
pare staff for the magnitude of the
changes they encountered.
Don has a vision and he’s not
afraid to step out on a limb. I
think he really, in a very quiet
way, is always there for every-
body. We see him daily; he’s in
and out of the classrooms. His
door is always open. I think that’s
number one on our list of why it
works. Cowan
Jeanroy has characterized the early pe-
riod of implementation as the “curve of
suffering.” This was a period when staff
began to abandon familiar patterns and
to incorporate new ones. Such transi-
tion tends to create high levels of stress
and anxiety. Passing through this transi-
tion requires a safe and secure learning
environment where risk-taking is sup-
ported by ongoing technical and emo-
tional support. Ongoing staff develop-
ment provided the technical support. The
emotional support grew over time as
staff relationships developed. Staff re-
treats proved beneficial in this regard.
Hein says:
The retreat we went to and the
chances to meet and talk and sort of
discover what other people’s priori-
ties and ideas and goals were was
real helpful. You know there was
some real nervousness about head-
ing into this, and some people had
real strong fears about letting go of
things they were feeling successful
with. But we really pulled together
and had a lot of support for each
other.
In many ways, the stress created by
change helped them better appreciate
the role of learner. Moreover, the type
of leadership provided by the principal
reminded them of the support students
need when learning. “Jeanroy was al-
ways pointing out the benefits,” Lane
says. “He was always easing into it.
He’s very tactful. He’s a very good ad-
ministrator. He knows how to bring
about change. You don’t shove it. You
let people adopt it as their own.
Ensuring everyone shares the
spotlight
During all phases of implementation,
continuous-progress classrooms re-
ceived special attention. Visitors ob-
served the classrooms and discussed
changes with teachers. Some teachers,
too, were more adept at promoting their
programs than others. “Some are very
flamboyant and very exotic,” notes
Mardi Jones, a parent volunteer. “Oth-
ers are very quiet, but what they pro-
duce is outstanding. Unfortunately, it’s
the quiet ones who don’t often get as
much attention.”
Don has a vision and he’s not
afraid to step out on a limb and I
think he really, in a very quiet
way, is always there for every-
body. We see him daily; he’s in
and out of the classrooms. His
door is always open. I think that’s
number one on our list of why it
works. Cowan
The attention had two direct forms of
impact. First, it built resentment among
some teachers and divided staff mem-
bers. This was especially true when
Concrete still provided a single-grade
strand in the school. Second, the atten-
tion created an unhealthy pressure to
conform to the new program and ben-
efit from the new resources. The pres-
sure may have motivated others to get
on board, but it also may have done so
in a way that fostered resentment.
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We Did It! The Benefits of
Seeing It Through
“Don has asked us if we thought it’s
gotten easier as we’ve gone along,” says
Loomis. “And it definitely has. Our pro-
gram is good and I think we know that
now. It’s very successful and we see
definite positive results.” Table 13 pre-
sents what staff perceive as successes
and the rewards that justify the hard
work. Interestingly, the two top-ranked
benefits are the same for teachers and
students. Flexibility was mentioned most
often in conjunction with multiage in-
structional organization.
If you put a child in a context and
the context doesn’t change much,
the relationships get fixed, and
then it becomes almost a kind of
myth or stereotype. Hein
By having very diverse groups of mixed
ages together, issues of grade-level sta-
tus and academic competition are easily
blurred and eliminated. Students can
then adjust to their unique developmen-
tal levels without the pressure associ-
ated with graded curriculums and curved
grading practices. “It’s much easier to
work with special students in a regular
classroom setting where there are other
kids who are maybe a grade below or
whatever,” says Peggy Kerschner, the
special-education teacher. “They’re just
kids working on a project, rather than
being singled out.” Students blend to-
gether with the common goal of learn-
ing.
I feel like I really do know that
whole child, because I’ve had
them for so long. They’ve grown
with me, and I’ve grown with
them. Loomis
Building relationships emerged as an
important element of the continuous-
progress environment.
Teacher teams, for example, proved to
be one type of relationship highly val-
ued by some teachers because it
provided emotional and instructional
support, especially during the early
stages of implementation.
For the 1993-94 school year, three
teacher teams were built into the class
schedule. In figure 2, these teams are
designated by “T-T,” which also
indicates that a door has been created to
connect team-teacher classrooms. For
example, Money and Hawkings, Loomis
and Hedgpeth, and Elms and Lane are
teaching pairs with connecting rooms.
The instructional schedule has been re-
vised to ensure common team planning
time. Staff members have sought to
expand teaming. However, they have
been realistic in recognizing that teams
cannot be imposed, but work best when
a bond exists between those desiring to
team.
In a manner very similar to the bonding
that occurred with staff, students have
been encouraged and given many op-
Table 13
Perceived Benefits of Multiage Teaching for Teachers and
Students (ranked from most frequently mentioned to least
frequently mentioned)—Concrete Elementary School
Benefits for Teachers Benefits for Students
Flexibility of the learning environment
allows teachers to continuously adjust
learning variables such as grouping and
placement without labeling children.
Facilitates relationship-building and
promotes a family-like climate that bonds
teachers, parents, and students together
into a community of learners.
Having children for multiple years creates
continuity in assessment and curriculum
from one year to the next.
Empowers teachers to act on their own
experience, thus increasing motivation and
enhancing growth and learning.
Promotes a focus on the whole child and
creates an environment driven by child
needs rather than curriculum, thus freeing
the teacher from the lock-step routines of
the textbook.
Children learn classroom routines and
teach them to new children, thus saving
valuable time and facilitating classroom
management.
Flexibility of the learning environment
promotes success for all students by
allowing placement and learning pace to be
developmentally continuous for each child.
Promotes security, safety, and learning by
promoting peer learning and relationships
among all students, regardless of age, and
creates lasting bonds between students and
teachers.
Develops student motivation to learn and
love of school.
Tends to eliminate status differences among
students based on grade placement and
achievement.
Develops a learning climate where diversity
is valued and accommodated.
Provides opportunities for leadership and
esteem-building through modeling and
assuming a variety of learning roles.
Students learn more because they are
stretched by their close association with
older, more experienced students.
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portunities to create bonds across age
levels and school years. By keeping stu-
dents together for more than one year
with the same teacher, bonds develop
that have significant positive impact on
learning. “Rather than starting at zero
every year and trying to figure out where
students are, we already have that infor-
mation. You can continue working with
them,” says Kerschner. “I’ve seen a lot
of growth with special-education stu-
dents in not losing time at the beginning
of the year.”
Moreover, the continuity creates many
more opportunities for all children to be
role models and leaders. “Right there,
within their own classroom, they get to
be on the top of the heap,” says Hein.




























































































C o n c l u s i o n
he research conducted
for this multiage implementation guide
was derived from two sources. A survey
was completed by educators attending a
national conference on multiage educa-
tion and by teachers and administrators
at four elementary schools in the North-
west who had implemented multiage
education for at least four years. In ad-
dition, onsite interviews were conducted
with principals, multiage teachers, and
parents from the four schools. Results
from an analysis of survey and inter-
view data provided valuable insight into
how each school implemented multiage
practices.
Six questions helped guide data analy-
sis and were used to organize the con-
clusion. Commonalties and differences
found among the four schools were used
as a basis for developing guidelines for
educators contemplating restructuring
their educational program around the
multiage classroom. These guidelines




Even though reasons for implementing
a multiage program are varied and com-
plex, consistent patterns emerged across
both the survey and interview data. Sur-
vey data revealed that all respondents
believed students benefited from being
in multiage learning environments. Ben-
efits accrued for various reasons, among
them increased opportunities for social
interaction and cooperative group learn-
ing. Furthermore, working daily with
students of diverse ages, backgrounds,
and abilities produced an acceptance and
valuing of diversity. And working with
the same children two or more years
was also viewed as beneficial. More-
over, respondents consistently indicated
that the multiage classroom facilitated
the natural development of children.
Rich descriptions of what these many
benefits look like in practice emerged
from the interview data. Table 14 pro-
vides an overview of the topics most
consistently mentioned across all inter-
views. Descriptive elements for each
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Table 14
The Most Frequently Mentioned Reasons for
Implementation Found Across the Four Interview Sites
Topic Area Key Elements
In blends of two or more ages/grades, students are
socialized into a community of learners through such
techniques as heterogeneous-grouped cooperative
learning, ignoring age/grade distinctions, and emphasiz-
ing the importance of helping and cooperative behav-
iors.
Having cohort groups of children for multiple years
facilitates bonding among children, teacher(s), and
parents. It also increases the quality of learning time
because students and teachers do not experience
discontinuity and separation commonly found in the
straight-grade class. Students transfer both content and
class-management knowledge to a higher degree, thus
providing leadership opportunities for returning
students.
Students learn to value differences as they live and learn
among a heterogeneous student population. Differences
in status based on grade or academic performance are
diminished or eliminated.
The diverse nature of the student population creates
opportunities for all students to find academic and
social success. Learning is continuous. Students,
regardless of age and level of performance, can gener-
ally find other students of similar developmental levels.
Students tend to become more intrinsically motivated
and positive about learning. This improvement in















topic have been included. These ben-
efits did not simply emerge because chil-
dren were placed in multiage classrooms.
Teacher sensitivity, knowledge, and in-
structional quality helped to create the
learning environments within these four
schools. Moreover, the benefits appeared
to be as great for teachers as for stu-
dents. Teachers indicated they felt revi-
talized and renewed. In Lincoln, Con-
crete, and Overland schools, teachers
said staff professional relationships be-
came more personal, more intense, more
meaningful, and more collaborative.
Cousins, Ross, and Maynes (1994) have
identified four levels of teacher collabo-
ration and the knowledge use corre-
sponding to each level (figure 3). Evi-
dence from interviews conducted at all
four schools demonstrated that teacher
joint actions occurred at all four levels
of collaboration with the corresponding
knowledge use. Cousins, Ross, and
Maynes suggest that the fourth level
seldom happens in most schools. Inter-
estingly, data from all four schools sug-
gest a high frequency of level 4, espe-
cially at Lincoln and Concrete Elemen-
tary Schools. Moreover, interview com-
ments suggested that team teaching en-
hanced outcomes, such as feeling in-
cluded, increased confidence, and pro-
fessional stimulation. Meridith Loomis,
a fourth-fifth-grade blend teacher from
Concrete, sums up her colleagues’ feel-
ings regarding the transformation in
teacher work relations:
When I first came here it was just
single grades. You only taught
whales in second grade and you
didn’t share your stuff. People taught
a lot with their doors closed. If teach-
ers went to somebody else for help,
it was a sign they were feeling de-
feated and they didn’t want other
people to know they needed help.
Now people don’t care. We have
other teachers come in our rooms
that maybe feel like they need to do
different things in their programs.
People are super willing to ask for
help and to give help. We need each
other a lot more than we did.
The Roles and Knowledge
of Teachers Participating
in Implementation
In the four schools, teacher roles in de-
cision-making, planning, and imple-
menting varied, depending on such fac-
tors as school size, access to staff devel-
opment opportunities, and availability
of resources. During initial stages of
implementation, teachers and parents
had choices about whether they wanted
to be in a multiage classroom. Choices
diminished in those schools where a
majority of staff members became
multiage teachers.
The degree of involvement in planning
and decision-making appeared related
to the personality or disposition of indi-
vidual staff members. For example, at
Boise-Eliot, Robin Lindsley, a first-sec-
ond blend teacher, was characterized as
being in the forefront with new ideas.
At the other three schools, certain teach-
ers stood out as risk-takers. These teach-
ers often served on site-based teams and
helped develop grants and pilot test
ideas. However, in the final analysis,
their vote did not appear to have more
weight than others on the staff, though
they certainly had influence. More im-
portant, what emerged instead of indi-
vidual influence was the collective
agreement of staff members on the di-
rection the school would take.
Each school demonstrated similar pat-
terns of instructional organization and
delivery. Differences among schools re-
lated to the degree of sophistication and
experience of teachers. For example,
nearly all teachers used cooperative
learning, whole language, learning cen-
ters, and other forms of active learning.
However, there were interesting differ-
ences among schools. For example,
teachers from Concrete and Overland
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Figure 3
Depth of Collaboration and Knowledge Use
Depth of Collaboration Knowledge Use
Instrumental
























• material and idea sharing
• one-way dissemination of
knowledge
2. Joint Planning and Participation
• divisional planning
• instructional unit design
• coursework and materials
production
3. Concurrent Implementation
• common, independent imple-
mentation
• rotating activity centers
• class coverage with shared
feedback about students
4. Joint Implementation
• common, shared implementation
• team teaching







Source: Cousins, Ross, and Maynes (1994, p. 450)
tended to learn these strategies concur-
rently with implementation. In part, their
rural locations isolated them from staff-
development opportunities about these
interactive approaches. As a result, they
often felt overwhelmed during imple-
mentation with the number of changes
occurring at the same time. On the other
hand, teachers from Lincoln and Boise-
Eliot changed to multiage classrooms
with extensive prior training in early
childhood education, DAP, whole lan-
guage, and programs such as Math-
Their-Way.
Interview data suggest that the more
expertise staff has in these interactive
instructional areas, the smoother the tran-
sition to multiage organization. There-
fore, school staffs contemplating
multiage implementation might consider
staff development that addresses the
need for curricular and instructional




Interview data suggest that each school
developed widespread norms of help-
seeking and help-giving. Teachers dem-
onstrated higher than average commit-
ment to children and learning. Norms of
improvement and risk-taking permeated
the lives of teachers in these schools.
These norms, in some cases, pressured
individuals to conform to the dominant
beliefs about learning in the school. A
feeling of solidarity and trust eased con-
cerns about sustaining the appearance
of being in control and not needing help.
In many ways, teachers reestablished
themselves as continuous learners
among a community of other learners—
colleagues, parents, students, and the
school principal. Vicki Swartz, the cur-
riculum specialist from Boise-Eliot, re-
flects on the importance of establishing
a climate of community at all levels
within the school: “There is problem-
solving with staff and making a com-
munity of learners among staff, just like
we’re encouraging the multiage teach-
ers to have in their own classrooms with
students.”
I think that Hays attempts to be
open to having people disagree
with him; and I think he gives a
lot of power to teachers, in terms
of allowing us to do what we do
best. I don’t always agree with
him, and I tell him. And I feel
perfectly comfortable telling him
that. Otto
In each school there appeared to be wide-
spread consistency regarding the
school’s mission and the purposes of
learning. This consistency reflected a
shared language and understanding re-
garding the nature of the innovation. At
Lincoln and Boise-Eliot, for example,
staff consistently described learning in
terms of developmentally appropriate
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practice and student-centered curricu-
lum decisions. Staff retreats and oppor-
tunities for personal interaction appear
to have been a powerful element in the
transformation of school climates from
norms of isolation and independence to




Gaining community and parent support
for the change effort consistently
emerged as the number one priority
across survey and interview data. How-
ever, not all staffs involved parents and
community to the same degree. Involv-
ing parents requires commitment of time,
often outside the regular workday. It
also requires a focused effort at many
levels simultaneously. There need to be
efforts on a one-to-one basis at the indi-
vidual parent level; there need to be
classroom-level approaches; and there
need to be schoolwide activities where
the entire staff shares values and beliefs
together with the community. All the
schools studied made some effort to ad-
dress all these levels.
It really needs to be a teamwork
between the parents and the
teachers and the administrators
working together for what’s re-
ally best for the child. Tacchini
Boise-Eliot provides free daycare for
parent volunteers and to parents attend-
ing school-sponsored meetings. Two of
the schools, Boise-Eliot and Lincoln,
have permanently established site coun-
cils where parents play a major role in
both advisory and decision-making ca-
pacities. Concrete has held community
forums to present and discuss multiage
issues with parents. Several of the
schools include parents in the same staff-
development activities offered teachers,
while other schools have offered
parenting classes. Concrete has a parent
who publishes a newsletter describing
happenings in the school and commu-
nity.
The most productive approach appears
to be one that is multifaceted (address-
ing all levels with a variety of strate-
gies) and ongoing. Interestingly, those
interviewed conveyed very positive at-
titudes toward the role of parents. A
collective belief emerged from the in-
terviews that schools exist to serve the
needs of children and families. There-
fore, school personnel must respect par-
ents’ feelings, opinions, and role as sig-
nificant caregiver in the lives of chil-
dren. Williams, a fourth-fifth-grade
blend teacher from Lincoln, provides an
excellent summary of why parents are
valued:
To be a community, working for the
better of all of the children and the
community and bringing in the fami-
lies, is our goal. To see a cohesive-
ness between parents and neighbors
and staff. One big thing about this is
that it means having volunteers and
parents in the classroom. What I see




Results of the interview analysis strongly
suggest that leadership played a signifi-
cant role in the success achieved by
each school. When respondents were
asked to describe factors contributing to
the success of the change efforts in their
schools, however, only about 25 per-
cent explicitly mentioned the principal.
On the surface, this omission might seem
to suggest that principals were not in-
strumental in change. However, the in-
terview data clearly present evidence to
the contrary. Principals were pivotal
change agents.
It’s that kind of leadership. You
have to: (1) get out of the way;
and (2) lend a hand to whoever
needs a hand, and then get them
going in the right direction.
Jeanroy
Why were principals not mentioned
more often? The answer seems to be in
the principals’ leadership style, their em-
phasis on collaboration and on actions
that facilitate leadership development
in others—parents, teachers, students,
and support staff. Interestingly, the de-
meanor of principals in all four schools
shared some common characteristics. As
a group, the principals appeared relaxed,
warm, and unaffected. They seldom, if
ever, mentioned themselves as being
essential or key to the changes happen-
ing in their respective schools.
Teachers have been there a long
time and they know a lot of things.
And if principals would just
brainstorm with them and listen,
why they’ve got a real resource
there. But I think sometimes prin-
cipals feel like they’ll lose their
control. H. Craner
When principals discussed multiage
change, they spoke of the needs of chil-
dren and families. They emphasized
“we” not “I.” In words that reflect the
beliefs of each principal, Hays says, “I
think my task is to embrace our commu-
nity and have that community work to-
gether to develop the most peaceful,
harmonious environment they can de-
velop.” Hays and the other principals
conceptualize community as an ever-
expanding circle of inclusion—the class-
room community within the school com-
munity, within a neighborhood commu-
nity, and so forth. Their primary strat-
egy for building community centers on
using themselves as models. They act
and speak in ways that communicate
the importance of openness, trust, and a
belief in the individual’s capacity to learn
and grow. Karen Eason, a curriculum
specialist from Lincoln, provides a con-
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These characteristics were present in
data from all four schools, but the de-
gree of emphasis placed on them varied.
For example, at Boise-Eliot, where the
multiage classrooms are clearly in the
minority, less emphasis was placed on
their visibility than at the other three
schools. Moreover, a curriculum spe-
cialist appears to have assumed a lead-
ership role in ongoing development and
support of the multiage classrooms.
In many ways, these characteristics and
how they were described in the inter-
view data suggest that principals and
teacher leaders engaged in a form of
leadership characterized by the term
tranformational. Leithwood (1992) sug-
gests leaders achieve change and im-
provement by maintaining a balance
between top-down and bottom-up forms
of power. He suggests leaders must
transform schools by:
1) Helping staff members develop
and maintain a collaborative, pro-
fessional school culture;
2) Fostering teacher development;
and
3) Helping staff solve problems to-
gether more effectively. (pp. 9-
10)
The interview data gathered from the
four schools clearly suggest principals
assumed this transformational role.
Morevoer, they empowered other staff
to act in similar ways.
cise summary of this notion: “You your-
self are operating on the outcomes that
you’re expecting of students and teach-
ers. There’s no difference.”
When interview data were analyzed in
terms of topics associated with leader-
ship characteristics, eleven areas were
found in common across the four
schools:
• Recognizes developmental differ-
ences among staff members and acts
with appropriate support
• Empowers staff by providing lead-
ership opportunities and shared de-
cision-making
• Builds a dialogue among key stake-
holders regarding the purpose of
schooling and learning
• Facilitates vision development
• Highly visible in classrooms, the
school, and the community
• Has a strong personal vision about
children and learning
• Builds a climate characterized by
trust, mutual respect, and risk-tak-
ing
• Keeps program visible
• Strives to ensure staff has needed
resources, including time, materi-
als, space, and staff development
• Possesses effective interpersonal
skills
• Models personal vision and expec-
tations
I m p l i c a t i o n s
implementation. The large size of the
school was a factor in the staff’s deci-
sion to proceed cautiously. In three years,
six multiage blends have been imple-
mented, all with few conflicts and mini-
mal disruption. Although some teachers
may feel impatient with the pace of
change, the transition from single-grade
to multiage classrooms has been nearly
flawless. In part, this is because many
of the practices found in multiage class-
rooms—such as staying with children
for several years, DAP, diversity, project
work, whole language, and so forth—
were already in place in a majority of
Boise-Eliot classrooms. The school also
has a demonstrated history of innova-
tion and improvement.
Overland represents the most divergence
of the four schools. Teachers chose a
form of departmentalization as a means
of reducing the workload. Each teacher
specializes in a subject area. In general,
Overland teachers possessed the most
traditional educational backgrounds and
teaching styles. Thus, they had to make
the greatest conceptual transition when
moving to multiage instruction.
he research conducted
for this multiage implementation guide
provides a rich description of the expe-
riences of teachers, principals, and par-
ents from four elementary schools with
successful multiage programs. All four
schools serve a large percentage of at-
risk students, thus providing many com-
mon issues across the schools.
Reasons for implementing multiage
classrooms were evenly split among the
four schools. Developmentally appro-
priate practices (DAP) reflect the initial
reason for implementing multiage in-
struction at Lincoln and Boise-Eliot.
Concrete and Overland began with a
concern about student failure and reten-
tion practices. Lincoln and Concrete
began their programs by offering staff
and parents a choice between single or
multiage classrooms. Within two years,
both schools were nearly all multiage
with plans to phase out remaining single-
grade classrooms. Operating a school-
within-a-school proved to be divisive
and counterproductive.
Of the four schools, Boise-Eliot’s move
to multiage classrooms represents the
most careful and deliberate approach to
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The changes at Overland demonstrate
that even the most radical shifts in in-
structional practice are possible if cer-
tain conditions are in place. These con-
ditions appear as constants across all
four schools, though with some varia-
tion relating to local context, size of
school, and location.
Leadership in these schools can be char-
acterized as facilitative and transforma-
tional. Principals and curriculum spe-
cialists (in the cases of Boise-Eliot and
Lincoln) developed relations and com-
munications that were characterized by
openness, trust, and mutual respect. They
accepted and valued the developmental
differences in staff members. They were
patient and expressed the belief that all
teachers could implement the desired
changes. They also supported the act of
teaching by finding resources, writing
grants, protecting instructional time, tak-
ing over classes, being in classrooms
with children, and even helping teach-
ers prepare materials.
Their most significant role centered on
their skills at transforming the work en-
vironment in ways that opened staff
members to their own personal capaci-
ties for change and growth. In this sense,
they helped institute norms of continu-
ous growth and improvement, thus help-
ing to create learning communities
where people felt empowered to ques-
tion, investigate, and challenge prevail-
ing assumptions about learning. Judith
Warren Little (1993) has written
insightfully about the conditions that
support such changes:
It requires that teachers and others
with whom they work enjoy the lati-
tude to invent local solutions—to
discover and develop practices that
embody central values and prin-
ciples, rather than to implement,
adopt, or demonstrate practices
thought to be universally effective.
(p. 133)
The principals and curriculum special-
ists interviewed all described the changes
in their schools as continuously evolv-
ing journeys. In this sense, they reflected
a problem-solving orientation to change
as opposed to an answer-seeking ap-
proach.
Another constant across the four schools
was the commitment and dedication of
teachers to the needs of children. Ironi-
cally, prior to the change efforts in each
of the schools, norms of isolation, au-
tonomy, and self-interest constrained
teachers’ collective action. However, the
development of a dialogue among staff
members and between the school and
the community created a collective vi-
sion uniting teacher commitment into a
powerful force for change. As is dis-
cussed later, solidarity and teamwork
are key facilitative factors in the change
to multiage classrooms.
Finally, all schools recognized the vital
place support plays in bringing about
the kinds of change efforts each school
faced. Staff members garnered support
from a wide range of people involved
with their schools. In some cases, sup-
port was cultivated all the way to the
governor’s office. In other cases, sup-
port came primarily from the staff itself
and those parents whose children were
in multiage blends. In still other cases,
site councils were developed and par-
ents brought in as partners in planning
and decision-making. At each school,
parents were seen as vitally important
partners without whose support the
change efforts would fail.
Guiding Principles from
the Four Schools
Six key principles emerged from the
research data. Although not exhaustive,
the principles and the descriptive infor-
mation presented below may help to
guide planning and development efforts
for those contemplating a move toward
multiage practices:
1. There are compelling benefits for stu-
dents and teachers that justify imple-
menting multiage organization: All
stakeholders spent time reviewing re-
searched-based information before
seriously beginning implementation
planning. In some cases, many of the
practices that proved beneficial, such
as cooperative learning and develop-
mentally appropriate practice, were
in place before multiage classrooms
were initiated. However, the most
convincing evidence came from the
kids themselves. Everyone inter-
viewed said students were the best
ambassadors. For many students,
school suddenly became a meaning-
ful and positive place.
2. There is no single right model or
recipe for becoming a multiage class-
room or school: Each school exists
in a unique context that must be care-
fully considered in planning. The
teachers, parents, and students who
live and work in the environment are
in the best position to reflect on the
needs of their school. Their direct
involvement is essential.
3. Neither bottom-up nor top-down
implementation, by themselves, are
effective: In all four schools, change
was initiated from several directions
at the same time. Teacher involve-
ment in all phases of planning and
decision-making, coupled with dis-
trict and administrative support, pro-
duced conditions favorable to change.
4. Multiage programs require major
conceptual change: For most educa-
tors, especially those who have taught
in traditional, direct instruction class-
rooms, the changes were dramatic.
Even after three years of implemen-
tation, many teachers described their
struggles in letting go of practices
such as inflexible ability grouping
and a reliance on the direct instruc-
tion of skills. For these teachers, the
change to multiage was extremely
challenging and required ongoing
support in an environment where
people are valued, trusted, and en-
couraged to take risks.
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5. The implementation of multiage in-
struction and organization is best
viewed as an evolving, long-term
change at the deepest levels of teacher
beliefs about how humans learn:
Teachers in the four schools are learn-
ing to let go of many sacred notions
of the teachers’ role in learning. They
are learning to share control with stu-
dents. In many cases, they have faced
a multitude of new experiences that
raise as many questions as answers.
What has emerged is a collaborative,
problem-solving orientation to
change.
6. Several incremental steps can facili-
tate and improve the likelihood of
success. A staff in partnership with
parents should spend at least one year
in advance of implementation doing
the following:
• Build a dialogue between staff and
community about the purposes of
learning.
• Assess existing practices, identify-
ing school strengths and areas of dis-
satisfaction.
• Identify what information is needed
prior to taking additional steps: re-
search, school visitations, speakers,
sharing experiences.
• Identify possible strategies and
ideas.
• Build consensus around a direction
for the school.
• Decide on next steps: staff develop-
ment, piloting, exploring.
• Build long-term plans: goals, tasks/
activities, timelines, who will be re-
sponsible, expected outcomes.
• Identify how everyone will be kept
informed and involved.
• Identify how support will be devel-
oped and maintained: community,
teachers, parents.
Magnitude of Change
All change represents a personal transi-
tion from the known to the unknown
across many dimensions at the same
time. However, personal changes within
each individual can trigger the greatest
concerns and fears. Can I do this new
approach? Will students learn? What
will my colleagues think of me? Chang-
ing to a multiage classroom entails far
more than simply changing to a new
textbook or learning a new strategy or
program. Implementing multiage in-
struction and organization represents a
major shift in classroom norms.
Table 15 presents two ends of an educa-
tional continuum. One end represents
the traditional, teacher-directed, single-
grade learning environment (unidimen-
sional), and the other end represents el-
ements commonly found in a multiage
learning environment (multidimen-
sional). Comparing classroom norms
typically found in traditional straight-
grade classrooms with those from
multiage classrooms reveals the magni-
tude of change teachers face. It should
be noted that many single-grade class-
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 Table 15
Comparison of Teacher and Student Norms in Straight
and Multiage Classrooms
Classroom Unidimensional Classroom Multidimensional Classroom
Norm (teacher directed single grade) (multiage with DAP)
Competence and ability
viewed as a fixed entity. Some
students possess high aca-
demic ability while others
have low ability.
Presenter of curriculum
content, grader of student
accomplishment, manager of
resources, and controller of
student behavior.
Reading ability is used as the
primary gauge of competence
and ability.
A narrow range of activities
are used for learning. These
are whole-group instruction;
independent study; seat work;
or small, stable ability groups.
Grades are arbitrarily curved
and normally distributed,
which ranks and labels
learners. Evaluation is highly
visible and comparative.
For low-achieving students
there is a negative effect on
self-concept, motivation, and
work effort. High achievers
are reinforced and given
greater opportunities to learn.
Students also develop a
dependence on the teacher.
There are many different forms of
ability or competence. Every child
demonstrates competence and ability
on some instructional task. Therefore,
many diverse activities and tasks are
used.
Problem-solver, tutor, facilitator,
promoting all children to achieve
learning objectives and to excel across
a broad range of competency areas.
Competence and ability are recognized
in a variety of areas. Students demon-
strate competence in reading, art,
music, idea generation, cooperative
skills, and so forth.
Wide range of different activities for
learning, where students can demon-
strate a variety of competencies. These
include individual, pair, small-group,
and large-group activities.
Focus is on identifying student
performance strengths and needs
across a wide variety of instructional
areas and tasks. Growth is measured
on a continuous basis and is private
and individual.
Student academic self-concept, sense
of efficacy (personal control), achieve-
ment, and motivation are enhanced.
Students learn that everyone has ability
and can demonstrate competence in

















(Adapted from Miller 1989, p. 130)
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rooms operate as multidimensional
learning environments, especially with
the recent advances with whole lan-
guage, cooperative learning, and other
highly interactive learning approaches.
Interview data from all four schools point
to changes in classroom norms along
the six dimensions presented in table
15. For example, most teachers found
that shifting to multiage organization
forced them to address the diverse learn-
ing styles of children in their classrooms.
Direct instruction, which is most effec-
tive for learning convergent content, was
no longer sufficient in a multiage class-
room where the age span increased the
diversity of learners. As a result, teach-
ers developed instructional approaches
based on more divergent and process-
based learning, such as hands-on sci-
ence, problem-solving, process writing,
cooperative learning, and learning cen-
ters. Little (1993) notes that current ap-
proaches to educational reform and staff
development tend to view teachers as
consumers of educational knowledge.
She suggests that staff development is
most effective when it provides teach-
ers with opportunities to work together
“in the construction and not mere con-
sumption of subject matter teaching
knowledge” (p. 135). Instead, Little says,
current reform efforts:
demand a greater facility among
teachers for integrating subject con-
tent and for organizing students’
opportunities to learn. They repre-
sent, on the whole, a substantial de-
parture from teachers’ prior experi-
ences, established beliefs, and
present practice. Indeed, they hold
out an image of conditions of learn-
ing for children that their teachers
have themselves rarely experienced.
(p. 130)
The transition from a unidimensional to
a multidimensional classroom as pre-
sented in table 15 illustrates the com-
plexity of change, suggested by Little,
that each school faced as it moved on
the continuum from a single to a
multiage environment.
A review of the practices teachers men-
tioned as supportive of multiage organi-
zation and instruction help to illustrate
Little’s (1993) observation that current
reform underestimates the amount of
change expected of teachers and princi-
pals. Table 16 presents the most com-
monly mentioned multiage strategies.
Teachers who had prior experience with
many of these practices, as was the case
at Boise-Eliot, made a relatively smooth
transition to multiage. On the other hand,
teachers who learned many of these strat-
egies concurrently with implementing
multiage organization found the transi-
tion traumatic. This was the case with
many teachers at Overland and Con-
crete Elementary Schools.
All these strategies have research sup-
porting their effectiveness. The fact that
all four schools found them reliable prac-
tices in a multiage setting adds credence
to their benefit. However, their cost and
the manner in which they are often mar-
keted to teachers raise questions about
whether there may be places to begin
staff development that do not rely on
Table 16
The Most Commonly Mentioned Strategies Facilitative of
Multiage Instruction and Organization
Cooperative learning
Whole language
Teaching partners and teaming



















Integration of subject matter
Cross-age tutoring
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external sources of expertise and fund-
ing.
The four schools involved in this study
provide evidence that a good starting
place may be to analyze existing
strengths, resources, and needs. For ex-
ample, Lincoln began with parent and
staff advisory groups that later blended
into a site council. These groups ap-
peared to follow a strategy based on
self-study, where teachers and/or par-
ents reviewed ideas and research to-
gether to develop common understand-
ing and build relationships. Little (1993)
suggests such an approach helps move
staff development characterized by di-
rect teaching of instructional skills to
opportunities to deepen understanding
and open a debate about what’s best for
kids.
That concept—what’s best for kids—
motivated and guided the four schools
involved in this study. By laying a foun-
dation for reform based on the needs of
the children in their schools, teachers
also transformed their relations with one
another in ways that enhanced their ca-
pacity for collective action. Rather than
mere consumers of educational trends,
products, and the ideas of other people,
they became creators of their own work
environments.
A p p e n d i c e s
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for interviews and scheduled site visits.
Interviews were conducted at each
school. All interviews, with the permis-
sion of the participants, were taped and
later transcribed. In addition to inter-
views, documents such as mission state-
ments, class schedules, school maps,
report cards, and other pertinent mate-
rial were collected. Informal tours of
the school and visitations were also con-
ducted.
Survey Instruments
A survey was developed and adminis-
tered to multiage teachers at each school.
Parents who were actively involved in
the implementation efforts at each school
were also surveyed. The survey con-
sisted of demographic questions and
open-ended questions about implemen-
tation (see Appendix B for copies of the
survey questions). In addition, the sur-
vey was distributed at a national confer-
ence on multiage education sponsored
by the Society for Developmental Edu-
cation in Lexington, Kentucky (SDE
1993).
Data Collection
The four interview-site schools were
selected on the basis of their reputations
for excellence in implementing and
maintaining multiage instruction and or-
ganization. They were also selected be-
cause they represented diverse locations
and varied in their program design. Prin-
cipals from each school were contacted
by phone. The research project was dis-
cussed and their consent to participate
obtained.
An initial visit was made to Lincoln
Elementary School, where the principal
and several teachers were interviewed.
Broad questions regarding implementa-
tion were used. Interviews were tran-
scribed. From these data a set of inter-
view questions were written and re-
viewed for clarity by several people with
expertise in qualitative data collection
(see the section on instrumentation that
follows for copies of the interview ques-
tions).
At each school, the principal (and th
curriculum specialist at Boise-Eliot)
served as a liaison and selected a repre-
sentative sample of teachers and parents
Data Analysis
Procedures
The purpose of data analysis was to
identify and describe the perceptions of
teachers, principals, and parents regard-
ing the implementation of multiage in-
struction and organization in four
schools with successful multiage class-
rooms. All interviews, field notes, and
surveys were transcribed and entered
into Ethnograph (Seidel, Kjolseth, and
Seymour 1988), a computer program
designed to sort and manipulate qualita-
tive data.
All interviews and surveys were treated
as separate files for topical analysis and
coding. Files were also organized by
school, thus allowing for analysis by
school and across schools. Survey data
were handled in a similar manner.
Ethnograph allows for the development
of a codebook of topics and their defini-
tions (see Appendix C). The codebook
serves as a repository for topics emerg-
ing from the data during analysis and
helps ensure consistency in applying
codes across data sets.
Because of the quantitative nature of
the surveys, data were analyzed with an
eye toward counting the frequency with
which topics were mentioned. Tables
were then constructed to show those
topics most frequently mentioned (for
example, see table 3).
Analysis of interview data was both ex-
ploratory and ongoing, following four
general strategies:
1. Data collection and analysis were in-
tertwined. As data were collected and
analyzed, new information revealed
avenues for further inquiry. These
were pursued where appropriate.
2. Categories were formed to serve as a
means of organizing data, usually
beginning with broad, descriptive cat-
egories such as “leadership.” After
data were sorted into these broad cat-
egories, further analysis created
smaller, more concrete pieces of in-
formation using new code words. For
example, Ethnograph would gener-
ate a data set for all interview seg-
ments coded “leadership.” This data
set would then be read, analyzed, and
new codes created and attached to
the pertinent interview segments. The
process of analysis moved from the
general to the specific, creating addi-
tional code words as new topics
emerged. Table A1 contains a  coded
segment that illustrates this process.
As can be seen, this segment has
been coded with five additional codes.
Further analysis, for example, could
be conducted by sorting all segments
coded with “ownership.”
3. Themes or patterns that describe regu-
larities, shared beliefs, or norms of
school personnel toward multiage
practices were inferred from the data.
Interview information was compared
and contrasted as a means of cross-
checking the reliability of individual
perceptions of events within the
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Table A1
Sample of Coded Data (SearchCode: LEADERSHIP)
#-DIALOGING  #-PARENT REL #-LEADERSHIP
#OWNERSHIP #-RESEARCH   #-SELF QUEST
: then I got involved. But it was 604 -#
: anyone was invited to join this 605  #
: group, but it was discussions of school 606  #
: and the principal would feed us research 607  #
: as we could handle it, and 608  #
: just discussions about what do you 609  #
: think is good about education, what 610  #
: is important, and we would you know 611  #
: kind of springboard from there to 612  #
: more 613  #
school. These, in turn, were com-
pared with the emergent themes
across the schools and with results
from the survey data. In this way,
trends were identified that may have
application beyond the existing data
sets.
4. Tentative conclusions drawn from
one data set were compared and con-
trasted with other data sets. For ex-
ample, teacher perceptions of the ben-
efits of multiage practices were com-
pared across the four schools.
Draft reports of the data analysis were
sent to the principals and the curriculum
specialist at Boise-Eliot for field review.
Appropriate suggestions were incorpo-




INTRODUCTION : The purpose of this survey is to identify key issues educators
feel are important for the implementation of multiage/multigrade instruction.
Survey results will be used in a handbook to help guide educators toward success-
ful planning and implementation of multiage/multigrade learning environments.
The terms multiage and multigrade are used here interchangeably to mean learn-
ing environments where students are organized and taught together across ages
and grades. This may mean a combined classroom (two grades/ages), more than
two years, multiage/grade grouping for a single subject or an ungraded school.
INSTRUCTIONS: Please respond to each question by circling the appropriate
choice in the response section or writing in a narrative answer.
1. What is your current role?
teacher principal/supervisor other (specify: )
2. What is your current grade span responsibility (circle all that apply)?
preschool primary intermediate middle school high school
(grades K-2/3) (grades 3/4-5) (grades 6-8) (grades 9-12)
3. What is your current stage of involvement in implementing multiage/grade organi-
zation and instruction?
thinking planning 1st year 2nd year 3 or more years
about it for use of use of use of use
4. What is your current or expected pattern of use?
single grade two ages/grades three or more
w/cross-grade combined and taught ages/grades combined
grouping together and taught together
Appendix B:
Data Collection Instruments
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5. Please write in the state which you represent: _____________________________
6. Please explain why you are considering or currently implementing multiage/grade
instruction and organization.
7. What do you consider to be important factors to the successful implementation of
multiage/grade instruction?
8. What problems or difficulties have to be overcome for a) successful implementa-
tion and b) sustaining multiage/grade instruction over time?
9. What recommendations do you have for schools considering the implementation of
multiage/grade instruction?
MA Implementation Interview Protocol
Name: _______________   Date: ____    School: ______________________
1. Let’s begin by having you tell a little about who you are, your role, teaching
experience, background, etc. (probe for length of teaching, experience MA)
2. If you received a request to help a school implement a multiage approach to organi-
zation and instruction, what are some of the issues or areas you would want to focus
on? (Probe: community support, preparing students, staff risk-taking/support)
3. What reason or rationale would you offer as a justification for trying multiage
instruction?
4. How long has your school used a multiage approach to organization and instruc-
tion?
Tell me how your concerns may have changed over that time? (Probe: Has their
focus changed over time?)
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5. You have been doing this for more than three years, to what would you attribute
your success? (Probe: how has involvement been sustained, motivation, etc.?)
6. Could you describe any difficulties you may have encountered in implementing this
approach? In other words, barriers or challenges that have had to be overcome.
(probe for solutions)
7. What suggestions would you have for school principals considering the implemen-
tation of multiage instruction?
8. How would you deal with the diverse nature of most faculties in trying to imple-
ment this change? (Probe: reluctant staff, developmental differences, etc.)




he following list of code words represents a sample
of the codes used in analyzing the multiage interview data. A total of 173 codes
were created and organized into parent groups. For example, CLM represents the
parent group climate. For those interested, a complete list of the codes may be
obtained from the author.
Codeword Parent Definition
QUOTE * Quotable material
SUMMARY * Where I have summarized what a
speaker has said
ASSESSMENT ASE Relating to assessing, measuring and
evaluating multiage programs,
student progress, etc.
CARE CLM Demonstrating care and concern for
others
CELEBRATE CLM Recognizing and rewarding efforts
and successes
CLIMATE CLM Issues relating to the ethos of the
school: relationships,
communications, attitudes, etc.
COMMITMENT CLM Evidence of commitment to
multiage: hard work, extra time,
reputation, etc.
COMPETE CLM Being competitive regarding best
practice
CONFLICT CLM Any disagreement about beliefs,
values, etc. that is cause of
discussion
DIVERSITY CLM Accepting the differences in people
EMPOWER CLM Sharing power with teachers, giving
them the freedom to act on their own
professional judgment
T
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Implementing multiage instructional practices raises
important questions that should be asked and under-
stood before the journey begins:
• Why would a school staff implement a multiage
program, especially when evidence from the field
suggests multiage classrooms, at least initially, are
more work?
• What roles should teachers play in planning and
implementation, and what knowledge do they need
to effectively participate?
• What type of school or organizational climate is
likely to facilitate successful multiage implementa-
tion?
• How should parents and the community be in-
volved in deciding, planning, and implementing the
change effort?
• What does leadership look like in successful
multiage implementation?
• Are there factors associated with implementation
of successful multiage programs that can be gener-
alized to other settings?
These six questions provide the framework for this
implementation guide. The answers to these questions
are complex and can be found in the ideas, stories, and
experiences of educators who have struggled to imple-
ment multiage practices, as well as among the re-
searchers who have studied the multiage concept for
years.
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